




@KIT #R-2 Fits all Colt AR 15 and M-16 rifles.
Increase cycle rate by 20% ... increase hammer
strike by 20% ... an aid to extraction by
15%

@KIT #R-3 Fits Armalite 180 model. Increase
cycle rate by 20% ... increase hammer strike by
20% ... an aid to extraction by 15%

BULLSEYE STONE KITS: Stones so different you
have to use them to believe it. Completely stone out
a handgun in less than V3 the time of a regular type
stone.

TRIAL SIZE
MASTER GUNSMITH SIZE

@BULLSEYE HEADSPACE WASHERS for Dan
Wesson 10 piece set

@BULLSEYE HEADSPACE WASHERS for Smith &
Wesson J- frame 10 piece set

KIT #11 Fits all S&W Model 39 & 59. Reduces DA
& SA trigger pull up to 45% & increases slide
power 15%

KIT #10 Fits all Colt Commanders Models.
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & increases slide
power 15%

KIT #9 Fits all Colt Government Models/70 Series
Hardballer & Crown City Arms. Reduces trigger
pull up to 45% & increases slide power 15%

KIT #9-A Fits all Colt Government Models/70
Series Hardballer & Crown City Arms - Target
Kit. Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & reduces
slide power for target loads

KIT #12 Fits all Dan Wesson center/ire revolvers.
Reduces trigger pull up to 45%

@ KIT # 14 Fits Ruger Redhawk. Three different
weight main springs lets you adjust trigger pull
up to 50% reduction

@ KIT #15 Fits Star 9mm and P.~. Reduce
trigger pull up to 40%

TRAPPER
GUN INC.

YOUR COMPLETE
CUSTOM HANDGUN CENTER

KIT #4 Fits all Ruger Security-Six & Speed Six
Rev. Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up to
45%

KIT #5 Fits all Smith & Wesson K& NFrame Rev.
Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up to
45%

KIT #6-A Fits Thompson Center Contender 
Complete Tune Up Kit Heavy duty Hammer &
Safety spring, plus 40% Lighter Trigger
spring

~iii BULLSEYE HANDGUN ACCESSORIES
NOW AVAILABLE - THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP

BULLSEYE WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHT BLADES for KIT #7 Fits all Colt Python & Older Style Troopers @KIT #16 Fits Virginia Dragoon. Complete
Colt or Ruger (will not blur out) Rev. Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up to tune-up kit reduces trigger pull up t045%

45%

KIT #B Browning Hi-Power. Reduces trigger pull @KIT #R-l Fits all Ruger Mini 14. Inc"reases
up t045% &increases slide power 15% cycle rate by 20% ... reduces trigger pull by 20%

... increases hammer strike by 20% ... an aid to
extraction by 15%

HORIZON, The newest in rear sights for Ruger
handguns. Designed to get on target fast!

SPRING KITS
KIT #1 Fits all new model Ruger Single Action

Revolvers: Complete tune up kit with new style
Hammber shock. Included: Your choice of either
Hunting or T.rget Trigger Springs. Hunting Model
reduces trigger pull up to 45%. Target Model
reduces trigger pull up to 60%

KIT #2 Fits all center/ire Colt Mark III Troopers &
Lawman Rev. Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up to
45%

KIT #3-C Fits all center/ire Smith & Wesson J
frame revolvers. Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up
to 45%

@KIT #3-R Fits Smith & Wesson J-frame 22
cal. rimfire Reduces DA & SA trigger pull up to
30%

PISTOLSMITHING
AT IT'S
FINEST

SEND
$2.00
FOR
FULL
COLOR
CATALOG

NAME _
ADDRESS _
CITY__ STAT.......E__ ZIP _

FROM CUSTOM WORK TO TUNE UP KITS ... W'E SUPPLY THE VERY BEST

TRAPPER GUN INC. FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE
18717 East Fourteen Mile Road
Fraser, MI 48026
Hours 9 till 5 Monday thru Friday
Phone: (313) 792-0133
VISA AND MASTER CARD WELCOME
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CONTENDER

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTER
THE GAM

When it comes to past history, Contender wasn't there.
Built for "sport" not "argument", Contender didn't partic

ipate in the "Indian Wars" nor the "fight at the OK Corral".
Unconcerned with the esthetics of yesterday, COl')tender has

about as much in common with a frontier revolver as a jet liner has
with a covered wagon.

What Contender does offer is downrange capability. Its superb
accuracy and strong break open design - coupled with a unique
interchangeable barrel system affords the kind of performance that

was hitherto unheard of in the handgun world. Think about it! Before
there was a Contender did you ever hear of a handgun firing varmint

loa9s such as .222 and .223 Remington? Did you ever hear of a handgun
that handled .30/30 Winchester, .35 Remington and a trio of fiesty wildcats
(.30 & .357 Herrett plus the new 7 M/M T.C.U.)? Of course you didn't

because a true hunting handgun did not exist before there was a Contender.

By increasing the effective range of the handgun - offering workable terminal
ballistics (heavy bullet weights accurately placed with sufficient remaining

energy to do the job properly), Contender has made history In t"'e hunting
handgun field. The first "out of the. box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score
In Metallic Silhouette, Contender is racking up additional merits at every match. If
you're serious about long range handgunning, shouldn't you be thinking in terms
of performance?

Wli'e Today! FOR OUR NEW
~o. 8 1981 CATALOG

See how one single shot pistol with a full range of
interchangeable barrels can handle the hottest of wildcats or the

tamest of pussycats. A rugged handgun that is superbly
accurate. A handgun that will smash out a varmint load such as
the .222 Remington at 2,512 F.P.S. A handgun that can down a

Whitetail buck in the morning and win a Silhouette match before
suppertime.

P.S. All Thompson/Center firearms are American Made and
backed by a Lifetime Warrant.y.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH 3. Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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Buy One IfJ81lBook, Get One Free! .
Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mall

8995

BLACK POWDER ~~~,
GUN DIGEST. ~
3rd Edition
Edited by Jack Lewis
Get a load of the all-new articles in ~

this great 3rd edition! Causes and
cures of round ball deformity. Compari- '
son of the Whitworth rifle with its
replica, part by part, and shooting
ca,pabilities of each. Investigation of
how barrel twist reacts upon load
configuration. Black powder shotgun
ning and shotgun loads. Tips and tricks
to improve shooting performance.
Learn to make a powder horn, a rifle
cover, even acustomized black powder # BP9446
rifle. These and much more,e~pressly

written for the black powder gun buff. 8995
256 8'12"x 11" pages.

GUN COLLECTOR'S ~~~~r\£f'0;~
DIGEST . .
3rd Edition
Edited by Joseph J. Schroeder

Good reading by some of the world's
finest collector/writers. A fascinating
article about 19th century English pistol
designer, William Tranter; well-research
ed histories of two Japanese firearms,
the Type 96 and the rare Hino-Komuro;
an excellent surveyof Lugeraccessories;
documentation of the gun thattriggered
N.Y. State's Sullivan Act; histories of
Mauser's 22 rifles, theG.1. carbine and
Auto Mag pistol; rare military knives
the Commando V-42 and prototype
Nazi daggers ofWWl1. Much more. Plus
a detail~d guide to current gun laws.
256 8W'x 11" pages.

#HA2096

GUN DIGEST ~~~'
BOOK 0FKNIVES 2nd Edition
By Jack Lewis and Roger Combs
Covers the complete spectrum of the
fascinating world of knives, examining
their history from early European stone
and flint knives thru those of the 20th
century; the handmade knife move
ment and the knifemakers guild; new
and old factory manufacturers/im
porters; engravers/scrimshanders.
Blades - shapes and styles, sharpen
ing techniques, heattreating, renovation
of old blades. Handmade knives
profiles of pioneers, some of today's
top custom makers, and some of the
highly skilled new faces. Step-by-step
instruction with photos for making
knives from kits,fixed blade and folding,
easy and difficult. 288 8'12" x 11 " pages.

HANDLOADER'S
DIGEST
9th Edition
Edited by KEm Warner
The book the handloader should not
be without. Features outstanding "how
to" articles along with an extensive
directory of components, equipment
and accessories for reloading rifle,
pistol and shotgun ammunition. Every
aspect of the handloadirig craft is
examined from tools to techniques to
materials. Read about how to deal with
Berdan primers, using the mini-Ia,the,
chronography; in-depth looks at the 17'
Remington and the 220 Swift cartridges.
Loading for the Winchester 1886 rifle
in its various calibers. Lots more. 320
8'12"x 11" pages.

Announcing Part VI: Law Enforcement Weapons!

Gun Digest Book Of

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY
ByJ. B. Wood

# LW8666

S995

Wood has now added a sixth volume to
his firearms assembly/disassembly
series.Those weapons covered include
sub-machine guns such as the Uzi,
Thompson and MAC 10; semi-automa
tics such as the AR-180, AR-1 5 and the
HK-91; carbines, handguns, rifles and
shotguns. As with the other books in the
series, disassembly takes you step-b'y
step to the "field-strip" level, cautioning
about proceeding further without having
developed a basic mechanical aptitude.
With that note of advice,Wood continues
to describe the complete disassembly
procedure, down to the last pin, spring

and screw. Accompanying the text are
hundreds of close-up photographs
showing the most intricate detail. Where
reassembly involves more than just
reversing the order, Wood illustrates the
more complicated steps to "avoid an
embarrassing trip to the gunsmith carry
ing a boxfull of parts". Each volume also
includes an illustrated section on tools,
and a list of sources for specialized
items. All told, this series gives the most
comprehensive, uniform and profes
sional presentation available to either
hobbyist or gunsmith. Each book con
tains 288 t0320 8W'x 11" pages.

PART I: AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS
#FP8616 $8.95

PART II: REVOLVERS
#FR8626 $8.95

PART III: RIM FIRE
RIFLES
#RR8636 $8.95

PART IV: CENTERFIRE
RIFLES
#CR8646 $8.95

PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 ~.95

PART VI: LAW
ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS
#LW$666 $9.95

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~



Book I

Book I

$ _

$

$

KNIVES'82
Edited by Ken Warner
Hundreds of photos & des
criptions of new custom &
factory knives. The State of
the'Art today and the Trllnds
of tomorrow. The most com
plete directory of the knife
world ever' assembled. 192
8Y.z"x 11" pages.

#KV9826 $6.95

Book I
I

Book I

Name _

Book I Book I

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Address, _

Column 'B' Total

Buy One ID811 Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

Wild .same meat is the most in its coverage of every con- ~\t~\
nutritIOUS meat in the world. ceivable aspect of game care
It can also be the best table and cookery from harvesting
fare you can provide, thanks to preparation to cooking and
to gourmet-in-the-wild, Sam serving: Learn to butcher,
Fadala, whose unique approach bone, can smoke, age....
starts in the field and ends in but best of all. ...enjoy. 288
the kitchen. While some truly 8Y.z"x 11" pages.
great recipes are included, the $8 95
special value of this book lies #GM7526 .... ", " , '

THE COMPLETE
GUIDE TO
GAME CARE
AND COOKERY
By Sam Fadala

MILITARY SMALL ARMS 1982 GUN DIGEST GUN DIGEST REVIEW OF .
OF THE 20TH CENTURY 36th Edition CUSTOM GUNS .,

4th Edition Edited by Ken W;jrner ' Edited by Ken Warner
BylanV.Hogg & John Weeks All-new. Remington's 721- Investigates . checkering,
Fully revised comprehensive 722. The Bren Ten. Swivel woods, barrels, actiQns; sights,
illustrated encyclopedia of guns of Indonesia. 12-page finishes and more. Price and
small caliber arms used by Testfire reports. More. 150- de~ign trends. Plus special
the world's armies today, page catalog of specs, photos Arti,an directory. listing
those used in two world wars, and uito-date 'retail 'prices gunsmiths aild speCialty shopS
and those sure to be used in on al U.S./imported fire- by type. 256 8l1"i 1I"pages..
the'80's.2888W'xll"pages. arms. 448 8Y.z"x II" pages. $8 95
#ME9146 $10 95 #GDI026 .... $11.95 #CU8916....... •

~==-""""----:G~U:;::N=S~IL;;L7:U=ST='R~A~TE;;;D~'~~---'---'::G~U::-N:':D=IG=I:=$T~BOO='=K:-:O::F~-r--TWO-B(iOKS-FOR--PRicE-.
1982 14th Edition MODERN GUN VALUES ' " " .
Edited by Harold A Murtz ' ' 3rd Edition, By Jack Lewis OF ONE! HER~'S HOWl
Articles on Heym's SR-20N, Expanded to i.riClude all non- Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
Ruger's 10/22, H&K's P7, military gUDS infroduced in the another OBI book FREE! Now you can own
all J>lastic shotshells; testfiring U.S. between 1900 and 1978. any of the books shown in thiS ad FR..EH
the Whitworth black powder Thousands oflistings andover
and FN-LAR Match auto 1800 photos. Current market Ca) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
rifles. Big catalog with sJ>ecs values, full specs anddescrip- (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
and current retail prices. 320 tions.' 384 8Y.z"x II" pages. second 'book from this ad 0/ the sami,p;;ce
8Y.z"x II" pages. $ or less FRE'E! '
#GLS026 $9 95 #MG5836...... 9.95

. . . . . . . • (c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
RELOADING FOR ABC'S OF RELOADI,.G you 'order to help us cover postage, insllr-
SHOTGUNNERS 2nd Edition ance, packing and haml\ing.
EditedbyRobefts 'LAnderson ' By Dftan A Grennell (d) If you buy OBI books from your 10c~1
The psychology of trap and Step-by-step instruclion on dealer. send genuine dealer sales slip show-
Skeet reloading. wildcatting, powders, Shells, shot and ing which books in this ad you bought and
home defense aJid slugreloadS, loadin- density. Cov~rS 's FREE b k '.,. I'patterning, much more. Plus • h II where. arne 00 oller app les.
Over 70 I1s. of load data for handgun. rifle and shots e including S2.00 postage, insurance and

procedures. New ballistic r FREE b k10, 12, , 2<128 and .410 Info Ind reload testin,l tech- I h~ndling fees ,or each, 00'.
boresho~.\-atalogsection. niques.2888W'xll' pages. ABC
224 8Y.!' x 11" pages. ' $8 95 I'm Buying Retail Send These
ff:RS2606 $7.95 ff:ABS636......... These Price F~EE!

BOO 0 GUN DIGEST BOOK OF $
~'i:8~~f-lHINGK F GUNSMITHING TOOLS...
ByJack Mitchell AND THEIR USES
Covers smoothing, tuning, , BY.)Qhn E. Traister
timing, joining, metal temper- Introduction to virtually every
in&. rebarrelling, troubleshoot· professional .lunshop tool.
ing, accurizing, installin2lal- Hundreds of informative,
tering sights..,making repface- exrlanatory photos. Covers
mentparts.~itsfora4Sauto al 'the fundamentals plus
rebuildina ajunker pistol. 288 many tips for the expert. 256
811" x II" pages. 8Y.z"x 11" pages.

$ 5 $ 7 95 PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
~=- ---.::#~P~S~9~S:::46::...:...:.'';''.:.;''.;.'.:.;':;,.::8:.:,•.::9:=..+- .:.#,:::G.:.T:;.88;;;I:.;;6:.;.. .:.;''.;.'.:.;''.;.'~"';';';;;"';~ ($2.00 for each FREE book). $ "

LAW ENFORCEMI!NT CARTRIDGES OF THE
HANDGUN DIGEST . WORLD, 4th Edition TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _
3rd Edition By Jack Lewis By Frank C. Barn~s OR
All that's new for on and off· Completely up-dated, this en- Enclosed is genuine proof-of.purchase (dealer
duty weapons: shot&uns,spec- cyclopedic work covers the sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
ial weapons. ammo.leatherand dirnensions, performance para- Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
body armor. How SWAT,meters. physical characterist· above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
works. combat shooting, a visit ics for over 1.000 differenl
to'S&W's Police Academy. cartridges in one, well-organ- for'each book.
288 8Y.!" x 11" pages. izedbOOk. 3848Y.z" x Il"pages. TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _

ff:LUS236 S8.95 #CW5046 $9.95 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ..
PLEASE ALLOW

THREE WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. "339

1
One Northfield Plaza

Northfield, L 60093

THE COMPLETE THE BLACK POWDER
BLACK POWDER HANDGUN '
HANDBOOK . By Sam Fada/a

, By Sam Fadala From the Duckfoot to the
Evety.!hingfromproperlubes Ruger Old Army. Covers
andnflingtwisttodQ:.it-your- loads and loading, moulding
selfIccessories. Plus surefire bullets and balls, ballistics,
loading methods. ballistics, tunillg and timlDll, lubes,
safet)', succeslful shooting solvent, patchin&. Sighting-in.
. 3208.... " II" More:2888,.Y.!"£11" pages.tips. n x pages. City State Zip, _
#BL8326 $8.95 #B09266 $8.95 u.s. &< Canada only 2for I otrerexpires In 60 days I IL --l__:...- --'- _ - - _ - - - ~ -:- - - --- :- _J '



good news in two respects. First, it can
prevent an accident, should an "old
model" Ruger be mishandled.

Second, the kit does not change the
external appearance of the guns, and kit
parts can be removed entirely and re
placed with original action components to
maintain the revolver's collector value.
, Although the kit provides transfer bar
protection, it does not bring the "old
model" fully up to "new model" design.
For example, the kit does ·not provide the
loading-gate/hammer interlock feature of
"new model" Ruger revolvers.

Ruger's specific plan for the new system
is this: While the Ruger "old model"
single-action revolvers have always been
safe to use when handled properly, Sturm,
Ruger & Company nevertheless
developed the new Single-Action Conver
sion Kit to be fitted to any "old model~'

Ruger single-action revolver. These new
parts will protect the shooter from an
accidental discharge, resulting from a se
vere blow to the hammer if he has forgot
ten to load only· five cartridges and keep
the hammer down on an empty chamber.

"Old model" owners interested in the
conversion should write Sturm, Ruger &
Co., Inc., Lacey Place, Dept. OM, South
port, CT 06490. Do not send a revolver
until requested by Ruger to do so.

The Sentinels
High Standard, now with its new East

Hartford, Connecticut, work force up to
strength, is reintroducing two models this
year, the dual-cylider Sentinels and the
Derringer in .22 LR.

Introduced in 1974, the Sentinel was
completely redesigned in 1975, with a steel
frame and shrouded barrel. However, pro
duction was halted in 1977 when HS man
agement changed and the firm's manufac
turing facilities were 'Tloved from Hamden
to East Hartford.

The Sentinel will reappear in three
versions-2-inch, fixed sight; 5-inch,
a<:ljustable sight; and 6-inch, adjustable
sight. Each revolver will be supplied with
two cylinders as standard equipment, one
chambered for .22 LR, the other for .22
Winchester Magnum Rimfire.

The .22 LR Derringer was a victim of
the move too, but is being reintroduced
because of the expanding women's mar
ket. It seems that High Standard's .22
WMR Derringer is just the right size for a
lady's hand or purse, but its trigger pull is
too stiff. And HS officials told American

Kit is Continued on page 22
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Ruger Transfer
Sturm, Ruger now offers a Ruger Trans

fer Bar Conversion Kit without charge to
owners of its "old model" single-action
Single-Six, Blackhawk, and Super Black-
hawk revolvers. .

The kit, which must be installed at the
factory, comprises seven new parts
hammer, pawl, transfer bar, trigger, cylin
der latch, cylinder latch spring, and cylin
der base pin.

Once installed, the firing pin cannot
contact a live cartridge under the hammer
unless the trigger is drawn to its rearmost
position. Therefore, a gun fitted with a
transfer bar conversion is unlikely to dis
charge when dropped on its hammer.

A similar transfer bar action has been
the factory standard assembly on aU Ruger
single-action revolvers produced since
1973. However, conversion kit parts are not
interchangeable with the actions in later
production guns.

Ruger's "old model" single-action
handguns were designed true to the single
action tradition of the earlier revolvers
they resemble.

Even though instructions for the owner/
shooter to keep the hammer over an empty
cylinder were packed with these guns since
production began, in 1953-and a IOO-year
safety tradition among single-action re
volver shooters to do so-several accidents
occurred when inexperienced handlers
dropped "old model" Rugers while the
firing pin was resting on the primer of a
live round.

Some controversial court actions involv
ing these accidents were decided against
Ruger-which ultimately led to
discontinuance of the "old models." Con
currently, the company started to stamp
the barrel of each new production gun,
warning the user to: "Read the instruc
tions." This move, understandably, drove
purists to distraction, but such is the way of
the product liability jungle.

After production was discontinued, "old
model" Rugers quickly became collectors'
items.

The Transfer Bar Conversion

RUGER OFFER5IRANSF~R BAR KITS
FOR 'O~ MODEL' SINGLE-ACnONS

INDUSTRY INSIDER

K evin Parsons, president of Armament
Systems and Procedures (ASP), of

Appleton, Wisconsin, reports the company
will offer stainless Ruger Security-Six re
volve~s converted from .357 Magnum to
.44 Special. Word is, too, that ASP has
purchased rights to produce the highly
frangible Glaser Safety Slug, and that
production will start soon.

TAPPAN
ON

SURVIVAL
JERKY POllllNELLE

Full scale long losting Jolloy 360 long ronge pistol and
high pow~red rifle silhouettes. . .... 1269.99-

On. Mt conll"1 ot. an'moll.

1/5 scale N.R.A. Small aofe rifl. silhouettes ..
I ••,. . . $9.91

3/8 scole IH~SA .22 pistol silhouettes. 1 se' ~17.'0

SWMS manufacture, standard or custom scaled
silhouette, for your range. 'or more InfOf'....tlon.
send 2S' a~~ a self· addressed .n.... lop. to: .

Sov.hw..' _ ••lIIe SlIhou.""
~.O..... 47. Uw.,.... T•••• 7..1

Or Cell: (512) 271·5454 or (5121 271-3217

NOW AVAILABLE
BY 'POPULAR DEMANO

MELTAPPM
":••the survivalist\'Oice

of reason.:." .
-Laac........... T'lwN.w...... r....

Fine
Metallic Silhouettes

Mel Tappan's Guns & Ammo and
Soldier of Fortune columns

under one cover for
the first time.

The ariicles that sparked the survival
movement. A superb introduction to the
subject of long-term survival. Tappan on
the ·economy. retreating. firearms. food.
communications. etc. 320 pages. $7.95 +
$1.00 postage and handling. VISA and
Master Charge accepted.

e.~o~~ pReSS
~ogueRiver, Oregon 97537
(503) 582·1520 .

Books paid for with money orders or cashier's
checks shipped wrthin 24 hours. Personal checks
mu'st clear. (Include street address for UPS
shipment.) .
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Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH-7032
Route 147
Middlefield, CT 06455

Write for free CC1tCJlog.

most compn~hcnsi\'e datn, ,111
resulting from rigorous testing
,md measurem(~nt in our
bnllistic laborntorv and test
facility. '

In fact, the popularity and
completeness of our reloading
rIatn has resulted in the creation
of both French and German
language handbooks. The whole
world is discovering what
American shooters huve ilhvilYS
known - Lyman means
reloading know-how.

Our exciting 19S2 catalog
displays an entire range of
quality products that any good
reloading dealer can show you.
It's a whole new ball game in
reloading, bullet casting. black
powder, and publications from
. , , the new Lyman.

The Lyman Turbo-Tumblers
... Clean and polish in half
the time.

A revolutionarv new s\'s\(~m

that processes cas(~s twic(~ as
fast as anvom~ elS(~'s. Both stvles
of Turbo-Tumblers allm\" "
inspection of cases without
stopping the 0pcrrltion and both
swirl the polishing medin
around totallv immersed cases
in u high speed agitatcd motion.
All exterior cartridge surfaces
are cleaned and polished
simultaneously for greater
uniformity.

The Turbo 1200 will handle a
full 12-pouncl capucity and the
Turbo 600 approximately half of
that. It all adds up to more
convenient. quiet operation in
half the time. Again, the new
Lyman cleans up.

THE CRUSHER,
THE TURBO,

THE4&lh...
ALL FROM LYMAN.

The Orange Crusher ...
biggest, strongest, smoothest
press we've ever built.

New in 19S2 is the only press
for rifle und pistol cartridges
that combines our true magnum
press opening with powerful
compound leverage.

Our direct torque handle
transfers all the power to where
you need it - to the center of
the ram. It also mounts for
either left or right hand
operation. This press operates
with rock-solid stability. with its
three staggered mounting holes.

The largest cartridges are
hundled in the Orange Crusher's
massive 4%" press opening.
assuring ease of access for
cartridges as large as the Smm New Lyman Reloading
Remington Magnum. Handbook ... A good thing

True magnum construction gets even better.
throughout. from the heavy-duty The flagship of Lyman's
casting to the textured handle technically-acclaimed
grip. gives you the finest over<J1I publications is completely
press we've ever made. updated for 19S2.
Powerful, efficient. versatile - The 46th edition of this
the Orange Crusher from the "benchmark" for the reloading
new Lyman. field now contains the Intest.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1982

At Lyman,
we're giving
the shooter
everything
he needs
for metallic
reloading.
In 1982 we've got more
innovative products and
state-of-the-art reloading data
than ever before.



S'IUII'AS
PHIUP C. BRIGGS

THE procedure preferred by
knowledgable shooters to Reduce

Muzzle Lift and Recoil.
•

TEST LOADS

7-08 Remington XP-100

for use in reloading. And many did. Al
though we didn't have the plethora of
commercial components then that we do
now, and a dollar bought a lot more,

back when there was a OeM, and NRA
members had a pipeline into the military,
shooters could buy military components

100-yard Averllge
Powder Charge Group Size Velocity

Bullet lYpe (Grelna) C..e (Inchea) (fpe)

139 Salvage FMJ BL-C2 41.0 LC-75 1.89 2228
139 Salvage FMJ BL-C2 41.0 R-P 7-08 1.39 2178
140 Sierra SP BL·C2 41.0 R·P 7-08 1.73 2240
168 Sierra MK H4895 38.0" LC-72M 1.80 2281
168 Sierra MK H4895 38.0" LC-75 1.26 2273
168 Sierra MK H4895 38.0 R-P 7-08 1.11 2243
175 Sierra BT 4064 37.0 LC-75 1.75 2143
175 Sierra BT 4064 37.0 R-P 7-08 1.52 2126

Velocltlea are Indrumental for one flY_hot 8trIng me..ured 10 feet from the muzzle with an Oehler
Model 33 Chronot8ch and Skyecreena. Group aiza la the everega of three flv••hot group. fired
from a undbeg red. Load. marked with an a_ri.k (") are maximum and .hould not be uNd. Work
up to. ell I08d8 aiowly.

growing up in hand-me-downs, or eating
too many meals made up of leftovers. Or
maybe they're just spoiled.

Once upon a time, before the Kennedys,

I 'm not sure why, but in the minds of
many shooters, "surplus" carries a

negative connotation. Maybe it's from

PISTOL

Mag-Na-Port Arms has 20 years experi
ence with EDM technology, and 10's of
1000'sof satisfied customers will attest to
our expertise.
There's only one, genuine Mag-Na-Port
process, and it's available only from the
Mag-Na-Port locations listed below.
Mag-na-Port (313) 469-6727
Mag-na-Port of Canada (204}633-7018

Send for FREE literature today.

~~~~
AIMUle. USA AIMS. lie. CANADA

30016 South River Road 1861 Burrows Avenue
Mt. Clemens. Michigan 48045 Winnipeg, Manitoba R2X 2V6
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Harrington 8r Richardson, InCa
. Industrial Rowe Gardner, MA 01440

Model 904
also available
with 6" target
bull barrel in H&R
Crown Lustre blue.

For complete, full
color catalog on all
H&R prodUcts and the
famous orange and
black H&R woven
jacket patCh. send $2
to Dept. AHG-12A

target front sight. The winning
combination for bull's eye accuracy with
every shot.

The Model 904 has our famous
smooth blue satin finish and the Model
905 the tough, durable. H&R Hard·
Guard electro-less nickel finish that
helps shrug off abuse. These fine single

and double action nine
shot revolver's swing out cylinders
have the quickest single stroke
ejection you can imagine -
and. every gun is. furnished with
smooth. comfortable walnut grips.

For over a hundred years American
sportsmen at H&R have been designing
and building exceptional quality firearms
at affordable prices for American
sportsmen. We don't belie~e that it is
possible to buy a better revolver .
for the priCe. We ought to know - we
wrote the book on rim fire revolversl
"Swing out" to your dealer today.

from the NO.1 maker of rim fire revolvers ...

10

For the serious Plinker
and Small Game Hunter

A target grade ZZ LR rim fire revolver
now in the popular 4" barrel length.
Especially designed for high performance
- weighted, finely balanced and fitted
with H&R's super. new "Wind Elv" fully

. adjustable rear sight. solid rib and

NEWSWING
OUT4's



WILSON COMBAT
Route 3, Box 211-0, Berryville, AR 72616
Phone 501-545-3618 - Dealers Inquire

Cartridge Company, Inc., P.O. Box 302,
Phoenix, AZ 85002. Owner Eric Lutfy does
a large amount of commercial reloading,
but most of his business involves buying
huge quantities of military surplus, small
arms ammo and brass from all over the
world, and either reselling it in small lots,
or salvaging the components.

Right now there is a tremendous
amount of .223 brass around, and Eric's
shop was jam-packed with drums ofshiny
new once-fired cases ready for packaging
and shipping to dealers and commercial
reloaders. Mixed in with all of this was a
drum or two of .308s; and back in a corner
was a large quantity of slippery looking
salvaged 139-grain 7mm FMJs. ,.

Continued on page 24

COMPETITION PROVEN
ryrek-n ~~dn, SHOK-BUFF™

.AA~

o
Used & recommended by Ihe following lop I PSC compelilors-
Raul Walters, MO Ken Hackathorn, OH Mike Dalton, CA
John Shaw, TN Ross Seyfried, CO Ray Neal. CA
Bill Wilson, AR Ray Chapman, MO

Proven to withstand the test of competition & drastically reduce the
battering of slide & frame on .45 autos.
NO.2 Kit (2 bullers & 1 HD recoil spg.) govt. or comm. S5.50
No. 2B Bullers only (pkg. of 6) S5.50
No. 2T Target Kit (2 bullers & 1 reduced power recoil spg.) govt. or GC S5.50
No. 2D Deluxe Kit (5 bullers, 2 HD recoil springs & 1 EP firing pin spg.) govt. or comm. S12.95

Order direct·Check, Money Order or COD accepted. Add S2.50 per order postage & handling.

highly successful lO-inch bull-barreled
producion gun.

Still, with all of this history and intent
behind these cartridges, you'll still find
shooters who buy commercial brass for use
in reloading.

"That surplus stuff's junk;' they'll say, or
"Those crimped-in primers will ruin your
decapper," or "The crimp's too hard to
remove," or "It doesn't have enough
capacity."

Piffle! I've been using ex-military brass
for years, for wildcats and tame cats, and
none of what those folks say is true.

Recently, I had the opportunity to put
my opinions to a test that would be of
interest to handgunners.

The catalyst was a visit to Thunderbird

shooters of the day bought military com
ponents. new or surplus. because they were
ofgood quality and they were inexpensive.

Though all we can buy nowadays are
surplus components, contrary to popular
opinion, these virtues still hold.

Some of the early handgun silhouette
experimenters recognized this, and used
readily available military brass as the basis
for their wiidcatting., Gates worked with
both the .308 and .223; Ugalde and Ingram
the .223; and Talbot the .308.

Elgin finally settled on the .300 Savage
as a basis for his highly successful 7mm
IHMSA to avoid the hassle of forming his
original, slightly shorter, cartridge, a 7mm
on a H~-inch-long .308 case. •

The 7mm IHMSA can, of course, be
made from .308 brass, but the 7mm-308 is
simpler. The rifle shooters developed this
popular wildcat shortly after the .308 was
released, and it has become quite popular
in recent years, particularly among rifle
silhouette competitors. Remington people,
knowing a good thing when they saw 'it,
recently have commercialized the car
tridge as the 7-08 Remington. (If only
they'd had the good sense to offer the XP
in this chambering.)

Wes Ugalde popularized a 7mm wildcat
on the .223 case for use in unlimited
Contenders. The cartridge is simply
formed, turned out to be a dandy, and was
natural for the Contender. Thompson/
Center recognized this, and adopted the
chambering, christened 7mm TCU, for the

Also available at all
Authorized Safariland

Dealers worldwide.

$2695
1941 South Walker, Dept. AH Monrovia CA 91016

CA res. add 6% sales tax. Add 10% for shipping
and handling. Or give us a callThll Free.

(800) 423-7148
(Except Alaska' Ca.• Hawaii)

Master Charge-Visa

that they don't make these hearing
protectors for "Man's Best Friend."
We at Safariland, offer the finest
hearing protection for almost
every need, or breed.
This Model D-325, offers the lowest
frequency sound attenuation L-1 the
industry. The adjustable frame,
excellent padding and the tight ear
seals, make the Model D-325 an
absolute must when hearing
protection is needed.
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SWAGED LEAD
PISTOL BULLETS

The Alberts
....~- offering

consists of
TWENTY designs from

.32 to .45 PLUS a pair of belted
conicals for black powder

shooters. The depth of the
Alberts line demonstrates our

genuine interest in providing
exactly the bullet you want. Pre
lubed for fast. clean reloading.
and constantly checked against

stringent manufacturing stand-
ards. you can be confident when

buying Alberts.
Swaged lead bullets are our only

product - they have to excel,
Cost? Absolutely competitive - and

Alberts prices have remained constant
since 1979!

Send 50¢ for 4 page brochure, and 4
pages of Loading Data,

THE ALBERTS CORPORArION
12-B Commerce Road. Fairfield, NJ 07006

How To
Make Practical
Pistol Leather

By J. David McFarland

Any style holster, for any handgun, right·
or left·handed, is instantly available and
affordable - if you make it yourself. Step
by step instructions reveal all the secrets of
successful holstermaking: leather selection,
tools needed, designing holster patterns,
how to select the holster type that best fits
your needs, wet molding the holster to the
gun, and more. Special pull-out section in
center has full size holster patterns for Colt
.45 ACP, 5&W M19, Ruger Blackhawk,
Beretta Jaguar, Colt Diamondback, etc.
Large 8 1!zx 11 format, profusely illustrated
with photos & line draWings.
Book No. 150 .""" .. ,.,., $6.95-----e!~ DESERT PUBLICATIONS

Dept. AH-Cornville, AZ 86325

I have enclosed $ " Please rush me

___copy(s) of:

How To Make Practical Pistol Leather
(Arizona ;esidents please add 4% slate sales tax)

Name _

Address _

City State __ Zip _
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WEAVER VI. TURRET: ONE OF 'EM
COULD BE EXACTLY RIGHT FOR YOU

T'he two-hand hold isn't for sissies any- The Weaver is an isometric tension lock
more. Now, it's the mark of a shooter designed to absorb the recoil of heavy

who ~nows handguns. Unfortunately, a lot combat loads, and snap the gunhands back
of people aren't doing it right. And those down on target. It achieves this better than
who are, tend to cling with zealous fervor anything else. With a proper Weaver hold,
to the first method that worked for them, you can lock in on a quick sight picture
"What's a Weaver stance?" PPC shooters and pull the trigger as fast as you can and,
say scornfully, and combat gunners who've if you've done it right, you'll have a group
adopted the Weaver mode answer, "The in the kill zone of a silhouette target at
Weaver hold is the technique used by the close combat ranges. The Weaver is not,
true experts, and anyone who just locks however, the most solid platform for ac
both hands in front of himself is an igno- curate shooting because you are pulling in
rant amateur." with one hand and pushing out with the

As is often the case with ideological rifts, other, resulting in too much waver for a
the truth is somewhere in the middle. true precision lock on the target. You'll hit

Amateurs, whose only role models for it someplace, if you're good, and you'll hit
combat shooting are TV cop shows, tend to it quick, but you may not hit it dead center.
grab their handguns any which way with If you're not experienced at what you're
two hands, point it in front of them, and doing, you may not hit the target at all.
crank the trigger. Professionals use one of Where the Weaver has recoil recovery as
two systems, the Weaver Stance or the its No.1 selling point, the Fairbairn/
Fairbairn Iscosceles position, which I call McGee position produces precision place
the McGee Turret stance, after the man ment. You shove the gun out in front of
who popularized its use in America. you, locking everything in your body-

When Jeff Cooper introduced freestyle shoulders, elbows, wrists-and you wind
combat matches in the mid-1950s, a local up with the steadiest possible position for
deputy named Jack Weaver started win- shooting a handgun while standing up on
ning them all. He was using a position in your hind legs. PPC shooters use this posi
which he bent his right elbow a bit and his tion exclusively because their game is
left elbow a lot, pushing out with the first accuracy, fairly quick, with light loads,
and pUlling in with the second. This cre- instead of hitting someplace very quick
ated an isometric tension vise on the pistol with heavy ammo. When you're counting
itself, and the bent elbows served as shock on one shot, the PPC shooters have the
absorbers for recoil, permitting faster re- system that will best guarantee a center hit.
covery with hot ammo. Weaver fanciers say that the turret posi-

Fairbairn was a British officer who ran tion has no value because the locked joints
the Shanghai Police training section in the create a fulcrum that allows recoil to throw
early part of this century, when the city the pistol farther upward when it goes off.
experienced problems that made Watts This might be true with .44 Magnums and
look like a Cub Scout Jamboree at Disney other super-heavy rounds, but it doesn't
World. Fairbairn studied the gunfight really translate to .357s or .45 automatics,
problems his men were facing, and con- let alone anything of smaller calibers. The
cluded that they would win more fact that you are pushing the gun out wilh
shootouts if they took their .45 automatics your joints locked in itself creales a sorl of
in both hands and shoved them straight isometric tension arrangement. That
out in front of their eyes, with their elbows fulcrum theory works with full-auto weap
locked in a position that formed an Isco- ons, which fire ten rounds per second, but
sceles triangle relative to their torsos. it doesn't really happen with semi-auto
Damned if it didn't work! The concept pistols or revolvers. The deeply bent left
languished for decades, and was resur- elbow of the Weaver goes with the fact that
rected by Lt. Frank McGee of NYCPD, your left side will be quartered toward the
who made it the standard training method target, assuming that you're right-handed.
for New York cops. He taught it as a turret In an Iscosceles position, your torso is
position; the shooter's upper body be- facing the target straight on, which is why
comes a gun turret that rotates at the hips. the locked and triangulated arms work so

The two systems for double-fisted shoot- well. Foot placement? You'll probably
ing operate on different principles. Each have 'em parallel and spread for balance in
makes different promises, depending on a PPC match, The good news is that, on the
what it is the shooter wishes to accomplish. street, it doesn't matter where your feet are
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Dillon Precision Products, Inc.
7755 E. Gelding Dr., Dept. AH

Scottsdale, AZ 85260
Phon~: 602-948-8009

'-------..,
edited by
Mel Tappan

CITY

ADORESS

ttANDGUNNER
DEPT. 59-H3
591 CaminO de la Reina.
San Diego. Ca, 92108

Please sene! copy(ies) of
A CUIDE TO HANDMADE
KNIVES at $9.50 each with $1.00
postage and hane!ling per copy,

rA Guide To..;..-·--...;,......;.
HANDMADEK~IVES
THE OFFICIAL DIRECTORY
OFTHE KNIFEMAKERS GUILD
No collector's library should be without
this invaluable reference as it explores the
extraordinary quality of the Guildmakers'
artistry and craftsmanship in their knife
work. Personal accou nts by members of
the Guild are a source of great interest as
they cover such topics 'as investing in
handmade knives; knife collecting; custom
knives; the techniques and materials used
by Guildmakers; and the selection and
commission of ahandmade knife, Receive
your copy today for only $9.50 plus $1.00 STATE liP
postage and h'andling. ' .
~ Ca residents add 13% sales tax, Allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery,

~-~----------------------

Complete for one caliber
(except cUes) with powder
measure and primer feed,

$365.00

Efficient, progressive reloading at an
affordable price, that is the goal of the
engineering team at Dillon Precision Products.

The Dillon RL-450 is the latest in a fam.ily of
high quality, high speed progressive
reloaders.

The Dillon RL-450 is a true progressive
reloader, utilizing a four position rotary shell
plate which carries the cartridges through
the various die positions-producing a
loaded r.ound with every stroke of the tool.
Cyclic rate of,the Rl-450 is in excess of 450
rounds per hour-production rates of 0
rounds per hour can be
maintained. The RL-450 is not
limited to pistol calibers. Powerful,
compound linkage en,ables the full
length sizing of all pistol and rifle
calibers from .380 ACP to .30-06, using
standard dies. Four die positions provide
capacity for a roll or taper crimping station.
The integral powder measure system is
supplied .with one adjustable powder bar
(large or small, depending on caliber).

DILLON HAS A ~EW

pROGRESSIVE RELOADER?

THE
DIUON
R1J-4S0!

WHAT!?
because your body has become a gun
turret that pivots at the hip.

The Turret is probably better for in
stinctive shooting, darkness shooting and
precision shooting. The Weaver undenia
bly offers better control in hot-and-heavy
rapid tire at a big target, but it requires
more practice.

A Weaver shooter normally.stands with
his back straight up, often tilting the head
slightly so he doesn't have to bring the gun
up as far. Usually, Turret shooters will
crouch slightly, and almost always will do
so under pressure; a match shooter who
uses this position will often tilt his head
and upper spine rearward for cantilevered
balance in a handg4nner's variation of
what rifle competitors call "the Russian
positioll ." Do it with your feet too close
together and, with a moster Magnum load,
your toes will come up off the ground.
Leaning away from the gun works only
with mild ammo. .

Hand placement itself should be tai
lored to the individual. If you have big
hands with long tingers, you might want to
wrap the thumb of the support hand over
the back of the shooting hand. I tind that
comfortable with a small frame revolver,
okay with a K-frame,and impossible with
anything larger. I u'sually just curl the
thumb up, which allows my other fingers
to squeeze that much harder. The thumb
of the shooting h~nd should be curled
'down, too, for the same reason, For me,
this means trimming or rounding the cylin
der latch on S&W revolvers.
- A kneeling position can be tricky. For

some, placing the support arm on the bent
knee works well. A large-bellied person
will find ~hat uncomfortable, though, and
any 'wobble caused by leg muscle strain
will quiver right through to the gun. J
prefer to kneel with my back straight up
and not use the knee for support. I find I'm
more comfortable that way, better bal
anced, have full-length sight relief (bend
ing the elbow to the knee pulls the gun in
too close to my eyes), and simply shoot
better in this mode.

In fact, it wouldn't hurt to practice
kneeling on both knees. It's a remarkably
stable position, and comes in handy for
wounded cops.

There's no need to learn just one system
to the exclusion of all others. Try every
way, and take the best of each technique
and. tailor it to your own physique and
shooting style. Don't be suckered by fellow
shooters who are dogmatic about there
being only on'e correct style. That's the
kind of attitude that, halfway into this
century, had policemen and soldiers using
the archaic dueling position to defend
their lives. Techniques have been de
veloped that enable you now, more than
ever before, to produce greater shooting
accuracy and gain more control over a
handgun. These techniques were de
veloped by handgun masters too savvy to
believe that there was "only one ~
right way." "'
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J.D.JONES

HANDGUN HUNrlNG

riences on which to draw. I think the same
idea can be used in this column. Frankly,
Handgunner's editorial director Jerry
Rakusan wants audience participation in
the column, and I think it's a great idea.
Let's find out what you want to tell others
about your experiences and what you want
to read about in the column. Let me know
just what your interests are and let me
draw on your experiences to make the col
umn more enjoyable and informative.

HI 'earned a 'i"'e alJout tlte lJeltavior of
foxes and spent a totally engrossed four
and-a-Italf Itours. I don't call tltat an unsuc
cessfu' "unt."

WHAT ARE YOUR INTERESTS?
DO YOU WANT TO SHOOT BEARS?

I think occasionally. all of us experience
something worthwhile in our lives that

others of similar tastes should know about
A couple of years ago I founded Handgun
Hunters International, P.O. Box 257 Mag,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910, annual mem
bership $15, on that premise. Members
contribute their own experiences relating
to guns, ammo and hunting, and these are
published in The Sixgunner. This gives
The Sixgunner a very wide variety ofexpe-

THESE HEADLINES APPEARED IN SEVERAL
LOCAL NEWSPAPERS AND THE STORY HAS
NOW BECOME A NATIONAL ISSUE. ON JUNE 8.
1981. THE VILLAGE OF MORTON GROVE.
ILLINOIS PASSED AN ORDINANCE WHICH
EFFECTIVELY BANNED BOTH THE SALE AND
POSSESSION OF HANDGUNS. THE
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THIS NEW ANTI·GUN
LAW IS NOW BEING CHALLENGED IN THE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

QUILDJI
=vs.=

!III VlLLA8B or
.OBTOI8BOVI
MAKE' NO MISTAKE. THE OUTCOME OF THIS

CASE AFFECTS YOUI
WHO ARE WE, A newly chartered Pistol Club

specifically organized for the purpose of raising
funds to make financial assistance available for
litigation and/or legislation aimed at protecting
the rights guaranteed under the State and
Federal Constitutions.

WHAT YOU CAN 00, Give money to support
this fight. You can be assured that whatever
financial assistance you give will go directly to
finance the legal fees and costs in this. the initial
suit. Any amount will be accepted and will
entitle you to an honorary membership in our
organization. HELP US TO HELP THOSE WHO
ACTED FAST TO PROTECT OUR
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.

Mi<eyOOrCh€CkOrffioney-;'rderPaYabiete;~------

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS PISTOL CLUB

M,;),~ QIonlltitutionlll ~ig~tll.

'iotol lI!lub of ;Blorton (irou.
po. BOX 581 MORTON GROVE, IL 60053

Name _

Address _

City State~._- Zip__
I am enclosing check or money order for the total
amount of S

Handguns outlawed
. handgun ban

Resident challenges

lawsuit
,01 ....,,$ tede,·1 ""'\i~ loca\ handgun
Judge sta

- Finger Support Magazine Base
-Adjustable Lateral Sight
-No Tool Take Down
-Integral Front Sight
-Contoured Frame
-Loaded Chamber Indicator
-Walnut Grip

-Trigger Block
-Magazine Disconnect
-Exposed Hammer
-Firing Pi!,,! Lock
-Serrated Hammer
-Thumb Web Protection
-Positive External Magazine Lock
-Internal Trigger Disconnect

AT GOOD DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Want a12 shot .380 pistol,
with all the ~ ,
"standardu

.

leatures plus
IBextras?
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Write to Handgun Hunters International
with your questions or comments.

A very highly respected custom knife
maker, R.W. Wilson, 113 Kent Way, Wier
ton, WV 26062, invited me to Pontiac
Lodge at Chapeau, Quebec, Canada, for a
look at some real fishing lakes and bear
country. Last spring there, R.W?s wife, Sa
lena, got a black bear that missed the rec
ord book by under ~-inch after the skull
was dried. Well, Canada just isn't pistol
country and I couldn't get excited about
going, but I'm weak when someone wants
to go hunting. So I spent last weekend sit
ting very quietly, looking [or bears and at
foxes. Four medium bears and one big
sucker had been regularly working over
the garbage pile from a logging camp.
Now, I can't see any difference between
hunting that site and sitting over some
other kind of bait. I do not like sitting in
one spot, motionless, waiting for game to
come in. Saturday was different though.
From 20 minutes until five to pitch dark,
one coon and three foxes put on a real
show. I sat on a little dirt pile, with a 1898
Krag across my lap and a few branches
stuck in the ground in front of me to break
up my outline. When one fox was within 8
feet of me, I made a noise and literally
scared him out ofhis wits. Another came to
within about three feet before I scared him
off, only to have him come back to within
two feet and head for my lunch before I
whacked him a light tap with the Krag.
After that, he stuck around till about dark,
but frequently looked over with more than
a little distrust at the big guy who'd hit
him. These foxes kept their distance from
the coon. They obviously feared him more
than me. Once, while at a half-trot and
looking over his shoulder at the coon, one
fox ran into an empty plastic bottle. The
resulting noise sent him at least 18 inches
straight up! Well, with all of this action
going on around me, I knew that big black
son of a gun was going to slip silently into
view, at which point the coon, foxes and
ravens whould scatter and I would, with
surgical precision, make a .30 caliber hole
in his hide. Suddenly I realized it was far
too dark to shoot, my bear wasn't my bear
and the hunt was over. I learned a little
about the behavior of foxes and spent a to
tally engrossed four-and-a-half hours. I
don't call that an unsuccessful hunt.

A Canadian bear license costs about
$25, entitles you to aspring and fall black
bear, and is purchased with no difficulty in
any store that sells sporting goods. Ned
Sullivan TUns Pontiac Lodge, P.O. Box 8,
Chapeau, Quebec, Canada, lOX IMO.
Seems to know a lot about bears, too. the
rates are a steal-$35 daily room and
board. If you want a guided hunt, he can
probably fix you up. If you want to fish, I
know he can. Ifyou want a scenic place for
a little R&R, Pontiac is worth looking into.
Accommodations are neat, attractive and
clean. The food is good. It wasn't handgun
hunting, but it's worthwhile. I thought you
should know' ....
about it. .~
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MICHIGAN
NT, INC.

"Manufacturers of Combat Handguns"

Complete firearm as shown

S475~OO
Retail

The All-New Michig;an
Armament

Model #4500 CUSTOM COMBAT ACP
is Now in Production at our New Expanded

Manufqcturing Facility
Standard with foUowlng:
• EXTENDED COMBAT SAFETY
• WILSON SIGHTS, SHOI~-BUFF AND SPRING.
• FUNNELED MAG. WELL
• POLISHED RAMP AND THROATED CHAMBER
• METALlfE FRAME
• DIAMOND-BLUE SLIDE
• PACHMAYR GRIPS AND MAINSPRING HOUSING
• COMMANDER-TYPE HAMMER
• NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGER
• ENGRAVED LOGO

Model #4501 Lightweight Commander Size Availabl~ With
Same Equipment At Same Retail Price

• SEE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR WIUTE:
MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC., P.O~ Box 9,WaU~ Lake,

Michigan 48088 or Phone (313) 624-5635

MICHIGAN ARMAMENT FIREARM OF CHAMPIONS

• 1981 I.P.S.c. World Shoot-Johannesburg, South Africa.
Nick Pruitt member of the winning Gold Medal Team.

• U.S. Nationals-Nick Pruitt, 4th overall and winner of the
Shoot.Qff.

• Second Chance Combat Shoot-1981 Michael Murray and
Nick Pruitt set current record for two man team 3.64 sec.
Nick Pruitt winner of 5 pin event.

• Bianchi Cup-1981
4th plC!ce overall and winner of Falling Plate Shoot-off.
Nick Pruitt.
6th place overall-Michael Murray of Upper Arlington, Ohio.

WATCH FOR OUR NEW
"SURVIVAUST" MODEL

Dealer Inquiries Welcome, Exclusive Distributorsl1ips Available,
Custom Pistol Smithing
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BOB ARGANBRIGHT

•

However, I wanted something more tradi
tional and decided to accept Richard's sug
gestion of a No. IL, which is a silicone
suede-lined version of the old Threeper
sons holster. I felt this especially appropri
ate, as legendary Southwestern lawman
Tom Threepersons designed the original
holster for a single-action Colt. His sixgun
and Myres-made holster are in the Bianchi
Frontier Museum collection.

Within a month, I received a beautifully
executed "snubby" SA holster. Combined

IS THERE A PERFECT HOLSTER RIG
FOR COL~ COLT'S SHERIFF'S MODEL?

You will be proud to own and ~splay the
B.A.S.S. Limited Edition of

Sturm Ruger's .357 Single Action Stainless New Model
Blackhawk Revolver

HANDGUN lEATHER'

I t is the dream of many a handgunner to
someday obtain his very own custom

handgun. If this is to be a working gun,
custom features such as non-standard bar
rei length create problems when the proud
ownef tries to locate a proper holster. In
the past, I have solved this lJro~lem by
making my own holsters. However, when I
recently obtained one of the scarce new
single-action Colt .44-40 Sheriffs Models,
with its 3-inch barrel, I decided to see what
was available for this piece among com
mercially made holsters.

While attending the 1981 SHOT Show, I
took my problem to Richard Nichols of
Bianchi Gunleather. I was surprised when
Richard told me that his company has re
ceived a number of requests for Sheriffs
Model holsters, and that most of them
were for Bianchi's Model CDI24 spring
loaded, cross-draw holster. Because this
holster is designed for plainclothes detec
tives, it appears that some Sheriffs Models
are being carried as defensive weapons.22 Long Rifle R 50

For almost 50 years the RWS 22 rim
fire cartridge has been relied upon by
competitors in world championships
and Olympic Games shooting events.

All RWS cartridges are designed to
meet the special needs of the most
demanding smallbore competitor.

A premium match cartridge
designed especially for
world-class competition. This
international record setter is
a perfect example of RWS
unmatched quality control
... from design to packaging.

COMPETING AND
WINNING ALL

OVER THE
WORLD

RdurDto:
u.ltecI B4Iiti-.
c/o Gulf S1IItelI Distributors, Agents for B.A.S.S.,
P.O. Boz 4747, Montgomery, At 36101

(lit 1.. 2nd Ir 3rd cboica)
CIllClIe ClUe~ payiDeat medIods below:
o My c:heck fOr the full amount fX $379 less a 29fl cash discount is enclosed.
o My cbec:Jt tot the Sl9S depoIit is enclosed now. Balance of payment will be due in full

upoa n:aipt of the Revo1vef.
o Cll8rF the full issue pnce of J3'79 to my 0 Me 0 VISA
(AI..... Salea Tu mo. be lidded where ap"Hcab1e.)

Acct # Expir. Date _
Bank on which card is drawn ~ _
Name _.:....:.... _

Address _

City State _ Zip _

Signature ----:======~:::_:----Phone (__), _

Note: Make check payable to:
B.A.S.S. LIMITED EDmON

SPECIAL UMITED EDITION FEAnJIIBS
NllIl-IlfOductio fearures on this BI8ddlIwk

LimitfId F.dition include a ml iQsert front • lad
white oudine rear siIe. The BAS.S. emblem is
custIlm etdJcd on the left side pille. The words
"B.A.S.S. Lirniud Edition 1981" IDd the individuI1
B.A.S.S. serial number appear on the beck~
between the walnut grip,. •

Your BAS.S. LimitfId Edition Revolftr 0DIIIClI
in • bmdscwneIy finShed cberry wood case.

B.A.S.s.·UmiIed Edition ScriIl Number Ptdbaxes;

Offers the smallbore pistol
and revolver shooters the
same quality and record-set
ting potential as the RWS
smallbore Rifle Match
ammunrtion.

Dq~amilNob...

11.[1
Dynamit Nobel of America Inc

195 Stonehurst Court
Northvale, N.J. 07647_---J

the Competitive AdvanUge

22 Short R25

Tailored for the individual
looking for a cartridge specif
ically tailored for serious
practice and day-to-day com
petitipii. Ideal for running
boar matches and silhouette
shooting.

22 Long Rifle MATCH

22 Long Rifle (Pistol Match)

m~ A highly spe.cialized cartridger for rapid-fire match pistols,
combining minimum recoil,
positive feed and function
with match-winning accuracy.
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with Bianchi's B7 cartridge/gunbelt, it
makes an excellent field rig.

While checking to see what else was
available, I thought of El Paso Saddlery
which specializes in top-quality handmade
replica holsters. After many hours study
ing the firm's fascinating catalog, I ordered
a Model 1895 shoulder holster. This is a
copy of a late 19th Century rig and in
cludes four cartridge loops on the shoulder
harness. The treatment of the leather loop
which goes under the offside arm is inter
esting. This leather strap has been folded
and stitched to produce a round, bag han
dle effect which is more comfortable to
wear. It provides that classic touch which
says "quality." El Paso Saddlery claims
that legendary Texas gunfighter John
Wesley Hardin used such a holster while
headquartering in El Paso. My Model 1895
shoulder holster has the attractive fish
scale stamping unique to El Paso Saddlery.

While both holsters were perfectly ex
ecuted, I still wasn't satisfied, as I wanted a
sample of the traditional Western hip hol
ster for my Sheriff's Model. A phone call to
Bob McNellis ofEl Paso Saddlery brought
me two such holsters. At Bob's suggestion,
I requested a copy of an original El Paso
Model 1890, plus one of the company's
more modem "Austin" holsters. The Aus
tin is a copy of a holster which was popular
with Texas Rangers, and was made during
the 1930s by A.w. Brill. When the package
arrived'I was pleasantly surprised to find
that Bob had sent a suede-lined, full hand
carved "Duke" holster in place of the Aus
tin we had qiscussed. More about this hol
ster later.

The Model 1890 is an exact duplicate of
an El Paso Saddlery-modified Mexican
Loop holster from the 1890s. Many origi
nal Mexican Loop holsters are found with
the skirt tom through at the loop. The El
Paso version has been modified to prevent
this by riveting a separate loop to the skirt. .
El Paso lawman John Selman, famous as
the gunfighter who finally bested John
Wesley Hardin, appears in a photograph
wearing a single-action Colt in an 1890
holster. I especially like this holster be
cause the fold at the top of the pouch is at a
slight angle, producing a slight muzzle
forward angle of the holster. This is perfect
when the gun is carried to the front of the
strong side hip. This is the preferred hol
ster position of today's fast-draw shooters,
as well as many IPSC competitors. This
holster angle also allows the Model 1890 to
serve effectively as a cross-draw holster,
working especially well with the short bar
reled Sheriff's Model.

The second El Paso Saddlery holster, the
"Duke;' is a close copy of the holster worn
by John Wayne in his more recent western
movies. That alone makes it a winner. I
like the way the suede lining is rolled over
the top edge of the holster, preventing it
from pulling loose. Before using the Duke
holster, I treated the lining with the sil
icone solution provided for this purpose in

Continued on page 23
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TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP
1818 Crestview Drive, Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

Specializing in Douglas barrel target conversions on
Rugers and High Standard 22's. PP<;:, Hunting and
Silhouette Conversions on Smith, Colt and Ruger.
In-Shop bluing, satin nickel and gold plating.
Write or call after 4:30 p.m. Central Standard time
for details.

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD
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LUCY CHAMBLISS

SIGHr SE",INGS

HERE'S A LOOK AT THE NATIONAL
SPORTS FESTIVAL-AND N.Y. LAW

Federal offers husky .44 Magnum
ammunition with top accuracy and
reliability. Like our "448" above
.44 Magnum with a 180 grain
jacketed hollow point bullet, which
gives a muzzle velocity of 1610
f.p.s. we also offer a "44An cartridge
with 240 grain jacketed hollow point
bullet, and new "44e" cartridge with
220 grain metal case profiled bullet.
Plus a broad range of other revolver
and automatic pistol ammunition.
All are made with Federal precision
to give you hard-hitting, accurate
performance.

Address _

City.'-- State__ Zip _

Federal
.44 Magnums

Name _

Federal Cartridge,
Minneapolis, MN 55402, Dept. AH
Gentlemen: Please send me:
o Your new Sporting Ammunition Catalog

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

SEND FOR FREE SPORTING
AMMUNITION CATALOG

FEDERAl:.
_____________________~ I

manager Sally Carroll and assistant man
ager for Pistol Bill Hilden, oUf room and
parking space assignments, ID cards and
uniforms were immediately available.

The only inconvenience during the Fes
tival was the great amount of time and
energy spent in checking all firearms in
and out of the Syracuse University Se
curity Department in order to comply with
state laws and university regulations. The
security office was located in the basement
of a building about four blocks from the
dormitories. All competitors' firearms
were required to be checked in by security
immediately on team members' arrival,
and then were checked in and out daily by
signing forms for each gun before going to
the range and upon return from shooting.
Security personnel were most helpful, but
the check-in-check-out routine was an ad
ded burden on shooting competitors that
was not shared by other athletes. At times,
particularly during the first two days, there
were sometimes as many as 20 shooters
crowded into a 9 by l2-foot room, filling
out forms, after having lugged heavy gun
cases down a steep flight of stairs. The
apparent size and weight of cases carried
by shotgun and rifle competitors made me
glad that I am a handgunner. However, the
roadside sign at the Pennsylvania-New
York state line warning that-possession of a
handgun carries a year's mandatory prison
sentence made me momentarily regret my
short-barreled firearm. Before leaving
home, I had received from the Festival
committee a form on which I was required
to list all handguns I would take into New
York State. Also enclosed was a copy of a
special emergency act passed by the New
York State Assembly, allowing Festival
competition shooters to bring handguns
into the state. If the legislators had ne
glected to do this, there would have been
no firearms competition at all at the Fes
tival. Having to check guns in immediately
after firing made it necessary to do all
disassembly and cleaning of pistols at the
range. This isn't as satisfactory as return
ing to the usual motel room where you can
meticulously clean and inspect each part.

Pistol range facilities provided by the
Syracuse Pistol Club were adequate. Club
members volunteered as match workers
and were very hospitable. After working
the International events, they expressed a
desire to try these kinds of events in club
matches. "Looks like fun," they said.

Continued on page 22

National Sports Festival
A particularly welcome recognition that

comes from the annual International
Championships is that teams are now sent
by the U.S. Olympic Committee and the
NRA to the National Sports Festival. Inci
dentally, 1980 scheduling problems,
mainly with Air Pistol, were resolved at the
'81 Phoenix matches, and conditions were
much improved. After placing fifth in
Women's .22 Pistol at Phoenix (while
clearing several jams in the Duel Fire), I
found myself in the eight-member
Women's Pistol Team bound for Syracuse,
New York, and the Festival, July 21-27.
Prior to this year, I didn't know that so
many shooters are included in this na
tional sporting event. However, now that
the Olympics include Free Pistol, Rapid
Fire and Air Rifle for men, and Air Rifle,
Standard Rifle and .22 Pistol for women,
shooters aren't overlooked as these Fes
tivals enter their fourth year.

Shortly after returning from Phoenix in
June, team members were notified by the
NRA of procedures for travel to Syracuse.
Either the USOC would buy a competitor
a plane ticket or reimburse him or her for
automobile travel expenses. I drove to
Syracuse and arrived in a rainstorm on
July 21 at Syracuse University where the
2,500 athletes were to be housed and fed.
Through quick, efficient work on the part
of team manager Mike Griggs, assistant

C ivilians tell me, "If I go to Phoenix, I
want to shoot it all," when I encour

age them to shoot the exciting Ipterna~

tional Championships and Final Team
Tryouts. Attempting to shoot five matches
at Phoenix is not the way for non
subsidized handgunners to compete con
sistently or enjoy U.S. International
Shooting. There is no aggregate of Free,
Standard, Centerfire and Air Pistol at the
International Championships. Bullseye
oriented shooters should remember this is
not the way International shooting is done.

Spending time and money while main
taining enthusiasm for all the pistol events
can discourage and bankrupt a shooter
probably during the preliminary tryouts
or, for sure, in the finals. Specialization in
not more than two events (three, if one is
Air Pistol), I believe, will provide years of
shooting scores within a particular shoot
er's ability. Also, a competitor who special
izes can probably afford and enjoy the
sport longer.
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City _

Cutaway shows how short semi-wad
cutters jam in untimely leverage.

in a grey area. The result could be badly
bulged cases on firing.

The most common cause of pistol
inaccura~y-more than barrel/bushing fit
or lockup slop-is an oversized chamber.
Cut to a funnel shape to allow easier feed,
the tapered chamber's bottom permits a
case to drop at the rear. (A quick check to
determine whether this condition exists in
your pistol is to lay a fired case on the beam
of an accurate machinist's square and
slowly rotate it between the fingers. Iflight
appears, the case head is not square with
the sides.)

Occasionally, this is caused by use of a
long link, a National Match barrel that
does not mesh with the slide properly or
similar misalignment, usually also causing
off-center primer indent. the fix is obvious.

If caused by an oversized chamber, the
best cure is to use a proper long semi
wadcutter bullet, throat the barrel for a
tight fit on the short perpendicular sides
protruding from the case and cross the fin
gers. Usually the bullet, if it is cast of hard
alloy, will tend to straighten out the case
sufficiently to prevent bent case heads.

Taper crimping prevents a bullet from
receding during ramp strike. A "disap
pearing bullet" of proper original overall
length will jam as solidly as a too-short
bullet. A smaller neck sizing plug or
a larger bullet sizing die may cure the
problem.

Another frequent cause of inaccuracy in
Continued on page 25

letting the case slip under the extractor
sooner, without wedging or contacting the
barrel feed ramp in the wrong place.

If short semi-wadcutters must be used,
the pistol frame must be opened to a more
blunt shape and the feed ramps must be
made over to a shallower feed angle. But
this is at the cost of less case support at the
chamber mouth where support is already

John G. Lawson: The Specialist

The late George C. Nonte jokingly
referred to John G. Lawson's Sight
Shop as "The Old Arsena!." The
reason was that Luger and Nambu
pistols, restoration of which is
Lawson's specialty, were So expertly
refinished that they found their way
to collectors' tables tagged "Old
Arsenal Reblue."

John Lawson started his
gunsmithing career in 1946 by
accurizing small bore target rifles for
his shooting teammates. In later
years, he changed his specialty to
custom work on .45s and .22 pistols
used in NRA target competition. In
addition, he gained a national
reputation in collecting circles by his
expert reconditioning ofa large
number of World War II trophy
pistols.

Lawson is a plain, blunt man of
Armenian extraction who talks with
his hands and can move people to
tears when he pours ketchup on an
excellent steak. And likewise, tough
fighting men stand in his shop,
similarly moved, as they thank him
for combat pistols that saved their
lives when, suddenly, the chips went
down. '

John G., Lawson's Sight Shop is al

1802 E. Columbia A ve., Tacoma, WA
98404, phone (206) 474-5465.

-Donald B. McLean

Some months ago, Jeff Cooper asked
why his pistol fed empty cases 'every

time, but jammed with short semi-wad
cutters. The answer is untimely levera/?e.

As the normal feed cycle begins, a car
tridge is stripped from the magazine by the
slide face, which drives it forward and up
ward at an 8-degree angle, parallel to the
magazine lips, until the bullet nose strikes
the feed ramp. Shape and protrusion ofthe
bullet nose dictate the cartridge'S max
imUlp. upward angle as it slips along the
ramp and the case slides under the extrac
tor. The most critical point of feed is the
bullet's contact with the chamber top. At
this stage, short bullets cause the case to
jam between breech face, feed ramp and
chamber top, held firmly by the extractor
hook, which has assumed the role of a
wedge. The result is a solid jam, caused by
leverage exerted at the wrong time.

Properly designed bullets are long
enough to strike the' chamber top sooner,

PIS1Ol5MlrHING
JOHN G. LAWSON

FOR IMPROVED ACCURACY, FEED
YOUR PISTOL A BALANCED DIET

To Obtain a
Similar Finish to
the Above, Send
for Electrofilm's
Lubri-Bond Gun
Lubricant Kit.

Name _

Address _

Please send me __ Lubri-Bond Kits
@$8.95 each. I am including $1.50 to cover
postage. Enclosed is a total of $ _

Lubri-Bond Gun Lubricant contains molybdenum
disulfide in apaint-like binder, and meets several
military specifications. Lubri-Hond Gun Lubricant
will inhibit corrosion and provide asuper smooth
mechanical action on all moving parts. Dust and
dirt will not stick to coated surfaces as It does
when using oil or grease. All moving parts should
be coated. If desired, the entire gun can be
coated. The kit comes with two 3 oz. aerosol
containers. One of the aerosol cans contains·a
degreaser which is used as apre-treatment before
applying the gun lubricant. The other aerosol
can contains the gun lubricant. This coating
shoulq be applied over clean bare metal. It can
be applied over phosphated (Parkenzed) and
sand blasted metal for longer wear-life. One 3 oz.
aerosol can is enough to completely coat one
rifle or two handguns.

ELECTROFILM, INC.
27727 Avenue Scott· Valencia, CA 91355 • (213) 875-1000

Eliminates the Need to Oil Your Gun.
Non-Glare Finish on Entire Gun.

Inhibits Corrosion.

"This Is the Same
Coating Used by
Alaskan Hunters and the
U.S. Navy Seal Team:'

• Two Step Process: 1) zinc phosphating
(Parkerizing) all steel parts; 2) spray coating of
solid film lubricant. Coated parts will be gray in
color. Dust and dirt will not stick to our solid
film coating. Provides super smooth action on
all mechanisms. Use gun without oil. Lubri
Bond takes the place of oil. All firearms must
be shipped to Electrofilm totally disassembled,
ready to process. Ship only parts for processing.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Handguns $39.00
Rifles $53.00
Pump &Auto. Shotguns _ $53.00

Calif. residents add 6% sales tax

5-DAY TURNAROUND TIME
All work F.O.s. Valencia, CA • Payment Terms: Cash,
Check or Money Order along with order.
UPS Handling & Insurance - $4.50

Long Guns - $6.75
Federal Firearms License No. 9-95-019-01-01-08870

Touch-up for damaged or worn parts can be done
with our Lubrl-Bond Gun Kit shown below.

....

AH3 I

I
I
I
I

State Zip -'- I
I Charge to my 0 BAC/VISA 0 MASTERCARD I
L# ~~a~ __ :..J

LUBRI·BOND
GUN TREATMENT

PERMANENT
SOLID FILM LUBRICANT
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RHODESIAN S.A.S. COMBAT MANUAL
Obtained from a member of the Rhodesian Special Air Service Squadron, this scarce
combat manual is now available to Paladin readers for the first time. The Rhodesian
military forces were long regarded as one of the world's finest. This is the principal guide
USlild to conduct the enormously successful operations-counter guerrilla ops, air ops,
ambushing, and notable attacks on terrorist base camps-during the Rhodesian antiterror
ist war. Contents include: Standard Security Terminology and Abbreviations,.Communica
tion, Rural Operations, Ambushi;lg of Insurgents, Movement by Road,. Land/Air
Operations, and First Aid. All of it is useful to anyone planning for or participating in a
COIN-type operation. 8% x 11, softcover, diagrams, charts, 110 pp. $12.00

SPECIAL FORCES RECONNAISSANCE HANDBOOK

Successful reconnaissance depends on the motivation
and training of the recon team. This new Paladin reprint
details proven U.S. Army reconnaissance techniques,
and patrolhng methods that help bring your men back
alive from the bush-where anything can happen.
Scouting tactics, insertion and communication tech
niques, team organization, composition, equipment, and
patrol planning are covered in depth. Special attention is
devoted to air infiltration and exfiltration, tracking, and
use of human senses to obtain combat intelligence. A
must for the beginner. A refresher for the old-timer. 8 1,1 x
11. soltcover. charts, 122 pp. $12.00

THEY SHOOT TO KILL
by Ronald Tobias

Comprehensive survey of criminal
sniping incidents in America,
documenting the lives of infa
mous murderers such 8S "Son of
Sam," and Charles (Texas Tower)
Whitman. Explores the minds, mo
tives, and methods of dozens of
criminal snipers. (Note: Weguaran·
tee you won't be able to put this
book down!) 5% x 8%, hardcover,
283 pp. $14.95

--''''''''I'of_~

by_T....

IIIkTO--
Ku..L- . /

REAL SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE
by Richard Harding Davis

Classic true stories of six nine
teenth-century men "who for pay,
or for the love of adventure, fought
unQer the flag of any nation."
This reprint chronicles the military
careers of such heroic men as
Winston Churchill, William Walker,
and Frederick Burnham. A thrilling
tribute to men who worked at a
profession they believed in. 5112
x 8%, hardcover, illus., 240 pp.

$12.~~

RIOT CONTROL
MATERIEL AND TECHNIQUES'

by cor Rex Applega.e
This revised 1981 edition of Col.
Applegate's classic manual is the
latest study on tactics and tools
needed to defeat every type of riot
action. Law officers will welcome
this look at riot control techniques
and equipment. Includes info on
training riot patrols, handling
snipers, preventing looting, us.ing
control tools, and more. 5% x 8%,
hardcover. ;llus,. 300 pp $19.95

UNARMED AGAINST THE KNIFE
by Oscar Diaz-Cobo

Nota rehash on general knife fight
;ng. Unormod Agolnlt thl Knlle
combines street savvy with close
combat martial arts to give you
practical knife-fighting and dis
arming techniques. Includes illus
trated methods for gaining
physical and psychological advan
tage over your attacker. 5% x 8%,
soltcover. photos, 88 pp. $8.00

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide forthe gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos, and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced macnine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how to modify the weapon's original receiver,
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple,
efficient silencer group assembly. 9% x 12, softcover,
machinist's drawings, photos, full-scale templates,
72 pp, $12.00

SECRETS OF THE NINJA
by Ashida Kim

This is the real thing-one of the
few complete, hardcover studies
01 th;s terrifying and deadly mar
tial art. Text and photos illustrate
Ninja principles of invisibility, co
vert entry, escape and evasion,
assassination, sentry removal,
meditation, mind clouding, and
much more. A riveting, all-new
selection. 51h x 8%, hardcover, 200
photos, 168 pp. $16.95

FIREARMS SELF-DEFENSE
by Robert M. Price

A comprehensive teaching guide
about safe, defensive gun-hand
ling for firearms owners. Price
uses nontechnical language and
photos to explain how guns work
and how to use them effectively
and legally. Chapters include "Is A
Gun the Answer?," "Buying Your
Gun," "Maintenance" and more.
8", x 11, hardcover. 125 p.hotos.
160 pp. $19.95

I Bm my: 0 VISA

p------------------!~~I t ~~L:g~Nl~:7E.:sAHB send::T~tgI~L'~'"'~
BOULDER, CO 80306 ~~ Calalog freeI Phone (303) 443-7250 ~~ with order.

1 Call TOLL FREE for cred;t card orders: 1-800-824-7888; Ask lor Operator #249.1 ;n Californ;a, 1-800-852-7777; Alaska & Hawai;, 1-800-824-7919.

1Please send me the following titles:

1---------
1 -,--------

0
1

MasterCard .Exp. Dale _

' .... $12.00

COMBAT SURVIVAL
Never before available to the public. An extremely use
ful, comprehensive training manual on physical and
combat survival, training, and tactics. Our inside sour
ces believe this manual is used to instruct the elite Spe
cial Air Service (SAS). Contains rare information on
evading and silencing guard dogs, sabotage and intelli
gence gathering, survival navigation, primitive medi
cine, evasion and escape, animal traps and snares, and
much more. 8lh x 11, softcover, i1lus., 160 pp. $14.95

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic, large-format guide to making an smg or pistol
snencer;n the home workshop. Over 50 9" x12" working
machlnl8t8drawlng8 are presented. all 01 superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers, all of very advanced design. lmprov~sed

materials and machining techniques are suggested, and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf! Note: Home Work
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses only 9 x 12, softcover. illus,. 72 pp. $12.00

Automatic & Concealable
Firearms II

Special Forces Combat
Firing Techn;ques ,. $17.95

Home Workshop Guns 1: The
Submachinegun $10.00

Home Workshop Guns 11:
The Handgun $10.00

Slash & Thrust. $ 8.00
The Revenge 'Book. $ 8,00
Kill Or Get Killed $19,95
SWAT Team Manual. . $12,00
Live Off the Land in the

City and Country $14.95
Special Forces Operational

Techn;ques $12,95

TRAINING THE GUNFIGHTER
by Capt Timothy r Mullin

Shotguns, rifles, handguns, sub
machine guns and silenced coun
tersniper rifles are detailed in this
collectors' volume on the combat'
application offirearms. 120 photos
illustrate this study, which covers
the merits of grips, sights, holsters
and body armor. A must for law
officers and legally-armed citi
zens. 8% x 11, hardcover, photos,
240 pp, $24.95

EVERYMAN'S GUIDE TO
BETIER HOME SECURITY

by Vincent}. Guarino
What p'rice peace of mind? Gua
rino presents practical plans for
safeguarding homes and busi
nesses from burglars. Detailed
suggestions help readers deter
mine appropriate safeguard levels
and how to achieve them with
locks, doors, lighting, alarms,
safes, and insurance. 5'h x 8%,
soltcover, illus., 135 pp. $7.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES
Get Even 1 .. .. $11.95
Get Even 2 . $11.95
Don't Become the V;cHm $ 6,00
Mantrapp;ng.... .. $ 8.00
Never Say D;e $ 8,00
Survival! $ 8.00
Get Tough...... $12,95
Total Resistance. $14,95
How To K;1I1 ........•••.. $ 8.00
How To K;II II. $ 8.00
How To Knlill .. $ 8,00
How To K;II IV . . $ 8.00
How To K;II V. $ 8.00
(No Volume in the How To Kill Series

available in Canada)
Survival Poaching ...•........ $14.95

-- 1
--------1

SUBTOTAL 1
I ~~ 1NAME Please include

1 $2 postage
ADDRESS and handl;ng. 1

1CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I..--------------------------_...-------------------_..
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INDUSTRY INSIDER
Continuedfrom page 8

Handgunner that new .22 LR hyper
velocity loads make the .22 LR Derringer
a practical defense weapon.

Bits and Pieces
Smith & Wesson has decided to offer its

mace products to the civilian market. Test
marketing has started in S&W's home
state, Connecticut. Sterling Arms is ex
pected to be in full production this month
on its new X-Caliber production facility.
Ruger's announcement ofa limited edition
of 5,000 of its Standard auto pistols was
received with much collector enthusiasm.
This Standard and Mark I automatic were
discontinued in December after a
33-year continuous production run. The
line is replaced by the new Mark II line. At
this writing, the Penn Central bid to take
over Colt Industries seems to be~
on the rocks. -~

SIGHT SETTINGS

Continuedfrom page J9

Rapid Fire, Precision Fire and Duel Fire
were contested on two bays of five targets
each. These, along with the timer, I was
told, belong to the NRA. The targets, with
the same type of aluminum frame used at
Phoenix, were extremely fast-they spring
like a bear trap.

The only things missing for this impor
tant competition were wind protection at
the ends of the line, back of the shooters,
and empty case protection between shoot
ers. Women shooters stood no more than
12 inches apart because of the closeness of
the target frames. The customary wire
screens fastened to pistol box lids to stop
.45 cases let .22 brass through, mainly
because shooting stand height required in
International is too low to provide protec
tion. Even sheets of heavy cardboard, or
target backing cloth mounted at proper,
height would have slowed wind gusts and
stopped the flying empties. When such
problems can be solved so simply, dodging
hot cases and wind interference should not
be part of such an important match. Rem
edies had been planned, I understand, but
somehow got lost in the last-minute rush.
NRA officials are aware of the problems,
and will incorporate solutions for next
year's Festival, scheduled for Indianapolis,
Indiana.

The men fired Free Pistol and Rapid
Fire; the women fired the.22 International
Ladies Match. The women's event was
won by the Army's Ruby Fox with 578 x
600; civilian Evely Kostellic was second
with 574; Cathy Compton of the Dallas
Airport Police scored third with 571; and
my .569 took the fourth place award.
Kostellic and I were teamed together, both
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RX22

Cut from top grain
cowhide, fully lined
with Kirkpatrick's
special glove lining
for handgun
protection.
Contains full welt
construction, safety
straps and quick
adjusting harness.

Gl90 for 2"
revolvers $30.00
Gl91 for 2Yo"
revolvers $30.00
Gl92 for 4"
revolvers $32.00
Gl96 for 6"
revolvers $35.00
Gl98 for 8"
revolvers $37.00
Gl93 for .25
autos $30.00
Gl94 for .32-380
autos . $30.00
Gl95 for 45 autos
& 9mm $32.00

Send cashier's
check or money
order only. Color
catalog: $2.00.
When ordering give
weight, height,
shirt size, gun
make and BBl
len~th. Texas .
reSidents add sales
lax.
Dealer Inquiries
Welcome.

RX22 - Double
action autoloader

in 22LR, featuring
apatented revolver

-style ignition
safety system.

German engineered
to work with

accuracy.

These pistols are available
today from your Excam
Distributor. Send $2.00 for
color catalog illustrating the
entire Excam line.

8 EXCAM, INC.
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL 33013

GT22, 32, 380 
All steel auto
loader featuring a
patented take down
system, 3 safety
systems, and
inertial firing pin.
Available in choice
of 22, 32, or 380
calibers with a
wide range of
finishes.

GT32XE, 380XE
Fire power with
style, this pistol
features 12 shot
magazine, all steel
construction, iner
tial firing pin, and
3 safety systems.
Available in 32 or ~~...
380 caliber,
wooden grips
standard.
Shoots as
good as it
looks!

WE ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These Excam

Handgun Values
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being from the South, to win the gold in
the team match. Festival athletes, with
respect to their places of residence, are
divided into regional teams to simulate
international competition.

Levi-Strauss supplied all competitors
with attractive warm-up suits, caps, shirts,
windbreakers, and equipment bags, each
article carrying the Festival emblem. You
might remember, when buying sports
clothes, to patronize Levi's. While deriving
advertising, the company is doing some
thing extra for sports competitors.

The opening ceremonies were at Syr
acuse's Carrier Dome. Many of the events
were held there, too. What a great place it
would have been for rifle and pisfol
matches, with spectators able to view tar
gets on a giant TV screen! Spectators,
20,000 paying ones, cheered and ap
plauded competitors the night we marched
into the gigantic arena. About 400 media
people covered the Festival. ABC net
work's Chris Schenkel was master of cere
monies and actor Cliff Robertson offered a
tribute to the competitors.

What events did the news people cover?
There'll be more about that in the next
issue of The American Handgunner. There
were some things concerning this that you
may not realize. I didn't. Meanwhile, if
you have comments about things I men
tion in this column, write to me ......
at this magazine. .~

GunEngraving

European
Master Engraver

• All types of firearms.

• Traditional or High Bas-·
Relief.

• Quotations upon request.

• Reasonable pricing.

Hendrik Kleyn
5500 Kenowa S.W., Grandville, MI49418

Telephone (616) 530·8824 or 532·2281
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••• provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
Is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

Continuedfrom pOKe 17

HANDGUN LEATHER

the Bianchi Gunleather Care Kit.
EI Paso Saddlery is one of the few man

ufacturers that can supply holsters with
full hand carving. Billy Wootres, formerly
with the S.D. Myres Saddlery, has been
hand carving leather for 45 years and does
all of EI Paso's hand carving. Billy is a
great-nephew of George Scarborough, the
Deputy U.S. Marshal who, in 1896, shot
and killed old John Selman in a gunfight in
EI Paso. Billy's carving on my Duke holster
is of the highest level of craftsmanship
and, when teamed with a fully carved belt
from Alfonso of Hollywood, it is a true
showpiece. These two exampIes cover the
evolution of t~e single-action holster from
the Mexican Loop of the late 19th Century
to the best of the Hollywood versions.

Living in St. Louis, Missouri, I was
pleased to learn that EI Paso Saddlery
holsters are crafted from the finest full
grain cowhide, obtained from the Herman
Oak Leather Company of St. Louis.

While these four holsters fulfill my Sher
iffs Model holster needs from hideout to
display, I intend to continue my search for
leather for the piece. Why not a steel-lined
fast draw rig for my snubby?

For information on the holsters, write:
Bianchi Gunleather, 100 Calle Cortez,
Temecula, CA 92390, and EI Paso
Saddlery, P.O. Box 27194, EI .....
Paso, TX 79926. ~
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1J1rr~u ~U1t ~l1np
Custom Gun Work 45, PPC

SILUETAS
Continuedfrom page 11

•Patent Pending

MatchIl5,A&B
Stage A - 7 yards 12 RDs. 25 sec.
Stage B - 25 yards 18 RDs. 00 sec.
6 RDs. Kneeling
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, LH.
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, RH.
25X, 5-10

TEX'S'TWIN TORNADOS'
Here's a pair to draw to!

TEX
SHOEMAKER

·QUICKFRONpM
NO. 45 QF

BRAND
NEW
THIS

YEAR!

This holster is
designed for the Col.t
45 Automatic
Government Model
Gold Cup and
Commander. We do
not claim it to it
any other gu

·QUICKFRONTTM
NO. 75

The Fastest
QUICKFRONTTM on

the Market

This holster is designed
for S&W K and N frames

2% ",4",6" & 6V2" 44 '
caliber revolvers and Colt
revolvers models' 4" :or 6 ".

Must use large factory
target grips.

SPECIALISTS IN LEATH POLICE EQUIPMENT
An illustrated catalogue is available ($2.00).

Tel Shoemaker&SODS, IDC.
714 W. CIENEGA AVENUE, SAN DIMAS, CA 91773

PHONE (714) 599·3319. (213) 332-1989
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$19.50pPd

Rt. 2 Box 22A
Keithville, louisiana 71047

(318)925-0836

Complete
gun on

new Colt

THE CLARK

Cavalry Sabre
2 Sabres for $37.00 ppd. AZ. Res. Add tax

COD $2.00 extra--'~. Overall Length...30" engraved Steel Blade
. Basket HilLRigid Sheath

30 day guarantee

564

Dealer inquiries invited.

WRITE OR CAll
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CJM ARMS
D25 Rincon Valley HG1
Vail, Arizona 85641

-John
Shaw of
Memphis
won the IPSC
Champion
ship in 1980 &
1981 using one of these models,

Jam~s '.Clark
PISTOlSMITH

Catalog $1.00

PISTOLSMITHING

shoots well, especially for a skinny barrel
shot 15 times without a break to cool down.

The salvaged bullets did and didn't
shoot better than the Sierra products, and
for the same load the R-P brass performed
better than the military, as one's precon
ceived notions would indicate. But before
"I told you so!" rises in your throat, let me
point out that some salvage component
loads beat some all-commercial compo
nent loads, that you couldn't find these
differences without a 6X scope, and that 1,4
inch is not a real difference (i.e., not statis
tically significant) for this limited number
of groups fired.

I rest my case.
I've had some letters from Handguriner

readers that have reminded me of an over
sight in my March-April, 1981, article on
the custom rolling block pistol. My mis
take, and I hope that it hasn't caused too
many of you to experience a deep and
unfulfilled longing. The pistol was built at
Gunsport Centers, Inc., which did a fine
job. If you're interested in having a replica
of my pistol built, or have some other
custom project in mind, write Chuck Byers
at Gunsport, 15207 N. Cave Creek Road,
Phoenix, AZ 85032, for the details.

And don't forget. to write me at P.O. Box
22074, Phoenix, AZ 85028-0074, with any
comments you may have on past ~
and/or future columns. ~
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B~~UE~ B~OS. MFG.@.
Dept. AH-3, 2012 Washington, 5t. Louis, Mo. 63103

PERFECT fit for GUARANTEED to
your REVOLVER fit YOUR GUN
Each holster wet-molded Over 100 sizes in stock. to fit
under 5.400 PSI pressure 99% of all guns made since
to acfual make, model. 1861 1 Each holster blocked to
barrel length. Made from make, model. barrel length
superb hand selected, Proven design, patented
hand rubbed top grain years ago. Holster snaps off
cowhide. Availabie un- belt loop for convenience,
lined or lined with sueded $""95 safety, 8est 9 oz. top grain $1395leather to speed draw. ~~ cowhide in Russet or Black,
pamper gun. Smooth Rus- smooth or basketweave
set finish. For 2,4 or 6 in. lined Modef H. Black
revolvers. Model BB. 529.95 514.65

America's No, 1 Lightest, most secure
SHOULDER holster ANKLE holster
Secret agent design for Secured two ways from shifting,
maximum concealment. Fits 1. By elastic' 'sa-spend-er"
all but a few unusual guns. above. 2. By padded strap at
Gun grip bulge eliminated holster. Both Velcro closmg. ad-
by cross-strap on front. justable. Gun held secure but
plus loop on holster bottom releases quick by thumb-brake

, that snaps to belt. Spring snap, Smooth tan cowhide.

I clip holds gun secure. Order Ankle.
.J allows quick release. Oil Made for 25. 32, .380 and dbl

- finish leather. For lined bbl Remington-style Deringer$"995 holster add $9.00. Model K. $1665 and 2 In smalilrame revolvers

~ over 4" bbl. 531.95 With "sa-spend-er" 521.45
Available from dealers or direct from maker. When ordering (1) state holster model (2) state make, model, bbl. length of
handgun (3) state color, Model H. 'Add $2.00 per holster for hdlg. & shpg. 'Get Brauer mini-catalog $1.00. 'Send check
or M.a., no COD. 'Missouri, add 5% tax. 'Money back if not satisfied,

4 Great Holsters!an intrinsically accurate pistol is use of soft
alloy bullets or wrong diameter bullets
with flat bases. On firing, the bullet
squishes down to bore size, but excess lead
is extruded to the rear as nearly impercep
tible fins, large enough to upset the bullet's
flight. Obviously, this enlarges groups and,
the greater the range, the larger and more
irregular the group will be. The solution is
to use hard alloy bullets sized correctly for
your barrel-the same diameter it slugs
and mikes, or a half-thousandth larger.

Another, more insidious cause of en
larged groups is use of wheelweight alloy
for bullets. Modern wheelweight alloy, un
like that used 15 years ago, is worthless for
bullets because of the addition of metals
that preven,t obtaining uniform bullet size.
You can check your batch of alloy by mak
ing a Cerrolow bullet in your mould and
comparing it under a powerful magnifying
glass with a bullet from your cast. Careful
comparison may reveal rounded base
edges and shoulders, and generally out-of
balance bullets that result from the alloy's
uneven shrinkage. Less apparent may be
lack of dynamic balance caused by settling
of ingredients in the alloy.

Some top flight shooters have given up
bullet casting in favor ·of factory loads be
cause they have cast up several batches of
bad alloy and were unable to diagnose the
problem.
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There may be problems with bullet
moulds that cause out-of-balance bullets
and inaccuracy. The worst condition is lack
of concentricity when the two mould
halves are in place. The fix is a new mould
and hiding the sledge hammer your bullet
casting buddy uses to move the sprue plate
around.

When choosing a factory bullet for ex
tensive use, it pays to buy a box or two for
tests before laying in a supply. If the bullet
seats to a proper protrusion for certainty of
feed, and still provides a favorable length
inside the case without crowding water ca
pacity of the available powder space, you
can proce~d to experiment with an accu
rate powder charge. Do not presume that a
load accurate in one pistol will be as accu
rate in another. Barrel diameter, chamber
dimensions and muzzle crown can vary
between weapons, causing different
groups.

If there is obviously an accuracy prob
lem, use a logical sequence from magazine
to target, investigating every step of the
way. There has to be an answer, but you
can't find an answer until you ....
have isolated the problem. ~

Hornady Manufacturing Company
announces availability of a new .45
caliber pistol bullet designed for combat
and target shooters. The .45 caliber 200
grain jacketed semi-wadcutter, combat!
target match, is a jacketed version of the
long-time favorite design used for formal
target shooting, as well as IPSC
competition and practical combat. In its
jacketed configuration, the bullet delivers
consistent performance at both combat
and target velocities, offering a wide
range of applications. For more details,
contact Hornady Manufacturing Co.,
P.O. Box 1848, Dept. AH, Grand Island,
NE 68802.

New bullet is designed
for combat and target

'H(G

Q

BUEHLER MOUNT
RUGER .22 AUTO

NEWI,

your order as personal checks must clear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

If you want to see how accurate
your Ruger .22 Auto really is,
try a BUEHLER pistol mount.

Installation is easy. Base is installed
on top of the receiver with screws. Quality
and dependable pistol mounts available for

.22's to .44 Mag.
Send for FREE Catalog 37H

~N

CUSTOM
~tNG~, ,,~~~!!

Micro, Bomar front sights, 18.50
B. King's Bushing Wrench. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights.. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt '45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35
(specify Government or Commander) 25.00

E. Magazine Base Pad............ 1.95
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alteration

to frame (specify Gov't or Commander). 22.50
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) 24.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as
stop, Gold Cup Width. . . . . . 12.00

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm.8.50
J.' King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel

RC30-35; 45, 38,.9mm 15.00
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. Set 29.00
L. King Hard Ball Sight Set 18.00

King's Hard Ball wlWhite Outline. Set 21.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety. 18.00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator - with National

Match Bushing, machined from one piece .416
stainless RC3O-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 32.00

P. King's Ramp Kit - specify color: Red, Orange,
Yellow or White: .
Standard, one color, 'I. oz. material, will do 25

sights, standard accessories. . . . . . . . .. 9.95
Deluxe, one color, 'h oz. material. will do 50

sights, deluxe accessories 20.00
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws

.416 stainless.............. 1.25
(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gun.mflhfnl1 el fl. ffne.tt Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

M

For Inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WORKS 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.· Glendale,
CA 91201 • (213) 9N·6810·244-7686

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED,
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.
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Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Sta horn. .

NEW l ••·• SprillQ kin for all Speed S;~ &
*urity" S<x & all Ruge. New Model single
OCfion•. All kils contain hammer 'Pring orod
trigger return Iprinll fo, a lighterlriggl.pu!l.
'5.95 per kit, Jobbers ond Distributor. coli 0<

write for diKOlml1 .

Our kits are being used by many major law
enforcement agencies and by most maior pistol.
smiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems,
Cheshire & Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Junas, Kings,
Mathews & Sons, and Pachmayr. With a miniml.!m
of tools, you can have an attractive, functional
front sight. All our products are fully guaranteed
by Lee Baker. Send check or money order to,

SPORTS, INC'.; POBox 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

Also available, the new Lee White
Ou'iline rear sight blade for ~olts,

Rugers and Micro at $4.95 each.
Jobbers and distriputors call or
write for quantity discounts.

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS - $9.95
The original liquid sight kit, highly fluorescent under poor lighting conditions. Our
material should not be mistaken by the "Bull-ogna" being offered by some would-be
competitors. • Mini-Kit - 1 color Iyour choice), will do 60 sights - $9.95.
• Deluxe Mini-Kit - all four colors
(red, orange, yellow and white), will do
250 sights - $35.00. • Regular Kit
- 1 color (your choice), will do 125
sights-$19.95 • Deluxe Kit-all
four colors, will do 450 sights-·$69.50.
• Our kits are very easy to use. Fully illustrated instructions provided. (No toolsl.

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZIIE

Send $2 check or money order
~ for Illustrated 32-page catalog

*~~~~

REDHAWK INfLATION
It wasn't too long ago that I know I read
that when Ruger introduced the new
Redhawk that the price of the revolver
would be somewhere in the mid-$300
price range. After going to several gun
shops in my area, pricing this gun, I'm
finding the lowest price so far is $550,
with a one-year wait,to $675, right now,
and even some people talking as much
as $800. How can anyone expect to have
an interest in a superb product such as
the Redhawk and wind up selling his
eyeteeth to get one?

Blase Wielgosz
Hickory Hills, Illinois

SPIAIC
our

'This is to thank you and The American
Handgunner staff, especially writer
George E. Virgines who gave me a
prompt, professional, straight-forth reply
to my inquiry about his article in the
July/August, '81, issue, '~Sheriff'~ Model
.44-4Os;' His letter was appreciated.

Donald B. Snyder
South Bend, Indiana

INEffECTIVE .38
In your recent article "Why Are We Still
Using the .38?" (The American
Handgunner; September/October, 1981)
writer Evan Marshall stated that the .38
caliber round is totally ineffective for the
police officer. As a recent victim of what
can happen when a .38 does not do the
job, I cannot agree more. I was assigned
to the Federal Protective Service at Fort
Chaffee, Arkansas, when the last riots
broke out in April, 1981. The riot started
whe~ two Cubans tried to kill each other
with homemade machetes. One of our
officers tried to stop the ruckus and was
forced to shoot one of the Cubans. Not
only did the .38 round fail to stop the
Cuban, it went completely through him
and traveled another 50-75 yards, until it
came to rest in the wall of a barracks
building. The Cuban did not even realize
that he had bee~ shot until he saw blood
coming out of him. And this was a solid
hit in the high right chest! When the
Cuban saw the blood, he let out a
scream and fell to the ground. It was his
yelling that started the riot and
subsequent actions that occurred that
night. The round that hit him was a
158-grain round nose lead bullet, and for
all time made me a believer in the anti
.38 stance. The worst of it is that my
department is now even more committed
to the "ricochet speciar' that we are
forced to carry. And we an: in buildings
that are concrete and marble. You can
imagine what confidence this gives us
when we are forced to deci<ie if we have
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LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, LittlE:rock, CA 93543
Phone (8051 944-4487. MasterCharge, VISA and COD orders are welcome.

R~den1s of California plealW! add 6 % sillie salel iax.

FA-S .22 Short/LR
Barrel: 1"
Weight:40z.
Overall Length: 4"
All models availaple in either polished
or non fluted mat finish.
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to shoot! All I can add is that I hope
more people in the command ranks start
to realize what can happen when things
like this keep happening.

Michael J. Kiernan
Officer, Federal Protective Service
Germantown, Maryland

LET CROOKS SHOOT 'EM
I just finished reading the feature
"Guidelines for Police Officer's Use of
His Sidearm" (The American
Handgunner, September/October, 1981),
and I'm very surprised. I thought that
everyone had decided that police officers
should stand there and let crooks shoot
them. I'm glad that someone still has the
guts to defend the police. I'm not a
policeman or any kind of law
enforcement officer. I'm a private citizen
who is fed-up with everyone hollering
for the criminal's rights. My God, what
about the offj.cer's rights? I look at the
situation this way: We are responsible for
putting the people in office who decide
who the officers are going to be. The
officers are trained to know when to use
their weapons and when not to, so we
should trust in that knowledge and let
the officers do their duty, which is to
protect themselves and us from
criminals. I have never written to a
magazine before, but I feel that we, as
pivate citizens, must support our law
officers. I think this was a superb article
and I hope others will show their
support. Please tell the author, Bradley J.
Steiner, that there are still citizens who
believe that law enforcement officers are
the good guys and criminals are the bad
guys. I think Steiner said everything
perfectly. Thank you.

William H. Horn
Raleigh, Mississippi

BACK-UP AN ISSUE
In reference to your "Speak Out"
column in the January/February, 1982,
Handgunner, on Page 68, J. Harvey
Wieler of Fairbanks, Alaska, writes, in
part: "Surprise, surprise, not one, but
two, articles in the November/December
issue on my favorite controversial
cartridge, the .38 Super." My question is
this: What magazine was he reading?
What year? I've read and re-read my
November/December, 1981, issue several
times and I'll be damned if I can find
anything on the .38 Super. Do you
publish a diferent magazine for Alaska?"

Carl J. Morgan
Florissant, Missouri

Apologies, Carl, the magazine goes in one
form to the entire lower 48, Hawaii and
Alaska, and the magazine you're looking
for is the November/December issue, all
right, but for the year 1980. Look 'em up
and you'll find Dick Thomas'
"Pistolsmithing" column and Dan
Cotterman's "Handloading" column in the
November/ December, 1980, issue ofThe
American Handgunner feature your
favorite cartridge, the .38 Super.
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-Dramatically Imprcved Accuracy
-Major Reduction in Both Felt Recoil

and Muzzle Jump

Send SASE for details on the Accu-CompTM System
or $2.00 for complete Wilson Combat™ brochure of
Custom Modifications & Accessories.

@7f1'il7illl:J~
~~&J~~TM

100 Calle Cortez, De t. AH 382, Temecula, CA 92390

• The "how to" of conceal-
ment and fast draw.

entirely to gunleather; to not only • Why most shooters
the modem belt and holster
but to those forerunners ~& fall to get maximum
carried by the gun- {\\\\\eta\~ 4r~6" performance from their
throWers of the Old Weat. X Q~" ~"''\l.~'''' 'i, guns and leather
It Is all here, Inextricably. l~ 'Ob. Bia hi' L
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study of major proportlona, ~. . • Handgun Acel-

tten by a man who l.II dents.
In my hU~b1e opinion Is \ \: • Myths about
our foremQ8t authority. I '. ..
command It to you!" r "custom made

holsters
Colonel Charles Askins. \ • A fascination
senior Field editor
irhe AmerIcan Rifleman with shoulder

BlueStell holsters
• And much
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~t,~ryr~cc~"ACCU-COMP'
~ . MATCH GUN

¥oursfor
only $9.95

.~_~-::-r",-:~ .
John Bianchi, the world's foremost authority on
holsters and their use, tells for the very first time
HAll that's wO'rth knowing about holsters."
Now available at gun shops and book stores BIANCHI
everywhere, or order direct! Send cash, check
or money order (sorry no COD's). Add 50
cents for postage and handling. Calif. Res.
add 6% sales tax.

..\~ MONOGRlp®
.~ NOW AVAILABLE FOR S&W UN" FRAME

AND COLT PYTHON (I FRAME)
Our newest model includes aII of Ule high

est quality features that are found in our
/". previous models: Orie piece construction·

:-. Orthopedic hand fit • Compound ambidex-
trous palm sweIIs • Proportional finger grooves

• Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish· 100% Nylon·
PLUS - AII models now include an unbreakable metal
mounting stirrup and screw. New metal stirrups and

screws are interchangeable with previous stirrups and
can be obtained from Hogue for $1.50 (plus 50¢ postage)

or at your dealer. Specify model when ordering. Models
available for S&WSq. Butt K. Rd. Butt]; Ruger Security-Six*,

Police SelVice Six*, Speed Six*. HOGUE®
-(Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above)

S18 95 Check or money order, PIUS'" COMBAT GRII=»S
$2.00 postage and handling ..... P.O.Box2036 Depl.AHIB

(California residents add 6% sales Atascadero CA 93423
.tax.) Brochure available for $1.00. VisaandM~sterCardorders
Dealer Inquiries Invited. . accepted. Call (805) 466-6266.

.' Open 9-5 P.S.T.
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Write for complete catalog. Please enclose 50 ce~ts for mailing.

This versatile new American-made single shot is available in .22, .22 mag, .357
mag, and .44 mag. Octagonal barrels are offered in 8-inch or 1O-inch lengths.
Rear sights are fully adjustable. Barrel drilled for scope mounts. Exotic wood grip
and forearm. Firing pin is easily switched from center fire to rim fire.

()

P.D. Box 4B4. Lockport. N.Y. 14094
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Harrington Be Richardson, Inc.
Industrial Rowe Gardner. MA 01440
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Model 826
Model 829
Model 832

For complete, detailed full
color catalog on all H&R
products and the famous
orange and black H&R wo
ven jacket patCh, send $2
to Dept, AHG-12C

See your dealer today - he has THE winning
numbers for YOU.

Model 830
Model 833

from the No, 1 maker of rim fire revolvers ...

Plinking or casual
target shooting - you always
"score" with an "800" number.
You can't lose either with H&R's
new "Wind Elv" fUlly adjustable
rear sight - rugged ramp and blade
front sight - single or double action 
smooth walnut grips - and. a choice of
H&R's Crown Lustre blue finish or electro
less nickle.

We have been designing and building high
performance firearms at H&R for American
sportsmen for well over a hundred years 
exceptional quality at affordable prices. You
know. we really don't believe that you can
bUy a better rim fire revolver for the price.

trap line or just streamside fishing. an
"800" belongs in your kit. H&R has the
numbers you can always bet on....
The Model 826 . 22 WMRF (6-rounds)
The Model 829 - 22 LR (9-rounds)
The Model 830 . 22 LR in H&R Hard-

Guard electro-less nickel finish
The Model 832 - 32 saw Long (6-rounds)
The Model 833 - 32 saw Long in H&R

Hard·Guard electro-less nickel finish

NEW "800"
SWING OUTS

We have YOUR
Winning Number Here!

Stop taking chances. you can't lose anymore.
In response to appeals from sportsmen ev
erywhere. we have your winning numbers
- 826. 829. 830. 832 and 833. H&R's all
new 3" bull barrel Models. that is. We made
'em for you, They all pack the punch you de'
manded - and, they go anywhere. whether
you're timberline back packing. running your



This gun of the 150s was a design
whose time had come just a bit too soon

By Charles E. Petty

I t's a ray gun ... No, it's a Wolverine?"
That waggish comment from one ofmy

teenaged buddies greeted our first look at
the new Whitney Wolverine at the local
hardware store that served as a gun shop.
That was more than 25 years ago, and the
Wolverine still looks like a ray gun to me.
Still, I found the gun more than a little ap
pealing, and remember thinking of how
much grass I'd have to cut to own it at the
1956 price of $39.50. I never did, and now
that Whitneys are approaching $200 I'm
paying for my mistake.

If ever there were something before its
time, it was, and maybe still is, the

Wolverine. And if ever there were an
industry more tradition-bound than the
firearms business, or firearms buyers, I've
missed it. The unconventional appearance
may have been ultimately responsible for
the demise of the Wolverine, but there
were other contributing factors.

I sought out the designer, Robert L. Hill
berg, at his Connecticut home, and he
graciously shared an afternoon with me.
Hillberg is an energetic man who rarely
sits. He travels constantly, representing
various firearms manufacturers as an
expert witness in court cases. It was char
itable indeed for him to spend so much
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Tlte Wolverine's r9.56 price was $39..50. Nowadays, tlte collector's tab Is nearing
$200. TIte streamlined design and aluminum frame weren't readily accepted.

time answering questions from a collector
trying to turn writer. I had been told that
the Whitney was a painful subject for Hill
berg, and I found that to be true as we re
lived the short life of the gun.

Hillberg's interest in guns began when
he was a youngster, and was nurtured by
an older friend, collector and shooter, Bill
Schutte. In 1937, Hillberg designed a sub
machine gun chambered for the .38 Super
cartridge and submitted it to Colt. The
company didn't buy the gun, but hired the
young designer. During World War II he
worked for several aircraft companies,
adapting armament for aviation use.
While working at Republic Aviation,·Hill
berg designed a novel pistol he called the
"Tri-Matic" which was a double-action de
sign that could be easily converted from
.22 to .32 to .380 simply by changing bar
rels, magazines and ejectors. The gun was
not produced, but drawings of it bear a re
markable resemblance to the Wolverine,
and show a flair for streamlining learned in
aircraft design. Following the war, Hill
berg went to work for the High Standard,
Inc., as head of research and development.
There he was mainly concerned with the
company's work for Sears, Roebuck, but
also participated in the design of High
Standard's experimental military 9mm
pistol called the T-3.

Hillberg left High Standard in 1953 and
went to Bellmore Johnson Tool Company
which did contract work for many firearms
companies, and it was there that the
Wolverine was born. The gun was de
signed along lines of the earlier "Tri
Matic," and the first model gun is so
marked. The model gun is actually two
halves of a frame held together by bolts,
and is an odd looking gun indeed. This was
done so that various internal parts could
be tested without the expense of having
castings made until the design was firmly
established. The one-piece casting also al
lowed freedom for the external ap
pearance to follow any line the designer
wanted, and Hillberg wanted to break
away from the conservative, static lines of
the time.

When the model was completed, Hill
berg again took his design to Colt, and
again the major manufacturer declined.
Hillberg and Howard Johnson of Bell-
more-Johnson decided to go it alone. an effort to minimize these problems, they
When it came time to decide on a name for signed an exclusive worldwide distribution
the gun, they were very aware that the fa- contract with J.L. Galef & Sons of New
ther of interchangeability, Eli Whitney, York. The association with Galef led to
had been a neighbor. To further cement one source of current Confusion about the
the association they attempted to purchase Whitney. Hillberg explained that one of
the site of the original Eli Whitney factory, his demonstrative tricks to show reliable
but were unable to do so and were forced functioning was to "finger" the gun in such
to settle for a nearby location. The choice a manner that it sounded like a ma
of the Wolverine trade name was also a re- chinegun firing. When Galefsaw this dem
flection of the man. Hillberg has three onstration he remarked, "It's lightning
loves: guns, auto racing and football. His fast," and wanted to use the trade name
f a v 0 r i t e tea m was the M i chi g a n Lightning. The earliest Galefliterature on
Wolverines. the gun calls it the "Whitney Lightning

It is no small feat to establish a new gun Wolverine;' but, when the gun reached the
company, and it is most important to in- market, Hillberg prevailed and it was sim
sure an adequate system of distribution. In ply the Whitney Wolverine. Collectors
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seeing the early literature have searched in
vain for a Whitney Lightning.

Production began in 1955, using frames
cast by Alcoa of Type 218 alloy, and carry
the Alcoa name under the left grip. The
original boxes also had a small adhesive
sticker with the legend, "We chose Alcoa
Aluminum." Serial numbers began at 100,
000, and many collectors have wondered
why they started so high. Bob Dearden
who worked at Whitney supplied the an
swer. According to Dearden, serial num
bers were supposed to start at 10,000, but
the employees operating the numbering
machine was impaired by drink and put in
too many zeros. In addition a small num-

Continued on page 74
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The adults may fire XP-JOOs while kids shoot .22 LR.

Mettle-to-Metal:

IHMSA fun includes dad, mom, kids, chickens, turkeys, pigs,
rams and production handguns ...

By Jim Costilow
"' Terline Carwile is one woman who isn't
Vbashful about stating her reasons fdr

entering metallic silhouette competition
and neither are several other women
who've become participan ts and/ or
coaches during monthly shoots sponsored
by the Lemon Grove Rod and Gun Club
at its range near Alpine, California.

"I just got tired of my husband having
all the fun," she says. "He got to spend all
the money, and was having fun every
weekend going to some shoot. So I just
decided to get in on some of it:'

Of course, there are other reasons for
this club's popularity with the "gentle" sex,
one is that there are now and have been

several women who serve on the club's
board of directors, and another is that all
members are geared toward family-rather
than individual-entertainment. Whatever
the reasQn, the Lemon Grove club has re
servatio'n-only space availability for
IHMSA-sanctioned monthly shoots.
Shooter couples often travel more than 50
miles to participate in a sport that wel
comes men, women and children on an
equal basis in competition.

What makes metallic silhouette com
petition different from other types of
shooting sport? Why would shooters
participate in silhouette events and not in
NRA or other types of competition?

With these questions in mind, I went to
seek the answers at one of the Lemon

Grove club's shoots-and I had a royal ball
for the entire day.

As a handgun competitor for many
years, I have always subscribed to the
popular belief that handgunning-and
almost all shooting for that matter-is a
sport that is reserved, unfortunately, for
males in a family. My attitude was that I
would go shooting by myself-at least until
my sons grew older. And, I had resigned
myself to the impatience and irritation on
the part of my beloved spouse when range
times got longer and expenses got higher. I
felt these would be little enough payment
for a sport I so enjoyed. No longer. There
now is a shooting sport the entire family
can enjoy-together.

This sport is the up-and-coming Inter-
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guess. All shooters have days like this
when they look for excuses.

Scores improve with practice, as will
shooting. skills, but in talking with some of
the older hands you'll find that silhouette
shooting never gets downright easy. Some
times there are days when the targets just
will not fall. And there are other when a
bounce off the dirt in front of the steel will
take the target down. The best part is that
the shooter never knows. So, it's always a
challenge, never a snap.

Silhouette shooting in the production
class is inexpensive, fair, and usually re
quires little travel for participation in local
club events-what with silhouette clubs
springing up all over the country. Anyone
with a handgun can shoot silhouette. No

COlltillued 011 page 65

Here two women ;oin in the fun, one shooting, the other coaching_

., *_........-

glancing hit will turn them. The total possi
ble number of hits is 40. Trophies are
awarded in each class of more than five
shooters. There isn't the expense, skills,
dedication, determination or hassel reo.
quired of the paper target competitor. It's
fun for the entire family.

Considering the entire family, one
wouldn't expect children to fire .44 Mag
nums. So, IHMSA has developed rules
and target sizes for .22 Long Rifle, as well
as for the big-bore handguns. And this is
where a shooter's mettle is tested.

At the Lemon Grove shoot, I was thor
oughly surprised by a tiny lady with a .357
Magnum, and a 12-year-old boy stunned
me with both handgun and rifle in the .22
LR area. I'm good, but I really was embar
rassed by the lad. It was just an off day, I

"I iust got tired of my
husband having all the fun."

to the general public. The gun must be
complete at all times in form, finish and
mechanical function as manufactured, and
only parts which are manufacturers cata
log items for the particular model may be
used for repair or replacement. A trigger
job may be performed on the gun and
sight-black may be used for sight
identification. No other internal or exter
nal change may be made on the handgun
used in competition .. :'

Further ease is in the rules section on
optical devices: "... not allowed are scopes
or any optical device, artificial rests or sup
ports, slings, padded or unnecessarily
heavy clothing, or any kind of wrist or arm
supports or bracelets .. :' This means that
all one need do is bear the initial expense
of the gun and ammunition-and practice.
It doesn't cost an arm and a leg for com
petition in IHMSA's Production Class.
With the savings, the wife and kids can be
come participant shooters, too.

The competition is set up with a variety
of classes and styles so that novices will not
be outclassed. The master will find he's
shooting against other masters, and
novices against fellow beginners. Com
petition is fair and equal for everyone.
. Not left out are scoring and target.

Scores are tabulated by hit or miss. The
shooter either hits the target and knocks it
down, or he misses. It's just that simple.
Targets range from chickens at 50 meters,
pigs at 100, turkeys at 150 and rams at 200.
The targets are cut from steel plate, each
with the different metal silhouette of a par
ticular animal. A solid hit on the silhouette
target will take the targets down, and a
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national Handgun Metallic Silhouette
Competition, as defined and regulated by
the International Handgun Metallic Sil
houette Association, Inc. The sport was
slow to start, plagued by stacks of indivi
dual rules imposed by sponsors. IHMSA
now is bringing order out ofchaos through
establishment of firm rules for sanctioned
clubs and matches.

One of the best IHMSA developments is
the ruling on guns. Rulings that have pre
vented occasional shooters from entering

. ordinary competitions deal with firearms
themselves. The initial expense, then addi
tional expenses for bull barrels, shroud
sights, metered triggers and the lik.e soon
exclude the non-dedicated shooter. If his
wallet is sometimes flat, as it is with most,
then equipment prices, plus the staggering
cost of travel, accommodations and entry
fees will finish him. IHMSA, however, of
fers two competition classes, one for the
everything-goes unlimiteds, the other for
production guns. The IHMSA definition
of a "Production Gun" reads: "... a gun
that is or was a catalog item on or before
January I, 1979, and was readily available



THE EL.EMENTAL. HANDGUN:

"Simple is best" for the practical shooter.

By Rick Miller

I n the beginning, the pioneers of what is
now called freestyle practical pistol

shooting thought of it as a test ofthe equip
ment and skills necessary for survival in a
lethal defensive confrontation. As a conse
quence, the majority of early matches
placed the emphasis where it belonged:
ranges were short,S to 15 yards; multiple
targets were used; and each and every
match most certainly did not require re
loading, and strong- and weak-hand
shooting. Classic matches such as the Mex
ican defense Course, Flying M, Ambidex
trous Defense, and Concealed Carry
Course fairly reflected the requirements of
defensive shooting. In fact, several were
developed from actual shooting scenarios.
Many current matches, however, do not
make any attempt at this realism.

As a result of this drift away from realis
tic requirements over the past few years,
there now is a decided trend toward more
sophisticated and costly equipment to
meet these artifical challenges. Pistols that
may cost upward to $1,500 to $2,000 to
build, and that the happy owner would
never dream of carrying on the street, now

34

appear in p\actical pistol matches for sev- reality-whether the skills and equipment
eral reasons. First, this sidearm with all the required to solve the problem relate to the
"bells and whistles" is so costly that the real world. This would go a long way to
owner would never take the chance at loss ward solving the problem practical pistol
or damage that street carry might well en- shooters now face:
tail. Second, in most cases the pistol is not a With that off my chest, I will go on to the
practical piece. A 6-inch long slide, hook true subject of this article, the basic, Spar
trigger guard, exaggerated beavertail grip tan, unquestionably practical sidearm. Be
safety, ambidextrous 'extended slidestop, cause the automatic pistol is the more effi
razor sharp coarse checkering, and 6-inch cient arm, and because only a few people
vented barrels do not enhance a sidearm opt for the wheelgun in freestyle competi
with which one may be forced to defend tion, opinions and comments in this article
his life. These pistols are game-winning will be confined to the selfloader. The
devices used by people who are interested theme to be stressed is: "Simple is best."
only in excelling at artificial tests. However, this applies equally to revolvers.

I am not blaming competitors for this Just what elements go into the whole
trend. Practical pistol shooters have de- that comprises a no-nonsense defensive
veloped these devices to meet challenges handgun?
presented to them. It seems logical that the Foremost on the list ofdesirable "must"
basic problem lies with poor match design, qualities for a defensive sidearm is re
lack of knowledge of what practical shoot- liability. If it won't function every time,
ing is supposed to be, and what it is sup- without fail, nothing else matters. It must
posed to accomplish. I think, however, that work under all circumstances. No equip
sincere practical shooters might ask ment alibis are allowed in a match or on
whether their equipment and techniques the street.
truly reflect the essence of defensive use of Second to reliability is power. The side
sidearms. Moreover, match designers arm must strike an adequate blow. If it
should ask themselves whether the tests won't halt a determined attacker with one
they devise have any relationship with reasonably well-placed hit, it may not save
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your life. This point cannot be over
emphasized. Pistols that take an inade
quate cartridge may indeed be easier to
shoot, but there is a good chance that they
won't get the job done.

Third, the design of the pistol, coupled
with the cartridge it takes, must be such
that the shooter can control the weapon
given a reasonable amount ofpractice. Re
cently, this point has been belabored, but
the blunt truth is that the old Colt .45 Auto
still strikes a better balance between power
and controllability than any other sidearm.
For those who doubt, this point is easily
proven in side-by-side comparison. •

Durability, compactness, concealability
and ease in reloading are essential
qualities, though somewhat less impor
tant. Concealability is not that big a hassle.
As illustration, I stand 5 feet, 8 inches, tall
and weigh about 150 pounds. Yet, I can
conceal a full-sized .45 Auto under a light
sportshirt and, if I don't make any foolish
moves, it's no sweat. Anyone else can, too,
with proper holstering. Speed reloading is
of secondary importance, as gunfights oc
cur at close range, and usually the outcome
is decided before each combatant has fired
three shots! Practical pistol shooters do
way too much reloading in today's
matches. This hits the poor revolver
shooter-who may be very accurate with
his weapon-right between the eyes.

For several reasons, accuracy falls at the
bottom of the list. In defensive shooting,
the ranges are very short and the target, in
most cases, is quite generous in siz Al
most any handgun is sufficiently accurate
to solve any problem a practical shooter
might face, as long as the shooter does his
part. Typical gunfight ranges are measured
in feet not yards, and any pistol that will
print into 6 inches at 25 yards will fill the
bill. Most standard quality handguns will
print into 4 to 6 inches or less at 50 yards.
So much the better. If you are not a pistol
shooting champ of one sort or another,
don't worry about your pistol's accuracy.
With rare exceptions, your pistol will shoot
more accurately than you may realize.

A costly accurizingjob is called for only
when the pistol isn't up to snuff, or if the
shooter is a championship caliber per
former. Unless this is the case don't worry
about it. A well-tuned pistol can do won
derful things at 50 yards and beyond, but
few people can take advantage of that po
tential. Furthermore, all accurized pistols
are a bit touchy when it comes to damaged
magazines, poor reloads, and just plain
dirt, grit and crud.

Beyond reliability, power, controllability
and reasonable accuracy, practical pistol
shooters should be concerned with good
combat sights and trigger release. These
last two factors will allow any shooter to
take advantage of all the former.

Factory fixed sights on most auto pistols
are too small and completely inadequate
for their intended purpose. High visibility
fixed combat sights, such as those made by
Hoag, King or Micro, serve the purpose
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The Browning P-35 has four different barrels for different match applications,
each fitt~d to tlte pistol for best accuracy. Bo-Mar rib adds bulk and weight.

nicely. They are rugged, economical and knows how.
easy to install, and allow the pistol to be Some other touches that are beneficial-
usesd quickly and accurately. They are dif- but not absolutely necesary-are beveled
ficult to zero corrctly when the pistol magazine wells, speed safeties, throat jobs,
doesn't look where it shoots, and this is trigger stops, fine checkering (not coarse),
their only drawback. An easy expedient, and rust-resistant finishes. These all serve
until factory sights can be replaced with useful purposes on the competition pistol,
something more effective, is to simply file as well as on the defensive piece.
the factory rear sight notch so that it is a Other modifications are necessary only
little wider and deeper than original. when a functioning problem crops up-a

Adjustable sights are fine, but even the loose firing pin retainer, or troublesome
rugged ones, such as Bo-Mar and Micro, slide stop, for example. Most of the other
will not last indefinitely. Also, they are stuff is gingerbread. Ifyou want it and can
much more expensive to install. On the afford it, that's fine. Every shooter likes to
plus side, they are accurately and easily dress-up pistols a bit. ~ust don't think that
adjustable for any given load. The shooter showboat customizing will win matches.
will just have to make his own choice. You must do that yourself!

Along with installation of good sights, When setting-up a practical pistol for
trigger work is probably the most impor- personal use, remember: "Simple is bet
tant custom touch required on any serious ter." Utilize only modifications that are
handgun. Without a crisp, clean reason- truly necessary-and that you can readily
ably light trigger release, it is difficult to afford. Your sidearm will be the better tool
utilize any accuracy the piece might pos- for its simplicity. You can spend all that
sess. Trigger release on an auto pistol money you saved on ammo and lots of
should be between 3~ and 4~ pounds, and time in practice, where it will ....
it should be adjusted by someone who do the most good! -.,.

P-35~ rear, has a factory rear sight. A ,like model, foreground, has Safari
Arms high-visibility sight with high configuration, and deeper, wider notclt.



was one of the first current generation
ra~d-fire handguns. That gun incorpo
Rlted the critical weight dimensions and
self;.loading reliability necessary for this
particular sport. The earlier 230 mOdel
had some unpopular features, however,
such as a baftled gas diffuser that reqUIted
frequent cleaning.

Outwardly, the new Hammerli Model
232 appears no different from its 230 pre
decessor. But the number of important
changes add up to improved performance.
These changes were based on critiques

Among tbe pleasures of many spe
ficialized shooting sports are the
equally specialized fueanns used in com
petition. The International Rapid Fire
event ~uires handguns with unique fea
toRs for the deman~ 25-meter course
of tire. Aril9ng leading supplicns of these
specialn' handguns is Hammerli of
Lenz~,Switz.erland.

Curr(!ntl~ Hammerli gun's 811' imported
by Mandan Shooting SuppliCB.t Inc., 7150
E. Fourth Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85252.
Ramm~rli's now discontinued Model 230
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A Hammer'i becomes an extension of the shooter's ann.
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Above, International Rapid Fire event is fired at 25
meters. Right, 232 breaks down by rotating dis
assembly switch on left hand front frame. At far
right, Morini grip is tailored to shooter's hand.

38

of a 5-shot firing string. shooters who are accustomed to the 105~
The gas diffusion system is replaced on degre.e handle of the Colt .45 ACP. This

the 232 by easy-to-clean 60-degree gas new handle angle seems to assure a more
ports drilled through the top of the barrel, natural wrist set that aids in pointing the
just ahead of the chamber area. These gun, especially on the first target of the
ports (lI8-inch diameter) are drilled three 4-second phase.
on each side of the bore, about 3/8-inch Two types of grips for the 232 are avail-
apart. Hard propellant gases escape dur- able from the factory, one is a standard
ing firing to reduce the ballistic impulse slab set with thumb and adjustable side
and to stabilize the muzzle for rapid recov- rests. The other is an orthopedic Morini
ery, especially in the third 4-second phase cage style grip. The test gun had the Mor
of the rapid fire shooting event. It was ini set, which is supplied in small, medium
noted that none of the ports were threaded or large size. The medium fits my hand
to allow adjustment of the venting system nearly perfectly, and requires only a bit of
for use with milder ammunition. The spe- carving out at the bottom where the wrist
cific impulse range necessary to operate contacts the grip opening. Morini grips are
the low-mass breach bolt is narrow and like a cradle for the hand, providing a
critical; optional plugging for at least the wooden section that supports the back of
two rear gas vents would be desirable to the hand,just ahead of the wrist. The hand
regular gas impulse and assure reliable must be cupped to slip into this cage
operation with light loads. arrangement. The gun is "put on;' much

The grip angle has been reduced, mak- like a glove. This grip is a totally different
ing the handle straighter than on the pre- experience for handgunners who have not
vious model. This will appeal to American experienced a great deal of international
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shooter can change any characteristic of Winchester T-22 Shorts worked the
the pull to suit a particular style. Three most consistently and were used for the
different trigger lengths are available to test series. Bullets did shave slightly, but
provide the most comfortable reach for the would feed. Accuracy surely was not up to
individual. The trigger system is fully ad- the capacity of the gun because of this
justable for take-up slack, sear/hammer condition. An International Rapid Fire
engagement, pull weight, and override· pistol must machine rest inside of2-inches
stops. The test gun was adjusted for a crisp, or better at 25 meters or is not in the
light pull of a little under 2 ounces, requir- ~nning. Many ~~ooters will try several
ing only minimum pressure sensitivity to kmds of ammumtlon to determine which
make a release as crisp as the breaking ofa' the gun likes best. R-25 and Eley are the
small glass rod. Short hammer arc and a most popular competition rounds.
fast-rate mainspring make for short lock Many rapid-fire shooters like to use CCI
time. .22 shorts for practice. This ammo delivers

On the range, the gun fired with great highly acceptable accuracy at a considera
stability. Tracking and shot-to-shot recov- ble saving over the foreign competition
ery were a "piece of cake?' However, like fodder. The CCI showed noticeably less
most ofthe other guns ofthis type, it needs' "p~~p," ~hough, and did not eject
a ramp/throat job to assure reliable pOSitively m the Hammerli, occasionally
feeding, ~olishing the ramp would help, causing stovepipes. Again, to be able to
but opemng the rear end of the chamber- plus a pair of the gas ports would increase
throat will bridge the "steop" between the impuls~ to assure reliable functioning with
ramp and the barrel face. Some older Eley these hghter loads. The majority of com
.22 shorts jammed consistently into this petttlOn gunners will thread the two rear
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shooting. The Morini contours fit every
anatomical curve of the hand, and make
the gun feel like an extension of the arm.

The Model 232 retains nearly all of the
quality features of the 230. The gun is
especially stable during shot release. When
dry firing, no perceptible sight movement
was attributable to triggering or haItImer
drop. Lock time is very short, contributing
to the gun patterning, reliably to the sight
picture at the time of let-off, which is
highly important in the rapid fire event;
the Hammerli "shoots where it looks?'

Trigger'design is fully adjustable, so a

steop. Several brands of ammunition
could not be made to feed in this particular
gun. No "new" Eley ammunition was
available for testing (this is the stuff with
nickel cases and dry lubricant). RWS R-25
ammunition may feed well, but was not
available for testing. All bullets that did
feed into the chamber showed signs of
bullet shaving from chamber throat con
tact and some caught the 3 o'clock edge of
the chamber on tl.te first round only. Be
cause this 232 test. gun was a "loaner;' I was
chary about doing the ramp/throat job on
a $1500 handgun.

gas portholes and seat setscrews in them
for this purpose.
. The Hammerli sights are ajoy. The front

~Ight blade is 1I8-inch wide and press fitted
mto a longitudinal dovetail. The front
~arrel bushing secures the sight by cover
mg the front of the dovetail. The issue
blade is undercut, but other blades can be
made to fit individual shooter preferences.
The rear sight is mounted on an adapter
that is pinned to the alloy frame. The
adapter block houses a resilient buffer pad,
deSigned to damp impact of the breech
bolt as it recoils again'st the frame. The rear
sight aperture is shallow cut to facilitate
fast sight alignment and target acquisition.
The rear aperture piece is slant mounted to
reduce glare and presents a wide, c~ntinu
ous surface to the eye; there are no dis
tracting shapes or comers.

The 232 is supplied with a tool kit that
includes screw-drivers and Allen wrenches
to fit all the fasteners in the gun. A disc
type spanner fits the front barrel bushing.
Chamber and bore brushes and a threaded
cleaning jag are included, along with a
two-sectioned cleaning rod. The round
spanner has a milling cut on the side that is
used to gauge the opening of magazine
feed lips. Lips can become bent or worn
and, if they are too widl~ or narrow, it
affects reliable feeding.

The 232 breaks down easily by rotating
the disassembly switch located on the left
hand front of the frame. Moving the latch
to the rear releases the receiver to slide
forward off of its retaining pin. The ham
mer should be let down or else it will
intercept a flange in the rear of the re
ceiver, making disassembly impossible.
The breech bolt is removed easily from the
rear of the receiver, allowing barrel clean
ing ~rom the .cham~er end. Spraying the
receiver opemngs With Breakfree or simi
lar lubricating solvent removes powder
r~sid~es wh,ich will cause unreliable opera
tIOn, If left m the gun. Maintenance of the
232 is quick and easy.

The 232 series is a handgun for the
International Rapid Fire, a fascinating,
challenging shooting sport. The gun has no
other practical applications. Its specialized
design and configuration represents state
of-the-art gunmaking, incorporating the
best current technology regarding rapid
fire courses of fire. The design and crafts
mans~ip put into this pistol merge with
practical, economical engineering and
productio,n skill. The balance of theory
and practice has produced a gun of classic
quality. This handgun should take its place
at the top of the best of the .....
International Rapid Fire pistols. ~
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fhe Model 58 S & Wreworked to .45 Colt with farrant grips.

shire, used a 1917 S&W in .45 Colt
chambering to finish fourteenth. Both
men posted scores just a notch below the
winning totals tallied by users of the .45
Colt Auto. Similarly, 'in April of 1978
H. W. UmbrgerofMemphis, Tennessee,
used a Model 19 modified by himself to
take eighth place in the IPSC Midwest
Championship at Berryville, Arkansas.

Despite the acknowledged advantages
that the autoloader possesses, a good re
volver, weIl handled, can be a perfectly
satisfactory defensive tool. Sometimes
we tend to lose sight of the fact that in
the upper levels of match shooting, com
petitive skill and pressure is apt to be
rather ferocious, to say the least. Any
"A" Class or upper "B" Class wheelgun
competitor (or auto-pistol man for that
matter) should be technicaIly capable of
handling most street situations without
trouble.

Most marksmanship problems in com
petition tend to be more difficult than the
average "live" situation. Any confronta-

Left: wheelguns for practical
sh·ooting. from fop: S & W Model
66 .357 Magnum, S & W Model
J9 .357 blue, Model 58 S & W
chambered for the .45 long Colt.
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By Rick Miller
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I n the world of freestyle practical
shooting the autoloading pistol reigns

supreme, with the vast m~ority leaning
in favor of the modified Colt 1911 .45
ACP. There is, however, a smaIl but ded
icated group of pistoleros who tena
ciously stand by the time honored re
volver. In this article we'I1 discuss what
it takes in terms of equipment to be com
petitive today with a wheelgun in the
sport of combat pistol shooting.

Over the years experience has shown
that a weIl handled revolver CAN be
competitive with a weIl handled auto
loader. It should be understood that this
requires a very high level of skill on the
part of the shooter. On the average, I'd
say that the top wh,eelgunners must work
about twenty-five percent harder in prac
tice to tum in a winning performance in
stiff competition than does the auto
pistol man.

In June of 1977, at the first Interna
tional Practical Shooting Confederation
U.S. National Championships near
Golden, Colorado, several revolver
shooters distinguished themselves in the
competition. Don Jandro 'of Arvada,
Colorado, fired a Smith & Wesson Model
19 in .357 Magnum to place eleventh, and
John Lazzaro of Keene, New Hamp-



Many eJ(lJ8l'lenced double-actlon shooters prefer a smooth, IICIII'OW
trlgfler for better feel and control, as on this S & W Model 19.

The S & W.41 magnum recoils a out the sam. as the .44 magnum
and bullet selection now Is flOod. 2JO flitliners worlc well on rams.

Although 1fle autos
are more popular ...
don't underestimate
1fle value of a good

revolver

tion in which you are cal1ed upon to
shoot in defense of your life is apt to be
pretty tense, but the actual shooting re
quirements usual1y are quite simple for
the trained and experienced handgunner.
In pistol shooting, as in most other
worthwhile endeavors, the man is more
important than the instrument. Skil1 plus
a steady hand will be the deciding factors
in competitive or defensive shooting, re
gardless of whether you favor auto-pistol
or revolver.

With the foregoing thoughts in mind,
let us now take a closer look at the
equipment employed by the freestyle
practical revolver aficionado.

While most auto-pistol users favor the
Colt 1911 in various guises, wheelgun
shooters lean toward the Smith & Wes
son revolvers by a wide margin. The
S&W design is favored in large measure
because of the better "feel" of the ac
tions, and their potential for custom tun
ing. The most popular individual weapon
is the S&W Model 19 .357 Magnum.
General1y speaking, the Model 19 is fa- 80b Woodford, a veteran competitor from the Fort Harmer Combat

Continued on poge 68 Pistol League of Marietta, Ohio, demonstrates the Weaver stanc•.
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Th. Fltz grips on this Chle"s
Special provld. much flreater
control. Th. old BIanchi #3 hol
ster Is excellent for undercover.
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Some really bad news
for night intruders that won't

smoke on through the wall
to the kids' room ...
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There are several reasons why a .44
Magnum revolver isn't as effective in a

home self-defense role as y_ou'd like to
think. If you're "entertaining" an intruder
at night, when it's pitch black inside the
house and out, your chances of scoring ·a
hit are not good enough to stake your life
on. Then, assuming you get in a lucky gut
shot, what's to say you'll anchor the
intruder? He may very well be doped up,
and a large slug passing through him may
not even be felt until after he's blown you
into the woodwork. I lost several buddies
in Vietnam who died after emptying full
magazines of .45 ACPs into whacked-out
Vietcong soldiers, so it can happen.

The most important reason, and the ini
tial basis for this article, is simply the fact
that the .44 Magnum, shooting factory
fodder, is too powerful to use unless you
live in a home or apartment with steel
walls. The energy of a 240-grain .44 slug is
legendary. Everybody knows it'll drill
holes through 6-inch timbers and have
enough punch left to take out a herd of
Boy Scouts. This begets a question you
might think on: What happens when you
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By Joe Zambone

miss the night intruder and slam a round
through the wall into the kids' room?
Protecting life and property while killing
off the family is the best reason I know of
to refrain from using .44 Magnums for
home defense.

Until, however, I spent some 80 hours of
research and came up with a bunch of the
deadliest loads ever devised which won't
blow holes in your walls. Some 600 test
loadings went into the following data. I'm
betting my life on 'em. I trust you can too.

These loads are based on the Speer
brand of empty shot capsules, available
anywhere reloading components are sold.
They come 50 to a box and cost slightly un
der $5 p~r box.

Instead of shooting a bullet at an in
truder, the shot capsule loader has a choice
ofseveral pellet loads and three "flechette"
loadings. Flechettes are nothing more than
tiny dart-like pieces of wire that can do in
credible damage to a fleshy target, but

which expend their energy against a p.iece
of wallboard or plywood without tearing
out huge chunks. Both shot and flechette
loads spread out nicely, giving you a much
better chance to disable or kill an armed
intruder than if you use bullets in the .44
Magnum revolver.

The shot capsules, cylindrical blue plas
tic with white end caps, do not rifle in the
barrel of a revolver. For this. reason, there
is no leading problem. And you shouldn't
worry about scratching the bore with the
steel-wire flechettes I'll offer here. Once
out of the muzzle the plastic capsules dis
integrate, allowing the shot or flechette
loads to continue on to the target. My tests
show that the end cap usually remains in
tact, and hits the target too, which is sort of
an added bonus.

There are no big tricks involved with
loading these shot or flechette capsules,
but a bit of experimentation might im
prove your patterns. All my loads were
shot in an Interarms Virginian Dragoon
stainless steel .44 Magnum, with an 8¥S
inch barrel, but ifyour home weapon has a
shorter barrel or is somehow different, try
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tops trimmed as much as possible, which
allows for either more shot content or
~onger flechette rods in the capsule. I used
an X-Acto knife to do this. Make sure you
trim evenly and don't take a finger off in
the process. There is no worry about an
end cap coming off, because the capsule is
seated down tightly against the charge of
7.0 grains of Unique powder.

Various powders are listed on the shot
capsule box by Speer, an~ you might give
these a try. For me, Bullseye didn't throw
as nice a pattern, so I stayed with the
Unique. The 7.0-grain load is just about a
compressed charge, by the way, which is
how I attempt to load any .44 Magnum
round no matter the purpose.

U.pper left, brass rod flechettes are shown with capsule.
Above, mixed shot diameters make a real stopper.
Right, Dragoon's chambers carry flechettes in crimped
shot capsules. Below, the author's would-be supper
chicken was sacrificed in' testing fle~hettf!S.

a few different powder charges to
determine the most effective pattern for
your own handgun.

TEST CONSTANTS: Each Federal
brass .44 Magnum case was primed with a
eCI No. 350 Magnum primer for positive
ignition. Each final test load was fueled
with 7.0 grains of Unique powder. Even
half a grain more caused my patterns to go
to hell in a handcart, while less powder
caused an undue drop in the load between
the muzzle and the target. Range for pat
tern testing was a consistent 21 feet. For
penetration tests on one-inch (which are
really about 3.4-inch thick) pine boards, the
range was reduced to 15 feet, about the
normal distance you'd use in shooting in a
home defense situation. '

Each case was sized in RCBS dies (tung-,
ste,n), belled very slightly (you don't have
to force the shot capsules in), and the cap
sule itself was seated so overall length was
just shy ofsticking out of the end of the cyl
inder on my Virginian Dragoon. Speer rec
ommends an overall length of 1.6 inches
for the finished round, but I achieved bet
ter results with tailoring the length to my
cylinder. Use a firm crimp on the shot cap
sules so they won't fall out.

All my tests were made with capsule
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Not that it matters much, but weather
for the tests was vintage Washington State
drizzle, maybe 55 degrees, with no wind.
At normal house temperatures there
should be little, if any, variation on pat
terns and muzzle velocity.

Muzzle velocity is estimated, because I
lack a chronograph and it wouldn't make a
lot of difference anyway. I figure I'm push
ing the capsules out at about 1,100 fps, and
all muzzle energy (ME) data is figured on
the basis of that velocity.

SHOT LOADS WITH STOPPING probably not be a fatal wounding, but
ABILITY: (I) It's only fair to use a factory which undoubtedly would deter an
load as a comparison. CCI offers a dandy . intruder in a bedroom.
load using No. 9 lead pellets (about 210 of My opinion? Use 'em for snakes, but
'em), 10 to a plastic container, which are don't bet your life on this loading. If an in
guaranteed snake-stoppers. On my 21- by truder is doped out of his gourd he'll still
32-inch cardboard targets, these pellets kill you after you've laid one of these into
printed 88 hits, with 59 hitting in the area his body. Your only hope is to put the load
which would be occupied by a normal- right into his face, in which case he proba
sized abnormal adult male. The pellets bly won't bother you again until he gets
penetrated the pine board to a depth of out of the slammer on parole.
slightly more than 1J4-inch, which would The factory loads, incidentally, have far
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No.2 shot 'oad scored 23 hits at 21
feet-painfu', yes, maybe not 'etha'.

Brass flechettes show significant'y
more damage potentia' at test range.

Mixed No.2 and No. 6 'oad p'aced 43
hits in man-sized silhouette target.

Raw materia's of Junkyard Dog 'oads are brass rod flechettes, various sizes of 'ead shot. None will penetrate walls.



Shot capsules provided containment
for the author's flechette and shot loads,
plus barrel protection for the Virginian
.44 Magnum revolver used for tests.

more muzzle blast and recoil (which is still
minimal compared with a bullet load) than
any of my Junkyard Dog rounds. I might
point out that you don't want muzzle blast The pattern was very good, with all pel
and flash, because these can ruin your lets hitting the cardboard and an average
hearing and night vision in a hurry. of 16 hitting in a man-sized area.

(2) Home-grown No.6 shot loads. Care- Penetration was superior (but still not
ful loading, with the cut-off capsule tops, enough to turn your living room wall into

. will allow you to cram 70 of these pellets Swiss cheese). Many pellets penetrated JA_
into a Speer shot capsule. They are one inch pine boards, and most went through
hulluva lot more effective than a factory galvanized sheet metal at 15 feet. They also
bird-shot load. burrow through flannel shirts (an old one

Each pellet weighs about 2.0 grains, de- which is now too big) and then create a
livers about 5.4 ft.-lb. of energy at the deep wound channel. In winter these
muzzle, and prints 49 hits on the card- would be good against bundled-up targets.
board, 35 ofthem in a man-sized area. The My opinion? Good load, but with a not-
totaLshot load weighs about 130 grains, too-dense pattern. Ifyou can live with put-
and packs a wallop of some 350 ft.-lb. of ting maybe a maximum of four of these in
ME at 1,100 fps. an intruder's face, when aiming at the

My opinion? These spread very nicely, sound of his movement, you have a good
virtually guaranteeing' a number of hits in load. Each pellet could be fatal if it hits in
the dark. When they hit, they do far more the right spot. The load will disable anyone
damage than No.9 shot. The pellets pen- who is trying to make you into a victim.
etrated almost V2-inch into the pine boards, Even a body hit will be like getting shot
and would create the worst case of acne an with a .22 LR round.
intruder has ever seen. More important, a (4) Home-brewed No. 2/No. 8 lead shot
face and chest full of these would disable round. Each load contains 18 No.2 lead
an opponent instantly, unless he wore ar- pellets and 34 No. 8 lead pellets, for a total
mor. They would not, however, be fatal. of about 147 grains per loading. All we've
Neither would they stop a thug if you put done here is fill a'lot of the space around
all the pellets into a chest protected by, say, the large.pellets with smaller pellets which,
a goose down ski parka. while hardly fatal, will still get an in-

(3) Home-grown No.2 lead shot loads. truder's attention. If an area doesn't re
Nasty stuff here, with each pellet weighing ceive a severe wound from a large pellet, it
between 5.5 and 6.0 grains, and the whole will still probably get wounded. Sort of an
capsule load weighing about 125 grains, 22 insurance clause.
of these little devils will fit, if you take care The pattern spreads very well, guaran
in loading them. Each pellet packs nearly teeing many hits, ifyou aim in the approxi
15 ft.-lb. ME, for a total of about 34 ft.-lb. mate direction of an intruder. Becaqse
ME per load. there are slightly fewer No.2 pellets in this
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load than in the No. 2-shot-only load, en
ergy is increased. The large shot blew holes
through the pine boards while the No.8
shot penetrated to a depth of V2-inch in
most cases. Galvanized metal was pene-
trated easily by the No.2 shot. .

My opinion? Dandy load for shutting off
someone's water before he can shut off
yours. If you're interested in loading this
one, you'll need to follow a certain se
quence: drop six small shot into the cap
sule, then four large, and shake down; six
small and four large; six small and four
large; six small and four large; then 10
small and two large. All additions should
be tapped down so everything will fit.

(5) Improved home-brew lead shot
load: Each capsule gets 15 No.2 shot and
28 No.6 shot, for a total weight of about
140 grains of shot per capsule. The whole
capsule packs a punch of about 378 ft.-lb.
of ME at 1,100 fps, and is a gilt-edged guar
anteed man-stopper.

The loading sequence is precise: four
small and three large, tapped ,down; five
small and three large; four small and three
large; five small and three large; five small
and three large; cap it off with five small
No.6 pellets. Tap or shake the pellets
down after each addition. .

This load patterned well, but, for some
reason, shot a bit low at 21 feet. The card
board received 43 hits total, with 16 No.2
shot and 27 No.6 shot on paper. Man
sized target hits were 11 No.2 and 17 No.6,
for a total of 28 hits.

(Continued on page 76)
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THE .
USAF SUPERBULLET
How does it compare with the old standby.45 ACP in terms of

accuracy, reliability, lethality and stopping power?

By Patrick F. Rogers

Every shooter wants that combination
_ of gun and cartridge that will give

him maximum accuracy and effectiveness
combined with absolute reliability in func
tioning. Choosing the right combination
can be difficult. Today's high prices make it
worse. To buy and test one box of car
tridges of each loading in a single popular
caliber, such as .38 Special or 9mm Luger,
would be extremely costly.

The choice is especially difficult for the
automatic pistol shooter. Automatics were
designed to function well with hard metal
jacketed round-nosed bullets. Each time
an automatic fires, the next round must be
stripped from the magazine and guided
forward over the feeding surfaces and into
the barrel. Any change in bullet shape or
construction may lead to jams. Often, the
only cure is extensive modification by a
competent gunsmith.

This places a premium on being right.
The serious pistol shooter must view each
new development with a jaundiced eye

Pre-'70 Colt was used in testing.

Photo compares .45 ACP round, left,
and H~rnady 230-grain USAF bullet.

and cold-bloodedly inquire, "What can it
do for me?" -and, "Can it do better than
what I already have?"

It's with this callous attitude that shoot
ers view Hornady's announcement of a re
markable new design in automatic pistol
bullets. The new bullets are full metal
jacketed (FMJ) with lead cores, but differ
significantly from earlier designs. The tra
ditional round-nosed bullet shape is
replaced with a truncated cone. The new
design has a long, cylindrical bore-riding

Photos by David L. Samson

Swiss SIG was part of 9mm test group.

-section. A large flat area forms the bullet's
nose. Hornady has introduced the design
in l24-grain 9mm and 230-grain .45 bul
lets. They are intended to replace the stan
dard round-nosed bullets in 9mm Luger
and .45 ACP.

The design comes from the U.S. Air
Force program to develop a new 9mm au
tomatic pistol to replace the .45 Colt as the
U.S. service sidearm. The bullet's basic de
sign was developed by the Air Force Ar
mament Laboratory. Hornady produced
the first lots of test bullets for the Air Force
and was sufficiently impressed to produce
the new bullets for the civilian market.

Claims for the new bullets are impres
sive, particularly for the 9mm. They
include: (I) major improvements in ac
curacy; (2) feeding and functioning
reliability equal to that obtained with stan
dard bullets in unmodified pistols; and (3)
increased effectiven~ss in combat, making
a 9mm with the new bullets more lethal
than the current U.S. Army .45 ACP.

If true, the design is a significant
advance ill bullet development. It's ob-

World War II P-38 was in 9mm testing.

Pre-'70 G~Id Cup saw use in .45 test.
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This is the '40s 9mm Belgian Browning.
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Function evaluation shows P-38 eiecting case to left. In 8-shot rapid-fire test with
the new 9mm bullet, this World War" relic functioned perfectly.

vious that the Air Force and Hornady
think so. The Air Force has selected the
9mm bullet for the new service pistol de
velopment program. Hornady is betting
that the new bullets will sell to civilian
shooters. Frontier has announced that it
will provide .45 and 9mm cartridges
loaded with the Hornady bullets. Ob
viously, laboratory analysis and test firings
went well. Still, this does not guarantee
efective results in the field. Many a lovely
theory has been murdered by ugly facts.
What will the new bullets do in average
guns under field conditions?

To find out, I obtained a supply of the
new 9mm (Hornady No. 3556) and .45
(Hornady No. 4518) bullets, and as
sembled a group of typical 9mm and .45
calibe,r military automatics. All of the
pistols were in original, unaltered condi
tion. Some had seen considerable service.
All showed excellent bores, and their mag
azines were in proper operating condition.

I also scrounged up a remarkable assort
ment of military ball ammunition, supple
mented by current, commercial, FMJ and
hollow-point production ammo.

The objective of the test was to
determine whether the new bullets would
function perfectly and deliver improved
accuracy when fired from average military
pistols in the hands of an average shooter.

I decided to do all the firing at 25 yards.
A two-handed hold was used, with elbows
supported by the shooting bench. All tests
were fired at the same range under the
same shooting conditions.

It may be argued that this method is not
scientific. This is true because the human
element was not eliminated. However,
using machine rests or special test barrels
simply would have, on a small scale, dupli
cated Air Force tests.

My 9mm test pistols included a 1940s
vintage Browning Hi-Power, a 1943 Wal
ther P-38, a SIG 210, and a Smith &
Wesson Model 39. With Belgian, German,
Swiss and American pistols, the potential
tolerance problems were given every op
portunity to appear.

Each pistol was fired fir&t with 9mm mil
itary surplus, round-nosed FMJ ammuni
tion, followed by similar U.S. commercial
cartridges. The once-fired cases were then

The P-38, fired with British surplus
rounds, grouped poorly at 25 yards.
Varying weapons / ammo tolerances
account for 9mm inaccuracy.

reloaded with the Hornady.9mm bullets. A
powder charge of6.0 grains of Unique was
used to obtain the standard NATO 1200
feet-per-second (fps) muzzle velocity.
(This load was used for experimental pur
poses. It appeared safe in the guns used,
but should not, under any circumstances,
be considered as a "recommended load.")

The test results were, indeed, interest
ing. Functioning of the 9mm Hornady
loads was perfect in all four test pistols. Ac
curacy resuls are shown in the accompany
ing table. Reported Air Force results are
shown for comparison. Note that the Air
Force tests \yere fired at 50 yards, rather
than 25, and that special test barrels, rather
than production pistols, were used.

With one exception, the results were

SIG gave 4-inch groups at 25 yards
with U.S. commercial ammo. Reloading
commercial cases with Hornady bullets
cut group size 50 percent.

about what was expected, and this con
vinced me that the Hornady 9mm bullets
are a significant improvement. Definite
accuracy improvement was achieved.
Feeding and functioning were flawless in
the pistols tested.

This would have been a classic case of
testing confirming theory, if it hadn't been
for that annoying exception. The 1940-vin
tage Browning Hi-Power refused to coop
erate. It fired 2J,.~- to 211t-inch groups with
any type of 9mm cartridge I put in it.

I have no reasonable explanation for
this. The Browning Hi-Power had no par
ticular advantage. I have not done a large
amount of shooting with Hi-Powers. The
SIG had by far the best trigger pull. The

Continued on page 66

The astonishing Browning High Power
scored 2-inch groups with British sur
plus ammo-and anything else fired
through it during 9mm testing series.
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SHIPIDIi-UP "SHORTY"
Reloading functional

reliability into the .380 ACP
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ByDonZutz

Some of the most popular pocket autos
are chambered for the .380 ACP, oth

erwise known as the 9mm Short. It is a
stubby case with a maximum length of
0.680-inch and a suggested trim-to-length
ofO.677-inch. As a standard 9mm round, it
uses bullets with a nominal diameter of
0.355-0.356-inch, The maximum average
pressure of this relatively small cartridge is
18,900 cup, which generates a muzzle ve
locity of 900-1,100 fps with the normal bul
let weights of 90 to 115 grains.

Although the .380's paper ballistics are
not impressive to many handgunners, the
cartridge has served its purpose as' a self
defense or off-duty weapon. One rap

. against the .380, however, has been mal
functioning. This can be especially true
with inaifferently assembled reloads, and
the purpose of this short article is to point
out areas of investigation for improving
the operational reliability of the .380 ACP
with handloads.

The key is modification of reloads to fit
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the dimensions and operating level of the
individual pistol, because, though the in
dustry has ammunition standards for the
.380, gunmakers have varied their dimen
sions and tolerances considerably. This,
coupled with the already small dimen
sions, complicates matters for the reloader.

For example, overall loaded length may
be an important factor in proper feeding
and chambering. Industry standards sug
gest an overall loaded length ofO.984-inch
for the .380, but it isn't unusual to bump
into a pistol that requires a shorter OAL,
depending on the nose design of the indivi
dual bullet. Handloaders will have to
check this out on their own guns, but don't
be surprised if some .380s necessitate cut
ting that back to 0.960-inch or a tad less
with certain bullets. I note, for example,
that Sierra suggests an overall loaded
length of just 0.930-inch for the .380 with
that company's 115-gain jacketed hollow
cavity; likewise for their 90-grain JHC pill.
Thus, don't be hesitant to work with over
all loaded lengths.

Nose shape can also be a factor in

smooth chambering in the .380. A round
nose seems best, as some of the jacketed
hollow points will catch on the shoulder by
reason of their flat frontal designs. An
effective new bullet is the 90-grain Alberts
round-nose which is made specifically for
the .380 for an overall loaded length of
0.980-inch. Charges of 2.5/Bullseye, 3.01
WW 231, or 3.5/Unique will give it about
900 fps in the short .380 barrels. At these
speeds, the bonded dry film lubricant on
these Al berts bullets leaves. the bore re
markably clean.

For the smoothest feeding, Hornady's
loo-grain metal-jacketed round-nose bul
lets fill the bill. These can be driven to 950
fps by 3.6/Green Dot and 4.4/Unique.
Bullseye reaches its maximum under this
bullet around 3.5 grains for roughly 900 to
950 fps. Those who like to experiment
might try the 115-grain Hornady jacketed
HP; it seems to expand reliably at these ve
locities, although each handloader will
have to find his own OAL. The 115 Hor
nady HP can be driven to about 900 fps by

Continued on page 64



PUT 'Em TO THE
SAEIOTEST

This precision device allows you tp roll your own
cast bullet alloys to specific degrees of hardness

By Mike Barrach

The majority of handloaders who cast
their own bullets use either a specific

formula for the desired alloy or the
"scratch the base with your thumbnail"
method. Using a formula such as that for
No.2 alloy is, no doubt, a better practice,
providing the lead, tin, bar solder, etc., is
fairly pure. Any change in the ratio of
these metals will directly affect not only
the hardness of the alloy, but also the
weight of the bullet.

Because most of the metals bullet casters
use are so-called "scrap:' the purity of the
metals usually is questionable, as is the re
sulting batch of alloy.

If the question of bullet hardness and
consistent alloy mix lies in the back ofyour
mind, there's a solution for it. It's called
the Saeco Bullet Hardness Tester.

As its name implies, this device mea-Cast bullet is placed in seat within main
sures the hardness of a cast bullet with ease screw. The screw is turned clockwise
and simplicity. Maintaining the alloy's until bullet nose meets indentor.
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hardness from batch to batch is accom
plished easily with this tool. Or, if desired,
the hardness of the alloy may be changed
just as easily to suit other needs.

The Saeco Hardness Tester is a well
made instrument built to take many years
of use with no sacrifice in-accurate read
ings. Its all-steel construction measures 1
inch in diameter and just over 5 inches
long with the main screw fully seated. The
main screw has a multi-stepped seat to ac
commodate just about all popular cast bul
let diameters. The seat diameters measure
0.319, 0.367, and 0.467 inch.

Use of the tester is not difficult. To mea
sure the hardness of a cast bullet, first hold
the tester in a vertical (upright) position
with the main screw down far enough to
easily insert a bullet in its appropriate seat.
With the bullet inserted, hold the tester
upright and turn the main screw clockwise
until the nose of the bullet makes contact
with the indentor. After conti'ct is made,

Continued on page 61
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AEEURAEY AnD THE
.45 AEP

This Hodgdon powder puts some hustle on the heavyweights

most constructive letter f~om James L.
By Don Zutz -Linford of Seattle, Washington, who is ap-

parently an active bullseye shooter and an

Some time ago, in a column in Guns experienced experimenter with the .45
Magazine, I wrote that my most accu- Auto. With tens of thousands of test shots

rate loads with target-type bullets ofl85 behind him, Linford offered two
grains came with either Bullseye or comments: oiIe was that his GoldCupde
Unique powder. livers extremely precise accuracy with a

Shortly thereafter, however, I received a powder seldom, if ever, mentioned iIi the
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same breath as the .45 ACP-Hodgdon's
HS-5. The second coinment was that his
.45s proved to shoot as accurately, if not
more so, with 230-grain bullets than with
target-grade 185s.-

My own additional shooting causes me
to believe that Linford knows whereof he
speaks. First, I loaded a variety ofdifferent

Continued on page 62
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GetaGriponYour
Scope-Mounted .45

Continued on page 65

By Albert C. Neeley
"\"1 Then I wanted a scope sight on my
VV Colt .45 Automatic for occasional

ammunition evaluation, options for a suit
able mount were limited. A grip-type
mount offered several desirable features. It
is conveniently available, compatible with
the BoMar Rib, permits use of target
velocity ammunition, requires no altera
tion of accuracy tunif\g, and is easy to in
terchange between iron sight and scope
configurations. The most objectionable
feature turned out to be the smooth metal
surface of the grip mount. The changeover
from Pachmayr·Signature grips with iron
sights to the metal grip with scope was dis
concerting. Efforts to correct this
deficiency revealed a pra<;:tical way to
achieve the fine feel and appearance of
Pachmayr grips on metal grip mounts. The
result is shown in the adjacent photos.

The procedure involves removal of the
steel insert from the left Pachmayr grip
and use of the neoprene "skin" to cover the
grip mount surface. The main objective is
to remove the insert, y.et leave the neo
prene in good condition. A bench grinder
with 36-grit wheel will remove the neo
prene with no melting or smearing. Simply
start grinding on the back of the Pachmayr
grip, taking care to keep inside the edges of
the steel insert. Before much steel is
ground away, heat generated at the spot
being ground will separate the steel-to
neoprene bond. Very little heat is required.
Move the grinding spot along the insert
area, while coordinating grinding pressure
with mild force to peel the neoprene loose.
The insert, essentially intact, can be re
moved in a short time.

The neoprene skin will retain the insert
impression, including the border and "but
tons" formerly anchored in the insert
holes. The new mount grip surface must be
prepared to fit this irregular surface
pattern. This step is important to assure a
firm, solid fit. To obtain a final shape, du
plicating the Pachmayr contours, first
remove a small amount of aluminum to
flatten the surface. The steel insert now
serves as an accurate template for locating
the several recesses to be cut in the ahimi
num grip. End mills, sizes 3/8 and 1/4
inch, in a lathe with milling attachment
provide sufficient accuracy. A drill press
used carefully also will suffice. The photo
shows the grip surface properly prepared,
with neoprene cemented only along the
back edge.
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Plastic surgery on Pachmayr "skin"
returns this automatic's fine feel

Neoprene skin on left side of Pachmayr grip is lifted carefully, the steel insert is
removed. Next the mount grip is tailored to fit underneath the skin.

The finished conversion shows the original grip skin relocated over the grip
mount, providing the solid feel identical to that of conventional Pachmayrs.
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ustomize your own gun with the
famous M·S Safari Arms components

At M-S Safari Arms, we are constantly developing cus
tom components for the average shooter/sportsman as well
as the true professional. We developed the .45 caliber auto
matic Enforcer® and MatchMaster® pistols and now, those
same custom features are individually available for your own
handgun. These parts are designed and priced so that you can

customize your Browning, s&W, or Colt automatic easily and
inexpensively with the same professional features that were
once only attainable through custom gun mechanics.

All components are supplied in satin finished stainless
steel or high luster blue ready for your-=: ......
local gunsmith's installation. ® Cn~Urcer

------$--
------$--
------$--
------$--
------$--

------$--

------$-

------$--
------$-
------$--

~ Ambidextrous Safety Set for
S&W Models 39 & 59. A must for
the serious combat shooter, police
officer and left handed shooter.
$39.95

-4 Combat Magazine Base Pads. Available
for all CQ/t, S&W Model 39, S&W Model 59,
Browning High Power automatics.

.. Adjustable Rear Sight Set. Includes
front sight. Gives the proper light gap
between front and rear sights. Provides
shooter with optimum flat sighting surface.
Designed for fast sight/target alignment.
Blue or stainless steel. Will fit S&W K
frame. Standard: $29.95 Dove tail front:
$34.95

~ The Enforcer (3.B" barrel, E·I02)
or The MatchMaster (5" barrel, E·103.)
Deadly accurate, .45 caliber
combat pistols. Loaded with cus·
tom features. Available in
Armaloy. blue, alloy, or stainless
steel finishes. Send 1$2.00 for fully
illustrated catalog and ordering
information.

VISA'

o;.Manufactured under pat. #3492748

~ Maga2;ine Chute pro·
vldes the fastest possible
reloading under combat or
match conditions. No fitting
necessary. Includes 2 base
pads. $9.95

~-------------I
MAIL TO: M-S Safari Arms· Dept. AH-3
P.O. Sox 23370 • Phoenix, AZ 85063 Mak.,

Please enter my order for:· Quantity: Quantit~:)(~{~~~ng

I 0 Fixed Rear Sight Set St. inI." Blue (e) Colt I T,tal,
o Standard $14.95

I
0 With front sight ready for insert $19.95 ------$--o Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set $29.95 $__

o Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set

I B~~~t$~ur·:~..~. S&~ $~9:9~ .
o Hammer (Stainless only) $14.95 .......•....

I 0 Browning Hi Power Hammer $19.95 .
o Combat Magazine Release $19.95 ......••...

I
0 Beavertail Grip Safety $15.00 .o Extended Combat Safetyo Browning $19.95 0 Colt $16.95

I
0 Exte'nded Combat Slide Release

-0 Browning $19.50 0 Colt $17.50o Adjustable Rear Sight Set

I
0 Dove Tail Front $34.95 .o Standard $29.95 .

o Magazine Chute $9.95 .

I 0 Combat Magazine Base Pads $1.95o Browning 0 S&W 39 0 S&W 59o Colt, H.K.; 0 P9, 0 P7, 0 VP 70 ... $__

I 0 Complete M·S Catalog $2.00 .........•..... -------$--

SAFARI
0 Mast. Chg. 0 VISA Card Shipping & Handling $2.00" I Date Card Exp·__D My Check 0 My Money Order is enclosed .. TOTAL: $--

ARMS I ::::ss _
I Cily '-- State Zip _

-4 Hammer. Stainless steel
commander style. Designed,with
enough metal for correct fitting
of the sear engagement. $14.95
Combat Style Hammer for
Browning High Power, Blue or
Stainless. $19.95

-4 Beavertail Grip Safety. Provides
better control of the weapon by
spreading recoil over a larger area of
the shooter's hand. This reduces
apparent recoil and eliminates hamme.
pinch. Requires minimal frame
contouring for a perfect fit. $15.00

'" Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set.
Full position control with right or left
hand. Get the most from your automatic.
A must for combat shooters, police
officers, and all left handers. Browning
High Power: $39.95 Colt: $34.95'

'" Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set.
Now full control of the .45 automatic with
the left hand. $29.50

24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER 'DESK
Master Charge

Visa
C.O.D. Only

Call
Operator 758

~,
~

'" Fixed Rear Sight Set. No·nonsense front and rear sights
designed for fast target acquisition. Provides the proper light
gap between front and rear sight. Melted full radius style. Blue
or stainless steel. Rear sight fits standard dove tail. $14.95

National California only Alaska & Hawaii
1-800-824-7888 ' . , . 1-800-852-7777' '. 1-800-824-7919

~ Combat Magazine Release.
Designed for rapid use. No
drilling or tapping required for
easy installation. Blue or
Stainless. $19.95

Dealer Inquiries Invited

.. Extended Combat Safety; Match proven design assures
positive control of safety without having to shift or
reposition grip. Browning High Power: $19.95 Colt $16.95

.. Extended Combat Slide Release. Now the same technology as
applied to the Enforcer parts provides for one hand control
during reloading leav'ing the left hand free to insert afresh
magazine. Browning High Power: $19.50 Colt: $17.50

M-S Safari Arms. P.O. Box 23370. Phoenix, AZ 85063 • (602) 269-7283



If you own a

Ruger 9mm Revolver

Renegade prod__ces
new holster drop

. . . . .

Renegade Holster & Leath~r

Company has introduced the
Straddler Fast Drop, a new concept in
carrying sidearms.

The three-piece drop, holster and
belt combination is designed for
shooters who wear their pistols or
revolvers on a standard trouser belt.
The Straddler avoids the pants belt
loop problem. The wearer's belt is
threaded through one slot of the
Straddler, behind the belt loop, then
through the belt loop, then through
the forward slot of the drop. The
Straddler secures the holster into
position, eliminating need for a
second holster belt.

The rig includes Renegades Model
No. 1800 C convertible holster that
snaps to the drop for a low-slung
position, or may be positioned
directly on the trouser belt for a high
position. If the high position is
selected, the drop can be slipped
rearward on the belt, or in a pocket.
The holster may be worn low, below a
long jacket, for quick access, or in
event of rain, can be tucked under the
jacket.

Completing the rig is the Renegade
Model No. B-3 H~-inch-wide beit with
1-inch billets.

WHAT'S
NEW

H
RANCH PRODUCTS now has a 1/3 moon
clip lor it with the same leatur.es that has
made our .45 acp clip such a success.

. These clips are reusable and storable in
standard boxes or ammo belts, try to do
that with Ruger clips. If you want to try
them. send your name and address on a
stamped envelopa and specify 9mm or .45
acp. We also offer a line 01 scope mounts
lor M-l's and Mini-14's.

Clip pric••: 25 for .3.95; 50 for *6.95 ppd.

RANCH PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 145, MALINTA, OHIO 43535

Available from your dealer.
For catalog send $1.

fO. Box 471-H3
Twin Foils, Idaho 83301 USA

Highest Quality Combat
Modifications

Swain Drive
Pleasant Valley
New York 12569
(914) 635-3210

DICK CRAWFORD PISTOLSMITH

Choice of smoolh, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger SA&DA, ond Coil
ond S&W DA revolvers.

Send two 20¢ stamps
for Picture Brochure.

e favorite Herrett's design is properly
or left hand hold. It features a serrated

or a non-twisting hold and exceptional
stability. Extended butt and filler block

mum hand contact for recoi Iabsorption
ntrol. Memory groove instantly identifies

correct firing position. Carved from select grade
American walnut to tolerances that exceed the gun

frame itself. This is quality to m9tch
your professionalism.

CRAWFORD COMBAT PISTOLS
CUSTOM BUILT

.45 AUTOS

SUPER REDHAWK
oo\Y CUSTOM GUN CASE
$7995 CUSTOM FITTED TO THIS SPECIFIC HAND-PIECE

Fine American walnut handcrafted for quality arid
Add $2.25 lor shipping & han- furniture finished for durability and appearance.
dling. Include payment with Interior piano hinge: set-in, keyed security lock system.
order. R.1. residents add 6% R.1.
sales tax. Dealer's inquiries in- Rich, plush oriental red velvet interior fully lined.
vited. Custom designed to showcase and protect this fine gun.
Ideal for Gift GiVin~g!t!!I9~ll'!!!"~!!!Ill'!!!~~~!!I~~!!!IIII~IIP.~.~f'!
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Crown Square Trigger

Guard Shoe #495
List $19.95 Special $14.95

Woltf Extra Power Recoil Sprin9 GM 1'355
or Commander 1'356
L'SI $5 00 SpecIal S4 00
Millett MK I FI .....ed Sights 1'335
L,st $27.95
Millett Adjustable Sighl (no machining to
slidell'336
L,st S56 95

Millett Gold Cup Adjustable Sight Iread
1'337
L,st 535 00
Hallock's 45 Auto Handbook (The best
45 Book AMustl~

LIS! $1195
Hallock's How To Assemble Your Own .45 Auto
';35

Crown City Patch - Original! Colorful!
#510 f SpecialSl.25

9mm Blue 15104
List $23.25 SpecIal $18.75
.38 Super 15022
List $20.95 SpecIal $16.75
.22 Conversion 15025
List $37.05 Special $29.75
AR·15 (5'rds) 116301
List $15.10 SpecIal $11.95
AR· 15 l20·rdsl '6232
List $15.70 SpecIal $12.50

Famous Colt·Elliason Rear Sight
Assembly 19409
LIst $44.00 Spec!al $35.25

~wn Extended Slide Stop #435
List $19.95 Special $12.95
Stainless #436 List $24.95 Special $14.95

Wide Combat Grip Safety
(GM #135 or Commander #136)

List 524.94 Special $19.95

I\. Crown Extended Safety #372
___'"""'" List $19.95 Special $12.95

Stainless #373 Special $14.95
List $24.95

Special $16.75

Crown Long Adjustable Trigger Alloy #490
List $9,95 Special $6.95
Stainless #491 and Steel #492
List $11.00 Special $7.95

---.-----:-. -..~D Crown Muzzle Brake #25

~. List $24.95 Special $18.50

crown~
Recoil Spring Guide Assembly GM #365
or Comm #366 List $22.95 Special $15.95

Special $1.50

Colt MagaZines
.45 Blue #5335
List $19.20
45 Nickel 15336
List $20,95

Colt Collet Barrel Bushing #5220
List $12.90 SpecIal $10.50

Factory
Outlet

P. O. Box 1'26 DEPT. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
24-Hr. "live Order Phone' 607/753-8238

crhe Oldestand Largest .45Auto Accessory Specialist!; with the WIdest SelectioT/.
at the Lowest Pric,,!!!

f~F~
Bingham Battle Combat Pistol Sights 1333
List $15.00 Special $9.95

Bingham Premium Stainless Magazine with
Extruded Body '182
List $14.95 Special $9.95

Jones Slam Pad #185
List $1.99

Crown Stainless Magazine with Convex
follower #181
List $12.00 Special $8.50

Authorized Distributor

Colt Accurized Barrel & Bushing Kit
MK IV '5074. Gold Cup '5075. 9mm
'5079 or .38 Super '5077 Special $45 95
LIst $51 38

Colt Government .45 Barrel '5014
L,st $45.10 Special $31.95

Colt Checkered 15237
Mainspring HouslIlg
lls1523.94 Special 516 95

Colt Commander Barrel
45'5100 LlslS45.75 Speclal$31.95

9mm '5103 List $51.00 Special $40,95
38Super'5102 List $50.90 Special $40.95

AR-15 Upper Receiyer #6300
List $62.10 Spectal $49.95

Colt AmbidexterOU5 Safety 1375 11
List $46 29 Special $32 50
Extended Ambldexterous Safety 1376
List $52 50 Special $37 50

;;;;;;;,.;, ..._, ....g A~D
'.... P.."O;.';b~':~'VS.....

nJj

.rJIA, CROWN
~,I:_l!61 CITY
~ARMS

Rogers Shock Buff #368
List $2.50 Special $l.50ea
Rogers E-Z Loader #188
List $7.50 Special $5.95

Crown Recoil Buffer
GM #3620r Commander #363
List $12.95 Special $7,50

SpeCIal SpeCial
9022 90224 Stocks Colt 0 461 RS6·S Slacks Rugl!1 SM 8.95

W/Medalilon $16,95 462 R$S- L Stocks RUgel LG 8,95
453 GM 45C Stocks Coil 0 12,50 463 RS Stocks Ruger B 8.95
454 SJ/C Stocks S & WJ AD 8.95 464 ASS Stock~ Auger SB 895
455 SJ/CS Stocks S&W J S 8.95
456 SK/C StOCks S&W K AD 8.95 465 CJS Stocks Call J SM 8.95
457 SK S Slocks S&W K SM 8.95 466 CJ·L StOCks Call J LG 8.95
458 SK- L Stocks S&W K LG 8.95 467 CD Stocks Coil 0 8.95
459 CI·S Stocks Colt ISM 8.95 468 CO/C Slacks Colt 0 eM 8.95
460 Cl·L SlOcksCol1 I LG 8.95 469 B·HP StOCks HI Power 15.95
275 -MSH-B Malnsprrng 221 StaInless Magallne

HOUSing Flat 6,95 Follower 1.95
276 MSH·C Malnsprrng

HOUSing Arched 6.95 •BRASS

Suggested retail price for the
complete rig is $70. The drop only is
priced at $20. Additional charges are
$10 for basketweave tooling for the
holster, $3 for basketweave pattern for
the drop, and $7 for holster lining.

Renegade holsters are designed to
fit the handguns of various firearms
manufacturers, including Smith &
Wesson, Colt, and Ruger.

Information is· available' from
Renegade Holster & Leather Co.,
P.O. Box 31546, Phoenix, AZ 85046.

Green Machine makes
500 rounds per hour
Omark' Industries announces its Green
Machine, a straight line progressive
reloading tool. Fired cases are placed in
the case feed magazine on the left side of
the tool, and complete, loaded rounds
are ejected from the right side as the tool
is cycled. A production rate of 500
rounds per hour is easily achieved and,
after the operator acquires experience,
rates up to 800 rounds per hour are
possible. The Green Machine is factory
adjusted and tested for loading .38
Special cartridges. It can also be
readjusted in a few minutes for loading
.357 Magnum cartridges. Some special
features of the Green Machine are: the
case feed assembly holds 85 .38 Special

9mm & .38 Super
NEW .357 MAG.

AND OTHERS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
p.o. Box 315H

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

TO ORDER: Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only, or complete MC/VISA infor
mation. Company and personal checks clear. MC/VISA charges are subject to a 3%
surcharge. Add shipping: $1.75 for first item·, 50 cents for each additional, $3.50
maximum. Alaska/Hawaii double shipping amounts. NY State residents add 7% Sales
Ta1< or send Resale Certificate. Discoun·t $1.00 if you use all Crown part numbers in
ordering. FFL required for frame and gun orders. Prices are subject to change without
notice. Prices in effect at time of shipment prevail.
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MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement personnel. For infor
mation write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

MAXIMUM RESULTS

MAC'S .45 SHOP
MINIMUM COST

or 70 .357 Magnum cases; there are no
primer feed tubes to be filled; 26
different rotors are available; all tools are
supplied with tungsten carbide size dies,
dust cover, instruction manual and
special tools. Suggested retail price is
$500. For additional information, contact
Omark Industries, Box 856, Dept. AH,
Lewiston, ID 83501.

ORDERING INFORMATION

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
(314) 441·4500
(314) 447-4501

SEND LARGE ~ AS E
FOR BROCHURE

Two new bullets are
available from Alberts
The Alberts Corporation has introduced
two new swaged lead pistol bullets, a .32
caliber, 100-grain hollow-base wadcutter
and a .45 caliber, 215-grain semi
wadcutter. The new designs are 100

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid

PPC GUNS BUILT 1 .. BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - 510 MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

Pacific Tool kit pre
pares cartridge cases
Pacific Tool Company introduces its new
Case Care Kit, containing everything
required to prepare cartridge cases for
reloading. The Case Care Kit includes
Pacific's new case lube pad and loading
block, three case neck brushes in the
most popular calibers, large and small
primer pocket cleaners, and a
chamfering-deburring tool. An accessory
handle which fits the neck brushes and
primer pocket cleaner is also included
along with a bottle of Pacific's special
case lubricant. The kit retails for $21.95 .
For more information, contact Pacific
Tool Co., Box 2048, Dept. AH, Grand
Island, NE 68891.
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Patents
Pending

Send to: MAC'S .45 SHOP
P.O. Box 2028

Seal Beach. Calif.
ZIP: 90740-1028

CYLINDER &SLIDE SHOP, INC.
P.O. BOX 937
FREMONT, NEBR. 68025
Ph: (402)721-4277
PLEASE! nocalls after 12:00noonC.SJ.

Please send $1 for our illustrated price lists

At Cylinder & Slide every gun we build is "one of a
kinJ". That's the way we do things, no "assembly
line" packages, but one man, working on one gun at
a time. That means you get exactly what you want,

and even though we have to work harder and longer, delivery times are
very reasonable.

Send for our price lists, look them over, and drop us a line with your
questions or suggestions on your special work, and we'll quote you a
price and an approximate delivery time.

Quality Service Since 1972

-MATCH TESTED' PROVEN-
COMBAT "ACCU-GUIDE"TM SYSTEM

PH: ,(213) 438-5056

DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY INVITED
COMPLETE ACCURIZING & PARTS SERVICE-lend Ige. SASE for catalog.

• FITS-COLT-AMT-VEGA-ETC
ALL MODELS-ALL CALIBERS

IIINO STRINGS LIFETIME WARRANTYIII
If for any reason my system fails. just return complete unit & I will send you a new one "ABSOLUTELY FREE".

no questions asked.

-NO MODIFICATIONS-DO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATlON-

Made
in

USA

My Combat "Accu-Gulde" System properly aligns the slide assembly with the frame. Thus giving
you these immediate and exceptional results:
- Immediate "felt" smoother operation due to elimination of all distortion during movement.
- Improves accuracy because barrel locks up in same position everytime.
- Reduces felt recoil and torque greatly improving control and reliability.
- Greatly reduced parts wear due to proper alignment.

All parts are: Precision Machined-Heat Treated-Centerless Ground & each unit comes
complete with spring.

ONEOFAKIND

M.O. or CERT. check will ship immediately. All others must clear.
C.O.D.'s ok for "CASH ONLY".
STD. or COMM. model: LIST $18.50
6" or 7" LONG SLIDE model: LIST $28.50
Specify exact model-add $1.50 for H.I.S ..
Calif. res. add 6% tax.

eBrowning eColt

eRemington • weatherby

Authorized warranty repair

eColt parts distributor
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Swages
Tenon of

Front Sight

Shear, Adaptor
Also Available

Write or Call for BrOChure & Price Lists..
Dealers Please Inquire.
No Collect Calls. Please'

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexic<o 88030
505-546-2151

From MMC
Front Sight
Staking Tool

For Model M/1911 Pistols
For Gunsmiths & Serious Tinkerers

Because we listen, we at Hornady know
the shape of thii.gs to come in bullets. . ....

When the military wanted a depend-Im
able new bullet for testing the 9MM, .' . • ..•
we listened and helped the Air Force 1
develop the 124 grain FMJ-FP and its .

.45 caliber counterpart, the 230 grain FMJ-FP.

We also attended the 1980 IPSC champion
ships and asked the country's top shooters
what they wanted in a combat/target bullet,
and we listene,d. The result was our new .45

caliber, 200 grain jacketed semi-wadcutter, the CIT
Match, which has already won the Steel Challenge and
the 1981 IPSC Championships. II

We listened to all the shooters who '.
needed a bullet for reloading th~ .32 Sand W i: ' .
Long, and developed the 90 gram lead SWC. '

At Hornady, our success is measured by how well we
.listen to shooters like you and respond to your needs.
It's a commitment we've made to the future of shooting.

For more information on the shape of things
to come, or answers to your reloading
questions, write to the Reloading Advisory

IHI
Center at Hornady. .

III III orI1ady HORNADY MANUFACTURING CO.

B II 4- Dept. AH-3 P.O. Box 1848
U e ILlS Grand Island, Nebraska 68801
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Convenience and speed
mark Lee Turret Press

.Lee Precision, Inc., announces its new
Lee Turret Press featuring a quick
change turret. Twist and lift to remove
turret, and exchange complete turret
with another caliber die set, all in less
than 10 seconds, The Lee Turret Press
uses standard 7/8-14 dies and universal
shell holders. a-frame strength with
compound linkage and large comfortable
hardwood handle permits 100ig loading
sessions without fatigue. The press also
has a built in primer catcher and quick
change primer arm. Just simply lift out
the arm and reverse it to change primer
size. Available with hard maple storage
box that doubles as a loading bench for
truly portable reloading, the press retails
for less than $100. For further details,
contact Lee Precision, Inc., 4275
Highway "U", Dept. AH, Hartford,
WI 53027.

. percent coated with a bonded dry film
lubricant, eliminating the conventional
lubricating procedure. For more
information, contact Alberts Corp.,
P.O. Box 157, Dept. AH, Franklin Lakes,
NJ 07828.



Ruger 39.95
Dan Wesson 39.95

Colt Combo 56.95
Browning Combo 56.95
Rear only 44.95

Gold Cup Combo 51.95
Colt Revolver 39.95

WHITE OUTLINE

-PPC T~RGET

-

S&W Kor N Frame 39.95
(Specify model & barreillength)

SerieS 100

Senes 100

MILLETT'

POSITIVE •. \
LIGHT -.....:...:.. .\ \D

DEFLECTION ~ .

SYSTEM /

This sight system replaces the factory sights with an all steel.
highiy finished. better fitting unil, which has finer click
adjustments for windage and elevation. NO GUNSMITHING
REQUIREQ on rear sight installation.

Interchongobl e Sight Pictures

Mark I Fixed Sight
This all steel precision made sight fits Colt 1911 Autos and the
Browning P-35 hi-power fixed sight version. (Browning requires
minor dovetail modifications. Mark I Combe 27.95

serieS 100

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER

If there IS no dealer in your area. please send Cashier's Check or
Money Order. plus sales lax ICA residents) and $2 lor shipping.

SefleslQO

Smith & Wesson K & N Series

Ruger Revolver Dan Wesson Revolver

Gun Smith's Service Kit
Series 100 Sight System 99.95

II"~(I'fill IIDII'flI«1
16131 GOTHARD ST., DEPT. AH. HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647

(714) 842-5575

Series 100 Senes 100

Colt Gold Cup Combo Colt Revolver

Series 100

Series 100 Adjustable Sight System
The Finest Pistol Sights In The World

1911 Colt 45 Combo Browning Hi-Power

TIC CONTENDER SUNG
PACHMAYR
GRIPS

10"-14" BULL BBL HERREll GRIPS
SUPER SUNG FOR YOUR TIC PISTOL THE ONLY PATENTED SLING
CUSTOM FITTED TO POPULAR PACHMAYR GRIPS. STAINLESS
STEEL GRIP STUD, REMOVEABLE NYLON SLING, BLUED STEEL
FRONT BANilINSTALLS WITHOUT SOLDERING. FOR HERRm "FIN
GER GROOVED" GRIPS ENGRAVED NICKLE SILVER BUTT PLATE WITH
STUD ANISH. PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH! HELPS TIGHTEN GROUPS,
TAMES RECOIL NOTICABlY. ALLOWS MOST COMFORTABLE SHOUL
DER CARRYING. DEAlER INOUIRY INVITED.
PACHMAYR SET $19.95. HERRm SET $25.95 POST PAID.
ORDER NOW-GHECK·M.O. -VISA-MASTER CHARGE.

ORDER NOW-PRICE INCREASE AFTER JANUARY 1, 1982

CAL DRAKE ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 9217, MARINA DEL REY, CA 90291

Loader kit is available
for 70 calibers
Mequon Reloading Corp. offers the
MRG Loader for over 70 different
calibers. Each kit include~ a priming
tool, crimping and flaring tool and
primer pocket cleaner. For more
information, contact Mequon Reloading
Corp., P.O. Box 253, Dept AH, Mequon,
WI 53092.

New Bonanza pistol
dies give long service
Bonanza Sports Manufacturing
introduces the Carbide pistol dies, made
of tungsten carbide, machined to
exacting tolerances. These dies will
provide long service to the novice of
custom reloader. Carbide sizer is only
available in .38-357, .44 Special, .44
Magnum, .45 ACP and .32 S&W Long at
a cost of $31.90 and 9mm Luger and .30
Carbine at $36.50. The carbide 3-die sets
are available in .38-357, .44 Special, .44
Magnum, .45 ACP and .32 S&W Long at
a cost of $49.95 and 9mm Luger and .30
Carbine at$54.55. For more details,
contact Bonanza Sports Mfg., 412
Western Ave., Dept. AH, Faribault,
MN 55021.
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(Publication)

New Address _

Name _

City __ State__ Zip__

1. Present address
Attach address label from a recent
issue or print your name and ad
dress exactly as shown on the
label plus your J.D. number which
appears directly above your name
on the label.

If you're planning to move,
please h~t us know at least eight
weeks" before changing your
address. Fill-in the follOWing in
formation to insure uninter
rupted service. For subscrip
tion to:

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG Only $2.00

~k:O~I~O~~OIS. $7250
~~~-2~,ALlTY o.JJ+ +250P"g.

This unusual Imported viae lets you ad
Just your workpiece to the best working
position. Rigid design and ruoged hard
ened-Iron construction provides support
of heavy pieces at any angle. Unlike white
metal vises, this superb unit will not
chip, crack or spllntllf undllf the heaviest
blows. Indlspenslble In assemblylng, sol·
dllflng, welding, drilling, tapping, grind
ing, machining, carving or engraving.

Mail this form to:
PUBLISHERS'

. DEVELOPMENT CORP.
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
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FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.
GUNSMITH SUPPLY HEADOUARTERS SINCE 1936

Dept. AH-3, 3577East Tremont Ave
Bronx, New York 10465

..... Address

.., City __ State__ Zip__

I!! I.D. number

.iiI .
~a 2. Fill in new address .

., Name ------

THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
An advertisement for Michigan Arma

ment, Inc., appearing in the Januaryl
February issue of The American Handgun
ner, lists the price of the company's.45 cali
ber Custombat pistol at $395. The correct
price for the accurized handgun, including
Safari ambidextrous safety, Wilson sights,
funneled magazine well, polished ramp
and throated chamber, Metalife frame,
Pachmayr grips, National Match trigger,
and Diamond Blue slide, is $475.

SAECO TESTER

With a new
ant i-corrosion

finish, it's ideal
for boaters!

Regular black
textured enamel

finish is available
on the standard

Model AR-7 Explorer.

This light
weight & care

free survival
rifle is also

compact. It can
be disassembed
quickly into five

separate elements-
without tools-and
barrel, action, and

magazine stow
away neatly into

its waterproof
stock.

It floats too
either assembled

or stowed!

Write Charter Arms
for free catalog.

Send $2.00 and also
get handsome

jacket insignia.

Dept.2K-AH3, 430 Sniffens Lane
Stratford, CT 06497

e
O1ARTER ,ARMS

The AR·7S is new from
Charter Arms...at 2'12 Ibs.,
backpackers, boaters,
campers or bush pilots
can have this accurate
semi-automatic .22 LR
without the weight
and bulk of a full
size rifle.

Uses standard or
high velocity .22 LR
rounds.

NEWAR-7S.
EXPLORERl)
SURVIVAL
RIFLE

Continuedfrom page 52

the tester may be held in a horizontal posi
tion so the vernier scale may be read easily.
The main screw is then turned farther
clockwise until the long centerline on the
bottom half of the vernier scale lines up
with the witness mark on the tester body
below it.

Care should be exercised in aligning
these marks as closely as possible as this is
directly related to consistent readings ofal
loy hardness.

After aligning the marks, all that re
mains to be done is to read the vernier
scale which is graduated from 0-10 in one
step increments. This is accomplished by
starting at zero and determining which set
of marks line up. When located, the nu
merical value is the hardness of the alloy.

A pure lead bullet will read from 0-1,
new Linotype metal 9-10. A bullet cast of
50 percent lead and 50 percent wheel
weights will read out at 5-7, depending on
the metal content of the wheelweights.

I used the Saeco tester to check only fac
tory lead bullets. These were Speer's .45
caliber 200-grain SWc. The two I checked
gave values of 3 and 4, which is fairly soft.
I've used the salsa wheelweight-lead
formula with good success for quite a few
years. Velocities can, if desired, be in
creased in all the magnum handgun cali
bers, along with the .45 Colt; without any
noticeable leading. Expansion is naturally
poor with the bullets that are cast this hard.
However, they are penetrators.

I use cast bullet handloads only for
plinking and practice, so I really don't
have any gripes about the accuracy I ob
tain with them. Considering that I'm not
meticulous when it comes to casting tech
niques o! inspection of cast bullets, I can
usually get my cast bullet handloads to
shoot around 3\-2 to 4 inches at 50 yards.
That's all the accuracy I need for my type
shooting. I do have a few loads that will cut
a 2-inch group at 25 yards. When I want to
get serious with a handgun I switch to jack
eted bullets of the appropriate weight for
higher velocity and more expansion.

One very attractive feature of the Saeco
Bullet Hardness Tester allows the operator
to arrive at a desired alloy hardness when
combining metals of unknown alloy con
tent. When you're not sure of the content
of the metals at hand, you have no for-
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IN YOUR FIRST LESSON we reveal a
ballistics secret that can increase

your huntingaccuracy dramatically
Your shooting friends will scarcely believe their eyes when
they see how your shooting improves. It's part of your
training to become a gun pro. A simple, easy-la-understand
chart included in your first le~son tells you everything you
need to kno',\! ...just one example of dozens of inside tips
revealed as you progress through this exciting course.

Tum Your Hobby Into aProfession
Be auGUN PRO"-the Man other Men

Respect When-It Comes to Guns. \
Careers to Choose from: Counsel gun
buyers in gun shop, sporting goods store,
discount house. Work at shooting club or
range. Or start your own business - sell
or repair guns. It's an exciting, satisfying
life that pays you money - and it can be
your life _.. If you act now!

As a "Gun Pro" trainee at North
American WE SHOW YOU HOW TO APPLY
FOR AFEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

If yOIl qualify otherwise, you may obtain a Federal
License to buy and sell guns, ammunition and
accessories .. _while you are a student at North
American. You Can start making extra cash almost
immediately ordering guns for others on a
cost-plus basis.

8.95
2.25
5.95
6.95
5.95

8.95

.85

.35
1.25
1.50
1.95
1.95

.30

.45

.30

.30

.30

.30
1.50

.55

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30
7.95

.30

.30

.25

.30
7.95

TEXAS
ARMAMENT CO.

p.o. Box 135 AH3, Brownwood, TX 76801
915/646-5827

Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short)
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Aluminum)
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Blue Steel) 10.95
Sear Spring .95
Hammer (1911A1) 8.95
Barrel Bushing. . . . . . . . 5.95
Sear 6.95
Magazine Catch Lock. 1.25
Magazine Catch ',' 5.50
Grips (G.!.) 3.95
Magazine . _.. _... _. 5.95
Slide .65.00
Rear Sight 1.50
Front Sight 1.50
Extractor. 4.75
Thumb Safety 6.95
Slide Stop 6.95
Barrel .. 35.00
Pin Set 1.50
Spring Set. 2.50
Please include postage. Texas residents
please include 4% sales tax. COD and
Visa and Master Charge orders accepted.

Write or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

Hammer Strut $1.25
Hammer Strut Pin .20
Barrel Link .75
No. 13 Barrel Link

(For Matching Guns) 12.6x19.4
Barrel Link Pin
Firing Pin
Firing Pin Stop
Plunger Tube
Ejector
Grip Screw
Recoil Spring
Magazine Catch Spring
Firing Pin Spring.
Main Spring
Plunger Tube Spring
Recoil Spring Plug
Grip Screw Bushing
Main Spring Cap
Main Spring Cap Pin
Main Spring Retainer
Slide Stop Plunger
Safety Plunger
Grip Safety (Long)
Hammer Pin
Sear Pin
Ejector Pin
Main Spring Housing Retainer Pin
Mainspring Housing (Flat)
Mainspring Housing

(Gold Cup Style)
Recoil Spring Guide
Disconnector

CHUCK RIES
PO Box 205, Culver City, CA 90230

FUNCTIONAL, RELIABLE, COMBAT PROVEN

PISTOLSMITHING

Send $1 for full list of services available.

EXCLUSIVE WEST COAST DISTRIBUTOR FOR

ESSEX ARMS .45 Receivers & Slides
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Continuedfrom page 53

mula, and are working in the dark. With
the Saeco Tester, you can easily measure
the hardness of the metals by casting a
bullet from each, then combining them in
different proportions until the desired
hardness is achieved. Casting and testing
may be a bit time consuming, but with the
rising costs of even scrap metals, it's worth
the extra effort, especially if you have a
large quantity of the metals available.

Incidentally, there's a direct relationship
between the arbitrary numeration of the
Saeco tester and the Brinell hardness scale.
For pure lead, the Saeco scale reads 0,
whereas the Brinell scale shows 5, and
when the Saeco tester displays 10 for
Linotype metal, a Brinell test for hardness
will present a r~ading of 10 to 13 for the
same metal. A conversion scale for transla
tion ofSaeco units to Brinell readings is in
cluded with each tester.

Because the Saeco scale simplifies mea
surement of bullet casting metal hardness,
you can test the various ingredients at
hand, then decide on the exact degree of
hardness you wish to build into the bullets.

The Saeco Bullet Hardness Tester is a
worthwhile instrument to have on the cast
ing table, but the cost of the tester, at
$83.50, is rather steep. Is it worth the price?
Only you can justify its cost to your needs,
but I can't think of a better way to blend
consistent bullet alloys. And to top it off,
it's easy on thumbnails!

For additional information on the Saeco
Bullet Hardness Tester and other casting
accessories, write Saeco Reloading, Inc.,
P.O. Box 778, Dept: AH, ~

Carpinteria, CA 93013. .~

handloads with various charges of HS-5
and did some serious shooting from a
sandbag rest. My Gold Cup displayed ex
cellent performance with several loads
which were checked on three different oc
casions to verify the first groups weren't
flukes. I must note immediately that HS-5
did not produce startling accuracy results
at every load level.

HS-5/ .45 ACP

Approved for Veterans •
and Accredited by the . I I

National Home Study
Council

How to buy and sell guns.;.
customize, repair and accurize
them ... lit and finish stocks
•.. handloading •.. scopes •••
ballistics ••• antique firearms
black powder • • • imporllng
guns • • • chokes • • . all you
need to know to answer almost

.\ any question about guns, am
,A~\_t.~unitiOn,shooting!

~tr:~'\
",., , Send for survey showing

employment success of our
graduates. Graduation from this
course does not insure that you
will get a job. To find out how
our graduates have done, send
for our job placement record.

.,
•
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For more Information or Class
Schedule. call or write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY SOUTH
STAR ROUTE 833. BOX 195
CLEWISTON. FL 33440
(813) 983·6259

to our shop gun to assure proper fit and cross
over strap tension.

Unlike pressure molded holsters which
are hard and stiff due to compression, ours is
very pliable and will hold your gun snugly,
preventing it from moving while holstered.
This type of design and construction virtually
eliminates bluing wear. Also the holster does
not squeak when worn or when the gun
is drawn.

Wear tests for the past 8 years have
shown this design far superior. Available for
most high quality handguns, but not recom
mended if gun has a sharp front target sight.
Available in natural or black, right or left
hand· same price.
Guns with barrels of 4" or less $25.00
Guns with barrels 5" to 7v," $30.00
For basket stamp finish, add $ 3.00
For hand carved floral

(natural only) add $ 5.00
TO ORDER: Please give us gun make,

model (if available), and barrel length (meas
ured from front of cylinder to tip). Send
cashier's check or money order. Allow 3 to 4
weeks for delivery. Add $2.00 for postage and
insurance. Give us name and full address
including zip.

Practical Pistol Shooting
CHAPMAN ACADEMY SOUTH

CLEWISTON, FLORIDA

• SELF-DEFENSE

• EXECUTIVE DEFENSE

• POLICE SURVIVAL

Learn the most efficient and practical shooting
techniques ever developed from Ray Chapman.
Combat Master and World Champion
pistol shooter.

• PISTOL TRAINING

• RIFLE TRAINING

• SHOTGUN TRAINING

For years we have used these holsters
and have found them to be the very best. We
were so impressed that we bought the com
pany. Our production is totally handmade.
Each is signed by the maker. You will find these
holsters to be of the highest quality.

ABOUT THE HOLSTER: The design is the
traditional western style high ride favored by
lawmen for over 100 years. Each is made with
the proper thickness oak tanned leather of the
best grade available.

The lining is top quality glove leather
and made so the smooth side is next to your
gun. The lining is treated with silicone to
prevent rust.

The lining is sewn on the top outside of
the holster. Then rolled over so no stitches are
exposed to wear. It is then bonded to the
inside, a full welt is inserted and the holster is
sewn and lock stitched with waxed linen
thread. A drain hole is put in the bottom to
allow debris to fall thru and air to circulate up.
Each holster is hand finished and hand fitted

Treat your gun to the finest!
Handmade, .Glove Leather Lined Holsters. $2500

SPEClAUZING IN .45 ACCURIZING.
SIGHT AlTERATIONS. TRIGGER ADJUSTMENTS

GENERAL GUN SMITHING
Send .ell-edd...Hd,

.Illmped envelope lor prlceliat.

PARKERIZING-BLUING-NICKEl-GOLO [18KI

Accomplished with hard chrome plating.
looks like stainless-wears like stainless-hard as stainless.

Revolvers $65; Pistols $74;
Long guns $81 and up.

"STAINLESS STEEL" FINISH

"ACCURATE" PLATING & WEAPONRY
1937 Calumet St. No. 22
Clearwater. Florida 33515

Wholesaie-(813) 733-C923-Retall

According to Hodgdon's manual, 7.2/
HS-5 gives the 185-grain jacketed SWC
about 900 fps. That is a maximum load,
generating a pressure of 14,200 cup, and I
did not get a good group with it. My best
groups came with HS-5 and the 185
grainers when I cut to about 6.3 to
6.5/HS-5. Because each gun can be
different, the individual reloader must do
some development work, of course.

My original article indicated a velocity
of 800 fps brought the best accuracy from
jacketed 185s. This seems to be the speed at
which the Gold Cup's rifling jibes with the
bullet to produce the proper stability
(spin) for optimum accuracy.

Because most .45 ACPs were made 'or
military 230-grain bullets, it is normally
easier to develop accuracy loads with them
than with lighter projectiles. For'230-grain
jacketed bullets, Hodgdon recommends a
starting charge of 6.4/HS-5 and a
maximum charge of 6.8/HS-5. Velocities
run between 750 and 800 fps, again de
pending on variables such as barrel length,
chamber tolerances, and bore wear. Inter
estingly, I achieved very acceptable ac
curacy within this entire load range. The
230-grain Sierra round-nose metal-jack
eted slug worked to perfection. I used the
C-H taper crimp die'to hold it in place un
der recoil and chambering forces.

A bullet that is catching-on with users of
the .45 ACP is Speer's jacketed 200-grain
hollow point. The maximum load for this
number is 6.8/HS-5 with a standard force
primer. I have not chronographed it, but
Hodgdon's 7-il).ch test barrel gave it 894
fps and a chamber pressure of 15,300 cup.
Just how far one can back off and still get
the proper recoil force for positive func
tioning will be subject to each gun. In
many respects this maximum charge is not
uncomfortable to shoot, and it does deliver
excellent accuracy in my Gold Cup.

Hodgdon's HS-5 also proved to be a
highly acceptable performer with lead bul
lets. The old 230-grain round-nose is as
good as any in this category. Lyman's mold
No. 452374 gets the job done. It will range
between 225 and 230 grains, depending on
the alloy. I did not cast my own, but I used

. some cast of Lyman's No.2 alloy for sur
prisingly effective results. Load the bullet
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,:l....
ifi~ IS YOUR

LIFE
SAFE?

COMBAT ACCESSORIES
Wilson Combat Commander Style Hammers $16.95
Colt Factory Ambidextrous Safetys. 828.95
SAW Trigger Guard Shoe, squares trigger
guard. Installs/removes in seconds .... 812.95
SAW Recoil Spring Guide Assembly, for 1911
type autos. Includes 18V2# spring. 819.95
SAW .45 Magazine Base Pads, 6 pack. . .... 85.95
SAW ENTENOEO BUnON Magazine re-
lease, complete. .821.95
HKS Speed loaders. all $3.60
SAW VIOEKI NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGERS S12.50

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC.

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton. in the latest, most improved techniques
in the arts of self defense. competition. or just those
who must carry a pistol daily. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots. with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send $1 00 Postage and Handling For Full DeSCriptive Brochure To
International Shoohsts Inc. P.O Box 5254, MISSion HIlls. CA 91345

WE CARRY A
FULL LINE

OF
JACKASS
LEATHER
30% OFF

Retail
on

Complete Line
Wallet Holster for Hi-Standard derringer,
Barrettta Jetfire & Minx S13.98
SS 11 Shoulder Holster System for .45·s &
39/59 and other small autos. 848.95

Send SOt lor brochure. we carry many other shOaling supplies

at DISCOUNT PRICES!!!
SA W Inc.

P.O.Box 140845
Nashville, TN 37214
Phone (615) 889-3597

COD 8. Credit Card orders taken 24 hours aday Mall In orders. M0
or certified checks. personal & busmess checks held lor clearance All
prices FOB Nashvllle.TN. Include suffiCient postage & handling & Ins
TN reSidents add sales tax MAil ORDER ONLY

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '82 Catalog.

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

Continuedfrom page 50

3.5/Unique or 3.5/SR-7625.
Powder charge levels are another factor

in the proper operation of .380 autos. Each
reloader may have to fine-tune his reloads
to produce the recoil level he requires for
positive operation of his pistol. This means
a reloader can't choose one load out of the
manual and assume it will work to perfec
tion. Some adjustments may have to be
made. Consult reliable manuals "for load
ranges, and then make adjustments by 11
10th of a grain when working up.

Proper resizing is a major factor in .380
functioning. The smaller pistols often are
manufactured with sloppy chambers in
tended to "funnel" the small round home
and, upon being fired, the cases are often
badly expanded. Likewise, the .380 has a
relatively weak rim which can be damaged
on extraction. Restoring the case to lesser
dimensions for smooth chambering there
after can be involved.

One problem is that, due to the 1I8-inch
height of a shell holder, the resizing die
does not restore the entire case to lesser di
mensions. In fact, many resizing dies do
not have tight dimensions at the mouth,
which compounds the problem. The best
approach I know for absolutely full-length
resizing is to remove the shell holder, set a
metal plate atop the press ram, and pres"
sure the well-lubricated .380 case com
pletely into the resizing die. This restores
the lower segment of the case entirely and

.380 'SHORTY'

out as far as possible for minimal deforma
tion in the case-to-rifling jump. This
dimension will vary according-to the indi
vidual gun's chamber length and lead. A
normal starting overall loaded length is
1.272 inches, but every added thousandth
seems to improve accuracy. Stick with
standard force primers for all lead loads,
but you just might learn something
beneficial by trying a few magnum caps
when testing HS-5 under jacketed rounds.
In any case, HS-5 deserves a try by those
who are working with .45 ACP ~
load concepts.'

Auto Pistol Manuals

Walther P·38 Pistol
By Major George Nonte

A complete volume on the P-38 by one 01
America's greatest gun writers. All facets
are covered from its history & development
to practical field use, maintenance & repair.
Plus a special update on recent double
action autoioaders. 85 pp., soltcover.
Book No. 127 $4.95

The Browning H i-Power Pistols
Explores every aspect of the v>arious mil itary
& commercial models of the Free World's
most widely issued sidearm. Instructions
on taking it down to the last pin for in
spection & repair, how to zero it, etc. 51/2X

8 112, softcover, 46 pp.
Book No. 125 $3.95

The Colt .45 Auto Pistol
Covers nearly every lacet 01 the legendary
Colt Government Model from mechanics to
marksmanship to complete detailed inspec
tion, disassembly & repair. Plus drawings
on construction of repair tools & fix
tures. Over 100 pages loaded with photos.
A must lor gunsmiths & .45 owners.
Book No. 128 $4.95

KEEPS YOUR GUN SAFE
FROM CHILDREN,

YET ALLOWS IMMEDIATE
ACCESS TO YOU ...

EVEN IN THE DARK
No Key or Combination

Required. Intended For DA
Revolvers With Standard Triggers.

Send Check or Money OrderTo:

GENTRY BROS. & CO.
P.O. BOX 18062

DALLAS, TX 75218

KEYLESS
GUNLOC

Order direct from:

er• DESERT PUBLICATIONS
~ Dept. AH-Cornviite, AZ 86325

SA TlSFACTION GUARANTEED
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Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:,
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492745.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook. Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

Do it yourself action jobs
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits

.. $10.00
RUGER SECURITY SIX. COLT MK
III. S&W M·36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. SpeCify Kit . $7.65
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit
tor all COLT A5 autos and Browning
H,-Power.
SpeCify which model . $16.50
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER. COLT. MICRO adJusta
ble rear Sights. Speclty. $6.10
SECURITY SIX
Adjustable Kit $1l.00
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACKA Spring Strength . $7.65
TIC SPRING PAK. 10-30 oz Trigger
Return Spring. Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring' & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring

$16 00
NEW MODEL SA RUGER TRIG·
GER RETURN SPRING.' Reduces
pu!1 about 50% $7.10
S.A.·RUGER Mainspring. Fast
Hammer F'all . $6.50
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING.
17 through 50 cal .... froni $155.00
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink
Front Sight . . ... $15.00
2 CAVITY MOLDS. 265 & 315
GR ..44.225 & 275 GR AI. 182 &
200 GR .357 $30.00

CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES
.... $27.50

Rechamber T IC-30-30 to 30-40
Krag . .41 to All JDJ . .44 to .430
JDJ. 35 Rem & 357 H to
.358 JDJ ... $30.00
Solid rib for Super,
Blackhawk. $60.00

Dealer InQLJlrles InVited

SSK INDUSTRIES
Rt. 1 AH. Della Drive

Bloomingdale, OH 43910
(614) 2,64-0176

RIGHT BANDERS!

LEFT BANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt. Mk IV. Gold Cup.
Lightweight and Combat Commanders. 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models. and Vega. AMT Hard
bailer. petonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

denfs add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly high~r. Installation instructions included.

An 8-40 steel screw with head beveled to
fit a tapered recess is necessary to
eliminate movement at the lower grip
bushing. By cementing only along the back
edge, the extra screw is accessible without
an additional hole in the neoprene. Once
the grips are folded into position, the snug
fit between neoprene and prepared alumi
num surface provides a solid feel identical
to that of conventional Pachmayr grips.

The dovetail track on the commercial
grip mount is too short for standard scope
sight rings. Some type of extension or
dovetial rib is required. The complete in
stallation shown incorporates Buehler
rings on a Buehler base designed for the
Ruger Super Blackhawk. The irregular top
surface of the dovetail must be recut to
mate with the base or rib used. The top cut

Continul'dfrom page S4

CniJlinul'dfrom paKl' :13

special equipment and/or accessory aids
are required-or allowed. This is a sport
designed for both novices and experts.

Silhouette is something the family
everyone in.1he family"":-can do together
and enjoy. This sport's time has come.

Editor's note: A copy of official handgun
silhouette shooting rules is available free
of charge from International Handgun
Metallic Silhouette Association, Inc., PO.
Box 1609, Idaho Falls, .......
ID8340l.~

S,LHOUETTE FAMILY

serves to restore case rims hack to in-the
round condition. Of course, you will need
a knockout rod and hammer to expel each
hull from the die. but this is really no
sweat. A short knockout rod works best be
cause it produces minimal vibration. I like
one that is as wide as possible with a slight
radius on the bottom edges. '.

Resizing in this manner may be a little
more work than usual, and it may be
unconventional-but it does improve the
potential for positive feeding in ......
those pocket-sized .380s. .~

GET A GRIP

Anyone can learn to reload' pistol ammuni·
tion. It's easy, fun, and money-saving, too!
Send $1.00 for introductory booklet to
NRMA, Suite 300, 1221 S.w. Yamhill, Port
land, OR 97205. National Reloading Man'u-
facturers AssQciation. .

BEEMAN:
if You wo~'t

settle for
less

ASK FOR NEW 92-PAGE ADULT
AIRGUN CATALOG/GUIDE ($1.50
or FREE with mention of CODE
HG3). Add $1 for fast first class
mailing in U.S. Add $3 for overseas.

OPENING WiDE HIGH PRICE

STANDARD 5" 8" $14.99
SENIOR 5.5" 8.8" $16.99
LIMITED # 6.5" 9" $23.50

# cleaned used medical books. ~

~
~CHI.LD, INC. O/l

~ (304) 623-2901 ~
P.O. BOX 1336F :>
CLARKSBURG, WV 26301

THESE BOOKS ARE BRAND NEW.
TITlES MAY VARY. WHEN THE'
COVER IS CLOSED, YOU CAN'T
TElL THESE FROM AN ORDINARY
BOOK. INSIDE OPENINGS ARE
LINED WITH RED VElVET-LIKE
LINING. ADD $1.50 P & H.

send $1.00 for catalog of hiding devices.

• A fine airgun
for adults.

• German
quality you
will be proud of
for the rest of
your life.

• Capable of
5·sl:1ot groups
of 32/100"
at 25 feet.
So punlpil1}!. C02 or I'alpes.
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DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN
19715 Bolton Bridge - Humbl~, Texas 77338 - 713-446-7842

BROWNEUS CATALOG #34
. Designed for

The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists
Who Service the Needs of the Millions of

Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY PAGES

Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves
the Best possible in supplies -Immediate service from in-stock
inventories • Personal association with knowledgeable gun people
-Constant adjustment in product performance.

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT
For the trade are tools for every need -Chemicals for every application -Supplies for every operation
-Accessories for from crown ,to buttplate, to shoo~ to service, to repair, to reo-build or build the Gun
-Electroless nickel plating -Wood carving tools -Engraving supplies -Hot and cold gun bluing
-Special glass bedding. Acraglas· Acraglas Gel.

Price $3.25* - FREE TO QUALIFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME)
Serious Gunnuts &: Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of the future): Ask, and we will send Federal Fireanns Licensing
procedures with your $3.25 catalog order. 'For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get
started as a legitimate professional - full or part time - or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! *Refunded on

" Forei n: $4.25 BROWNEUS Ino 200 S. GROV' first $30.00 order
, ,.MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171

Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO
Highest quality workmanship by
a champion competitor. We are
quoting 1 to 3 months delivery
time.

For more infonnation and gun specifications: .
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203 . .
Roland, Arkansas 72135 . (501) 868·9767 or (501) 868·9787

can be adjusted for desired elevation im
pact with internal scope adjustments op
tically centered. The windage screws ob
viously provide lateral centering.

The commercial grip mount featured in
this article is available form Gil Hebard
Guns,J25-129 Public Square, Knoxville,
IL 61448, phone (309) 289-2700. And by
the time this article is in print, Gil
Hebard will offer a new grip mount,
designed and manufactured by pistolsmith
Jim Clark, and a definite improvement on
the mount pictured and .......
described here. ~

SUPERBULLET
Continuedfrom page 49

Smith & Wesson 39 had the best sights.
Perhaps the Browning should be regarded
as that famous exception which proves the
rule. At least no accuracy was los't!

The .45 ACP firing tests were simple and
straightforward, perhaps because I had no
faulty .45 ACP ammunition to test. Three
pistols were used: a pre-1970 Colt Gold
Cup, a pre-I970 Government Model, and
an ex-G I Model 1911AI. The two fi~ed

sight pistols delivered 234- to 2-inch
groups. The Gold Cup, with its superior
sights and trigger pull, delivered 21/2- to 134-
inch groups. The new Hornady bullets
equalled any other handloads tested in ac
curacy. No problems in feeding or func
tioning were encountered.

I think it can be concluded that there is
not that much room for accuracy improve
ment in .45 .Colt automatics and U.S. Mili
tary ball ammunition. No accuracy was
lost in changing to the new Hornady .45
bullets, but not a lot was gained.

Are the new flat-nosed bullets more
effective? That question must be settled by
analysis. Also, it is necessary to be careful
of the slippery difference in the definitions
of lethality and stopping power. They
sound the same but are diffeent. .

Lethality is the probability that, when
hi t, an opponen t is killed or sever!y
wounded. Exhaustive tests indicate that le
thality is proportional to the amount of
tissue damaged. This corresponds to the
amount of energy the bullet transmits to
the target. The more lethal the cartridge,
the greater the damage done to the victim
and the higher the probability of death.

Stopping power is the probability of
instantly stopping an opponent's hostile
action and rendering him incapable of
continuing the fight.

It's important to keep the difference in
mind. A pistol cartridge can be highly le
thal, but lack stopping power, such as the
.30 Mauser. It can have great stopping
power and low lethality, like the standard
.45 automatic round. Or, it can combine
both, as in the .357 Magnum.

Air Force pronouncements, to date,
have stated that the 9mm Luger loaded to
NATO standards (l25-grain bullet! 1200
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THIS PROPERTY IS PROTECTED BY

ARMED RESIDENT
CRIMINALS WHO PROCEED BEYOND

THIS POINT Will BE SHOT

Packs a 2·Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $17.91 POSTPAID

WALLEY-HOLSYEII
for Hi·Standard Derringer
looltsllh aWliliel 01'1 the Outside

Dept. 104

P. O. Box 2710

Mesa, AZ 85204

ThIck Durable Leather
ONLY $3.91 POSTPAID

Place these large 3" x 4y," two color vinyl
stickers on your home, car, camper, etc

4 for $5.00
10 for $10.00 WARNING

For Info, send SAS.E.
SYEYE HE••GSO.
2049 Kerwood Ave. :# 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025

North American Tech.

DISCOURAGE BURGLARS
PROTECT FAMILY & HOME

SHOW 'EM WHERE YOU STAND

~~@~t~ l\01~~1~
9\:' if.J.'1~ ~\,\. ~1~~~ ~
~.. .,p.: ~ 1'\~1~~

~-Iii Safety Direct,lnc.
23 Snider Way
Sparks, Nevada
89431

shape is plugged into Hatcher's formula, it
increases in RSP to 36.72. That's not
enough. Practical experience indicates that
adequate stopping power begins at 50.0,
and I have always felt more comfortable
with loads that score 55 or better.

Is Hatcher's formula correct, or does it
underrate the 9mm? Hatcher's formula
can be questioned on two points. It as
sumes·that pistol bullets do not deform
when they strike a target. That was true in
the early 1930s, but today there are many
types of expanding pistol bullets.

A second point, perhaps, is more signifi
cant. A considerable body of evidence has
accumulated since the 1930s to indicate
that energy and momentum are more
effectively transferred to the target when
the bullet's velocity is higher than 1100 fps.
The 9mm loaded to NATO standards is in
this class. The question is how much dif
ference would this make.

I have been conducting research for the
past few yeas to develop modifying factors
for Hatcher's formula to allow for the new
data. I would hazard a guess that the cor
rect shape factor for a Hornady 9mm at
1200 fps is approximately 1500. Applying
this to Hatcher's formula gives an RSP of
50. That's an interesting figure. It is at the
borderline of effective stopping power. If I
am correct, the new 9mm service ammuni
tion will score some spectacular successes
and some equally spectacular failures. If I
am wrong, and the original, unmodified

Hatcher RSPs have no units. In this case,
the formula says that the .45 ACP is about
twice as likely to stop an opponent in
stantly as the 9mm. Practical experience
bears this out.

Changing to the ?mm Hornady bullet
will improve the 9mm's stopping power.
Hatcher was familiar with bullets with flats
on their noses. He assigned them a shape
factor of 1100, compared with 900 for a
round-nosed FMJ bullet. When the new

fps/400 ft.-lb. of muzzle energy) is equal in
lethality to .45 01 hardball. The USAF
also has implied that the 9mm flat-nosed
FMJ will be more lethal.

The new flat-nosed 9mm FMJ bullet can
only increase lethality. The wide, flat nose
should increase the bullet's drag
coefficient, which will increase the percent
age of bullet energy deposited in the tar
get.

On that basis, you can't lose. But, before
IPSC tears up my membership card, let's
look at stopping power. Hatcher's formula
states that a bullet's relative stopping
power (RSP) is proportional to its momen
tum times its cross-sectional area time,:; a
bullet's shape effectiveness factor. Making
this calculation for the bullets in question,
results are as follows:

Bullet Hatcher
Bullet MY Weight RSP

.45 ACP FMJ RN 850 fps 230 Grains 62.14
9mm FMJ RN 1200 fps 124 Grains 30.04
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SAN ANTONIO, TX 78229p. 0. Box 29007

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT

The New Quinetlcs
POWDER MEASURE
• Volume Adjusting Screw adjusts unit for all charges-all powders.
No need for extra components.

• Patented feature provides superior degree of handloading
accuracy.

• No spill; no contamination. Use with pistol or rifle powders,

• Special design of spring-action
mechanism eliminates
shearing of powder grains.

• Saves space-Requires
only 18" x 14"
table area for
entire operation.

• Saves money-Complete
Powder Measure

only $24.95
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Quinetics Comments
Concerning Handloading

(Number Two in a Series)
The Coriolis effect refers to a deflecting
force, due to the earth's rotation, diverting
horizontal motions to the right in the
northern hemisphere and to the left in the
southern hemisphere.

The Coriolis effect on the path (trajectory)
of a projectile fired from a rifle or pistol can
best be envisioned by taking the innermost
coil of a clockspring, pulling it outto make a
cone of coils of ever increasing diameters.
(See above illustration.) This explains why
the path or trajectory of a bulletcan be at 6
o'clock, below the line of sight at 50 yds., at
9 o'clock at 100 yds., on the line of sight at
150 yds., and at 3 o'clock at 200 yds., and
again below the line of sight at 6 o'clock at
250 yds. These distances are for example
only as they will vary depending on velocity.

Crimping or otherwise retaining the pro
jectile in the case achieves different case or
chamber pressures. These control the
burning rate of the propellent, which in turn
dictates the muzzle velocity. By varying the
muzzle velocity, the trajectory cone dia
meter of fire is varied and the Coriolis effect
will place the point of impact different than
the preceding shot.



UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

J'II""'" \~ '~The most practical
. . .' ' ..J; ''llcomfortoble way to

\ (~ corry a gun. Uni·Vest
\ fits revolvers or auto

matics with 'l' to 6Y,'
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

• pockets. Uni-Vest also
has a two magazine
pocket which opens to
accommodate loose

.. ammo. Heavyweight
• / blue denim. Sizes

S-M-l-Xl. 'Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. Stomped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampo, Florida 33690

JOHN
SPIL,.BORGHS

SP£CIALIZING IN
6".45 LONG SLlD£

PO. BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA
CA. 93/03-/529

.....--- n __

Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt, AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. $19.9:; postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
satisfaction or your money
back.

WHEELGUNS

Hatcher figure is correct, stopping powel'
wilI prove to be inadequate. Only time and
extensive actual use of the new .ammuni
tion wilI tell.

What about the .45 caliber bulIet? Here,
there is no problem. Muzzle velocity is in
the region where Hatcher's formula has al
ways been correct. Using the Hornady bul
let in place of-the standard 230-grain
round~nose will increase .45 RSP from
62.14 to 75.94, a significant increase in
effe~tiveness. The new bulIet designwilI
help to eliminate one of the .45 ACP's
vices, its tendency to ricochet off hard sur
faces', There may be limited gains in ac
curacy, but there.also wilI be no loss, .

WhM is the bottom line? I believe that
the tests show liornady bulIets deliver im
proved accuracy and reliable functioning
in 9mm. In .45 ACp, they also function and
deliver accuracy at least equal to current
designs. Effectiveness of the .45s is clearly
superior, Effectiveness of the 9mm remains
an open question, While the jury is out, I
wilI stick with irI'Y .45 automatic and load it
with the new/hit-nosed .....
Hornady bulIets, . "

COMBAT A~D IPse SHOOTERS

M-S Ambi. Safety (B/SS) : 32.75
M-S Ext. Safety (B/SS) 17.50
M-S Ext. Slide Release (B/SS) 17.50
M-S Grip Safety-Beavertail (B/SS) 14.50
Colt Drop-in Beavertail Grip Safety (Gov't./Comm.) 24.00
King-Tappan Combat Sights : 28.50

'Bianchi Chapman #50 Holster 36.00
Bianchi Askins #4 Holster. ~ .. 33.00
Bianchi B-9 Belt (state size) .......• , :., 22.50
Davis Security Holster #455 22.00
Davis Liberty Holster #453 29.00
Alessi Double Mag. Pouch 13.00
Wolff Spring Kit (state needs) 4.80
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit 5.50
Wilson Shok-Buff washers 1.25
Checkered Magazine Pads 1.00
Deluxe Long Adj. Trigger.... . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. 11.95
Rogers E-Z Loader 9.95

JIM'S fLYE SHOPPE, Dept. AHG, Rd. #1,9518 Rt. 50,
Fredonia, N.Y. 14063

(.'on,inuf'dfrom piige43

vored because of its handy size and
weight, and because the .357 cartridge
can be loaded to make the major caliber
classification in IPSC competition.
Loaded all the way up, this light frame
.357 is a bit strenuous to shoot, but in
good hands it will fin tht< bill nicely.

A small number of pistoleros stand by
the bigger "N" frame Smith & Wesson
revolvers because they can be cham
bered for the larger caliber cartridges.
These weapons tend to be more cumber
some in the hand, but the big bore car
tridges can be loaded to mil~er levels
than the .357's, and still achieve major
caliber classification. Such loads as' the
.44 Special, .45 Colt, .45 Aep, and .45
Auto-Rim 'all fall into this category. The

-----C!~ DESERT PlJBLICJ\TIONS
~ Dept. AH-Cornville, AZ 86325

Address . _

SURVIVAL SHOOTING FOR
.wOMEN

Written in the same no-nonsense manner
as the· above, but with special emphasis on
the attitude & mental' conditioning neces·
sary to prepare the "gentler sex" to fire in
self-de~ense. Toe perfect gift for your Wife,
daughter, mother, sister, secretary or even
mother-in·law. 5'l2x8'1" softcover, 106 pp'.
Book No. 438 $4.95

City State _._ Zip _

Written by a man who carries a gun for a
living, "Survival Shooting" take a no
nonsense approach to the business of
shooting for real. The author covers every
aspect, from weapon selection & calibers
to night firing, holsters & weapon modifi
cations. Must reading whether your main
interest is survival in the streets or winning
combat matches. 5 1!zx8 1/2 softcover, illus
trated, 184 pp.
Book No. 431 $6.95

Survival Sho'oting
By Tom Givens

~~'."
.. "..~. .
~ "

, " f

"' .. 1. ~.

, 'tJ· .

"HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

GUNFIGH11NG

AT HOME

AND

RELATED

SUBJECTS

I h.lye enclosed $ Ple.lse 'll,>l1 me
copies 01 "Sl/,YIY.l1 511001 III<J ", No. 431

copies 01 "SuIYIY.l1 Shoollnq ro, Women '. No. ~38

(Arizona residents please add 4%}tate sales tax)

Name _

SE~D

$4.95 PLUS 77 ¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-3, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

A TEXTBOOK BY E. Jl. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS.
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PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT

BL!tl SHEEP EITEBPBISESDULER ':\QLJIRIES I!'I:\'ITED

CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

FROM THE ACCURACY SPECIALIST,
ALPHA PRECISION

The "FIRST IN ACCURACY" is our name

LOW COST· L1FETI\1E PROTECTION FOR ONLY
$34,95 plu5 $2.00 shipping and handling per handgun

~ GUN BLUING~
NICKEL PLATING

We Guarantee Satisfaction!
3 Week Service or LESS. We do QUALITY WORK.

We DON'T GRIND them up· SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

REBEL GUN REFINISHING
1620 No. Magnolia Ave.• Dept. A· Ocala. Florida 32670

PHONE (904) 629-5465
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-SEND F.F.L.

• Competitive prices • Over 20 years experience.
Dependable functioning· Professional
craftsmanship·

• All work fully tested and guaranteed •

• Fast service, less than 15 days for most work·

• Send large SASE for details·

ALPHA PRECISION, INC., Dept. 01,1231 Sunderland, Ct.
Atlanta, Georgia 30319 (404) 458-0477

• Totally eliminate, the need to oil your gun • Not a ,urface coating,o it can't 'H'ar off
• Easier cleaning surface dirt and powder residue • Warrantied for the life of your glln

simply wipes off • Doe, not alt,'r the finish

• Reduces leading • Impron's functioning or allto pistols
• Eliminates ru,ting • \1inimiles wear of critical internal parts
• Smooth, action • Pron'n in the field

Treat your guns to the amazing Vacuum Tetlon * Process

MASTER SHIELD
• PERMANENT PROTECTION FOR ALL HANDGUNS •

BOWLING PIN
MATCH!
Fourth Annual

Texarkana Shoot
Saturday, April 24, 1982

Begins at 9 a.m.
Books Close at 10 a.m.

$30 Advance Entry Fee

$40 After April 21

More than $2500 in Prizes!
1st Prize-Ruger. 44 Red Hawk

Texarkana Gun Club
1419 State Line

Texarkana, Texas 75501
(214) 794-5571

AI and 044 Magnums can both be loaded
down to about 900 feet per second for
good power and ease of control. The
milder recoil of the low intensity big bore
loads, coupled with the extra weight of
the "N" frame guns make for a more
manageable combination. As IPSC spon
sored matches become more popular and
widespread I believe you will see a de
cided switch in this direction for the rea
sons mentioned above.

In IPSC competition a scoring bonus is
given to those loads that over the years
have proven to be adequate fight stop
pers. The theory is that control of a truly
combat worthy load should be rewarded.
Hence, to make major caliber status, a
shooter's load must equal or surpass G.I,
045 hardball on a ballistic pendulum. The
.357, AI, and 044 Magnums, plus the .44
Special, 045 Colt, 045 ACP, and 045
Auto-Rim can all qualify in this respect.

In the .357 Magnum a 158 SWC loaded
over 8.0 grains of Unique for about 1350
FPS should make major caliber. For 045
ACP or the Auto-Rim cartridges 5.0
grains of Bullseye and the 200 grain
H & G #68 SWC should pass with about
900 FPS. The AI Magnum can be loaded
dowl1 to about 950 FPS with 9.0 grains of
Unique and a 210 grain cast bullet. In the
.44 Special and 044 Magnum a charge of
8.0 grains Unique and a 250 grain cast
bullet will fill the bill at about 900 and 850
FPS respectively.

Minor caliber loads must equal or sur
pass 9mm Parabellum hardball on the
pendulum. A good .38 Special load that
will pass is 4.0 grains Bullseye and a 158
grain cast bullet. A load of 5.5 grains
Unique and the same bullet will also do
the job. These loads may seem a little
stiff for competition, but lead bullet
rounds must be loaded a bit hotter to
equal jacketed bullets on the pendulum.

For those not familiar with the IPSC
scoring system a brief explanation might
be in order. All major caliber loads re
ceive a one point scoring advantage over
minor caliber in the outer areas of the
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BULLSHOOTER'S $lI»PLYlM

BULLSHOOTERS"· new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5fluorescent colors: red, yeliow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heal.
Inserts won't fail out, withstand hot
bluing, Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms. mixing bowl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.
12 INSERT FLUORESCENT6 COLOR KIT .. , $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT . $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT. $59.00 Ppd.

See Your Dealer

FlUORESCENT COLORS!

target. All loads receive the same score
in the center zone of the target. Thus. the
minor caliber shooter (9x 19mm and .38
Special) can make up his handicap by
being n:t0re accurate, and placing more
hits in the center of the target.

The wheelguns used in practical shoot
ing are usually highly modified to im
prove performance. They don't generally
sport the same number of improvements
as seen on autoloading pistols, but the
changes are just as important for supe
rior performance.

The most important custom work per
formed on DA revolvers (single actions
are not seen in practical matches) is
smoothing the action. In this area the
knowledgeable double action man stipu
lates to his pistolsmith that the action be
smoothed and polished, but that is all.
Springs are not altered in any way in an
effort to smooth or lighten the DA trigger
pull. Lightening springs is a common
practice on PPC guns, but combat pistol
shooters avoid this trick like the plague!

It is also not sound practice to lighten
the rebound slide spring. On PPC guns
this presents no particular problems, be
cause these revolvers are not used for
quick shooting. When a wheelgun with a
lightened rebound slide spring is fired
rapidly, as is the norm in IPSC competi
tion, it tends to balk. The lightened
spring cannot perform its task of return
ing the trigger quickly enough for this
kind of rapid shooting. Thus, a weapon
so modified is useless for really quick
competitive work or defensive use.

Some hard core DA specialists even go
so far as to remove the single action
mechanism from their revolvers as part
of the "slicking up" process. They fire
their weapons by trigger cocking for all
situations, and removal of these parts
gives some small gain in the quest for
lighter, smoother operation.

While working over the old cylinder
gun for effortless DA work, another trick
of the experienced gunner is the installa
tion of a narrow smooth trigger. The
wide serrated trigger found on most qual
ity DA revolvers today does not lend
itself to quick and efficient trigger cock
ing action.

e

WILSON COMBAT
No. 9 Commander Style
Hammer 4140 steel

$16.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 12 DWYER ,. Group
Gripper"TM Kit (govl..
G.C.) $22,95. No. 12C
commander model $27.95.

~

o
WILSON COMBAT

SHOK-BU FFTM Shock
Absorber kit (govl. G.C.
or comm.) $5.50

303-893-3146
Remanufactured and
New Ammunition.
Hard Cast Bullets

1801 W. 13th AVE.
DENVER, CO 80204

(3031 893-3146

44 MAGNUM

45 A.C.P.
185 grain semi-wadcuner

45 COLT
250 gram flat nose

45 A.C.P.
230 grain round nose

240 grain seml-wadcutter

44 MAGNUM
250 grain semi-wadcutter

44 MAGNUM
290 grain serni-wadcutter

45 A.C.P.
200 grain
semi-wadcutter
(H & G design)•

•

FINE CUSTOM COMBAT HANDGUNS and
ACCESSORIES for the DISCRIMINATING

SHOOTER.
No. 2B SHOK·BUFFTM Replacement buffers (pkg. of
6) $5.50
No.6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or
stainless) •................................ $19.50
No. 7 Extended Combat Slide Release (blue or
stainless) " $21.50
No. 10 Heavy Duty Recoil spring (gov!. or comm,)$2.5O
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (gov!. or
comm.) $4.50
NO.5 Magazine base pads $1.50
No. 34 WILSON COMBAT Extended Combat Ejector
(100% positive ejection) $14.95
No. 13 Pachmayr GM-45C Combat Grips $17.50
No, 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or C) . $9.75
No. 23 Break·Free CLP (90 gm.) $3.45
No. 16 Rogers E·Z Loader Magazine Well $9.95
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips (black) $14.95
No. 18 Rogers World Holster, black (gov!.-G.C., comm.
or longslide) $34.95
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench $3.00
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release $21.95
No. 21 Combat Blue Magazine with base pad. $11.95
No. 32 Witchita Adjustable Combat Rear Sights$49.95
No. 44 Hallock's.45 Auto Handbook: $11.95

30 CARBINE
115 grain round nose

9mm
125 grain round nose

38/357
158 grain semi-wadcutter

41 MAGNUM
220 grain semi-wadeutter

38 SPECIAL
148 grain button end wadcutter

38 SPECIAL
148 grain double end wadeutter

380 AUTO
95 grain round nose

38 SPECIAL
148 grain hollow base swaged

=DENVER=lIID=BULLETS='ITV

No. 4 Combat Stainless
Magazine with base pad.
7 rd. $15.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 1 Competition Match
Trigger (long-adjustable)

$15.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 3 High Visibility
Combat Sights $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting
system $32.00. We will
install within 3 wks. for a
$20.00 labor charge.

Add $2.50 postage and hendling per order, COD's welcome. NO Credit Card orders pleese. Ark. residents add
3% sales tax.

Ali M.O. Cart. check and COD orders processed within 5 business days. Send SASE for price sheet OR $2.00
for 1982 picture Brochure of Custom Combat Modifications and Accessories.

HARD CAST DENVER BULLETS
Please do not confuse our hard bullets with the softer swaged bullet. Swaged bullets require a softer lead and therefore are
prone to leading. Our bullets are sized to the exact diameter required and at the same time they are pressure lubricated with our
high temperature. non sticky. hard bullet lubricant.

PREPAID FREIGHT POLICY 10,000 or more rounds of ammunition pre-paid to continental U.S. All bullets prepaid to continental
U.S. regardless of quantity. •

At Denver Bullets we also produce 19 siies of black ./NC.
powder round and maxi balls.
Please feel free to contact us anytime we can be of service.

-(

WILSON'S GUN SHOP Route3,Box 211-D,Berryville,Ark. 72616
Phone: 501·545-3618

Oept. ~H/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446/Plastics Oivision
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-528-1142
Builshooters' Supply is adivision of the B. E. W, B. Corp.

Copyrighl1981
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The sighting equipment on good qual
ity DA revolvers (whether on Smith &
Wesson, Colt, Ruger, Dan Wesson, or
what have you) is generally superior to
that found on the average autoloader. In
this respect the revolver man is fortu
nate, .for he can usually forego the con
siderable expense that custom sights
entail.

In most cases a red insert or spot of
nail polish on the front sight and a white
outlined rear notch will suffice for those

. who prefer a brighter combination than
the normal back sights. Sometimes the
shooter will round off the outside edges
of the rear sight to reduce wear and tear
to clothing or the hand. The sights may
or may not be adjustable, but it is essen
tial that they be large enough and well
enough defined for quick easy pick up by
the eye,

Most serious revolver men find it nec
essary to replace factory stocks with
.more efficient custom jobs. Generally
'speaking, factory stocks taper in the
wrong direction and do not fit the hand
well. They tend to squirm in the hand in
rapid fire and control of full power serv
ice ammunition is made rather difficult.

Custom stocks by such makers as Her
rett, Hogue, and Farrant enhance con
trol, and make shooting full power loads
much more enjoyable in any revolver.
These custom stocks taper toward the
bottom (in contrast to factory stocks,

Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

Police Combat Revolvers

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1·1/16" round or square barrel. Bo·Mar. Davis. Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib. complete action job including smooth trigger w /
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt. S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-' /16" Barrel (Blue) $245.00
Square Barrel w / ejector rod shroud . $295.00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

'Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more Information write: Lou Clamilio - Gunsmith
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD. / 26200 Frederick Road / HyaUstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

MORE
SWING OUTS

THE Match Maker 
Affordable Accuracy'

If your long suit is metallic silhouette
shooting or NRA rim fire competition,
our 6" barrel 22 LR 9-shot swing outs
are your best deal - they are ace high
in anyone's hand. You can't beat the
price either. You have to feel the built-in
balance of our target weight flat sided
barrel or target bull barrel, then you'll
know the excitement of meeting your
Match Maker.

You are always in the black when you
have the advantages of H&R's superb,
new "Wind Elv" fUlly adjustable rear
sight, solid rib and target front sight.
Iron Turkey or 10-X, you've got it. You
get more, too - single and double
action - quick, easy single stroke
ejection ~ H&R Crown Lustre blue
finish - and the most comfortable,
smooth walnut grips you could ever

want. Remember,
we've been designing and
building exceptional quality high
performance firearms for over a
century, When it come to competition,
be it shootin' or sellin', Model 903 Or
904. you've got it made because we
really don't know where you could get a
better rim fire revolver for the price,
Stop fiddlin' around, meet YOUR Match
Maker - at your dealer today,

22 WMRF shooters - get
the same affordable
accuracy in the 6-shot
Model 603 and Model
604, twins to the 903
and 904, but with
unfluted cylinders.

For
complete.
detailed full color
catalog on all H&R
products and the famous orange and
black H&R woven jacket patch,
send S2 to Dept. AHG-12B

from the NO.1 maker of rim fire revolvers ...

Harrington Be Richardson, Inc.
Industrial Rowe Gardner, MA 01440
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UNDERCOVER
SHOULDER
HOLSTER #5

lawr~

JAPANESE SWORDS WANTED
& other accessories

GENCO
530 Hendersonville Rd.

P.O. Box 5704, Asbeville, NC 28803
(704) 274-4572

At fast, a NatIonal Match Grade 45 Auto barrel that is
reasonable In cost plus top quality We guarantee grOOlJe dia.
of 4515 to 4517. These N.M. BBLS are of 4150 steel heat
treated 31 to 35 Re. 45 Auto N.M BBL. & Bushing $59.95.
Without Bushing $54.95. We also have a few Detonics 45
Auto. BBlS. at $24.95. Dealer discount 25%. Shipping $3.00.
Barrels are in stock Prompt shipment. List. SASE.
l.H. GUN COMPANY, Rt. 1. BOI 210, Devine, Tex.. 78016

(512) 663-5105

-FREE CATALOG
Black Powder Gun Tools

Special Taps & Drills

MSOO CHRONOGRAPH
.VELOCITY TEST ~YOUR RELOADS _..... •. •

.FROM $19 Mji • .~"

.W~~TSET F~ERpt~i:E~Ul'" .'
Cusl. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 9B812

p •••••
••••••••
• Trim. neat filling under- revolvers. Available at deal·

•
cover shoulder holster that ers or by mail.
carries the gun bull down. Write for Free Catalog lor

• Has smooth glazed leather all details on complete
exterior With soft English kip Lawrence line of over 100

• leather Iming. holster styles and other
Only for 2" Chief and Agent shooting accessories.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •lie••••p.a.olio.7
• .I

would make more of a difference. At any
rate, the .4I's and .44's are seldom fired
in competition with full loads.

Bluing is still the most widely seen
finish on wheelguns, it being traditional
and what people are used to, but other
finishes are gaining rapidly in popularity.
On many guns meant for street duty
black teflon is quite often seen. It is the
right color in the eyes of most people,
and its dull black finish is non-reflec
tive. It also is quite businesslike in ap
pearance.

Hard industrial chrome finishes in var
ious applications are gaining in populari
ty, and offer several noteworthy advan
tages· over bluing and teflon for duty and
competition guns. White chrome, Meta
life, and Armaloy, when applied all have
a dull white look that does not reflect
light and is extremely durable and wear
resistant, unlike blued and tetloned sur
faces, which will wear rapidly with hard
use. The various chrome applications
also tend to "slick up" an action to some
extent.

The hard chrome finish resists rust;
which is important in a duty weapon. it
also resists wear quite successfully,
which is a relevant consideration to the
serious competitive shooter. After
spending a lot of money having your pet
wheelgun tuned for best performance,
it's a comfort to know that it will stay
that way for a longer period of time with
the hard finish. That is the reason why
you see so many match guns white
chromed, whether auto-pistol or revolv
er. Some serious freestyle match shoot
ers will fire a thousand or more rounds of
ammunition per WEEK in practice. At
that rate their weapons don't last long, so
the chrome is applied to stretch the use
fullife of the pistol and its tune job.

Electroless nickle also works well as a
durable finish for sidearms. It comes out
a subdued grey color, with the slightest
hint of a reddish brown tint in sunlight. It
is quite tough and serviceable, as well as
cheaper than chrome. It will tarnish
when in contact with certain compounds,
but silver polish or like cleaning agents
will remove the discoloration.

'In any course of fire that requires more
than six continuous shots, a well handled
speed loader is what keeps the wheelgun
competitive with the semiautomatic pis
tol. Considered in that light, it is a very
important piece of equipment, and its
skillful use can be critical.

Perhaps the best speed loader on the
market is the Griffis Second Six. It holds
the cartridges securely and its operation
is positive. Other popular models are the
Dade, which is fast but not too secure,
the Safariland Firepower (the old Hunt
model), and the HKS Tool Company's
Six Second model. These will all give
good service when properly handled.

All speed loaders meant for duty or
competition use should ride on the belt in
appropriately designed pouches. Most, if

The West is still alive in
Southern California

April 2. 3. 4, 1982

Get out them rusty old single ac
tions and black poWder revolvers.
put on your boots. spurs and chaps.
and ride-out to the ...

Join in on three days of fun, featuring
pistol. rifle and shotgun matches. cash
and merchandise prizes, awards for the
most original costume in many cate
gories AND Western Music - BBQ 
Trade Goods Commercial Displays
Stunts Shows - Dancing

SINGLE ACTION
SHOOTERS ...

For further information
write:

Davis Leather Company
P.O. Box 446

Arcadia. CA 91006

which swell in this direction) and are
contoured to fit the shape of the hand.
Some feature finger grooves, but others
do not, depending on the taste of the
owner. Checkering is also a matter of
taste. Some shooters prefer smooth
stocks, while others like the secure feel
ing that good checkering can provide. All
the good examples are cut away on the
left side, with no hint of a thumb rest. so
that speed loaders may be easily used,
and so that positive ejection of empty
cases won't be hindered. Some shooters
also round off the lower edge of the cy
linder latch on Smith & Wesson guns to
give the speed loader more clearance.

As an aid in speed loading, many
shooters feel that radiusing each cham
ber mouth slightly is a good idea. This
should not be overdone, or support of
the case had will be lessened. A radius of
forty-five degrees and about twenty-five
or thirty thousandths deep is enough,
and will help funnel each cartridge into
its respective chambers with less chance
of hang ups.

One last modification that is some
times seen is Mag-na-porting. Some
shooters swear by it, claiming increased
control and lessened recoil, while others
don't see much benefit. In weapons fir
ing service type cartridges such as the
.45 ACP or .38 Special I myself don't
notice much benefit. Perhaps in weapons
chambered for more potent cartridges
such as the .41 and .44 Magnums it
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P.O. Box 23028
Richfield, MN 55423ACTION WORKS

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

J & G Sales ,~c.
440-AH Miller Valley Road

Prescott, Arizona 86301
Telephone: 1-602-445-9650

T-Shirts
Only $6.95

Hand Silkscreened
On U.S.-Made Shirt
Gold on Royal
Rebel Flag and Second Amendment Also
. Available
Send Size, Make and $6.95 + $1 p&h 10

Box 55045 OeptA lillie Rock. AR 72205Shadowshirts

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger, Colt.
Remington, S&W. SAKO. tIC. Winchester, Armallt!l.
Hardballer, Back-Up, Leupold. Weaver, Bushnell. Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover
shipping arid handling on ou.large illustrated list. Your
dollar is refundable on lirs.t order over $100.00:

SMITH & WESSON~d RUGER
MOST MODELS .~

IN STOCK'

~ BEAUTIFUL CONTROL ~
~ (for Coli .45 auto and identical frames) ~
o ~

I I
..J Vou Will solve the problems of slippage and IOconsislanl hold by Simply inslalling a pall of 0
~ Bullshooters' flngergloove Grips on your .45 auto. ~

~ Your scores WIll improve automatically as the fmgergrooves insure proper ha~d placement and ~
o totally eliminate ,hIftIOg 01 the weapon especially during rapid fire. 0

'I These features. combmed WIth the natural pomtlng and handling characteristics give the advantage I"
..J you need 10 hunting or c.ompetltive shooting. 0
o 0
~ z
~ ~z ~

o 0
o ~

I I
..J 0
o 0
~ z
~ ~

8 ~~~ ~~~~ ~
~ ~\\ \\~"\()\,v~\&.1. g
~ . ~..\,\,~,~1." . ~
8 V~ ~
I I

..J 0

~ SUPERIOR CONTROL ~
~ OOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY. ;;8 Now you can have' beautiful con!rol in Cocobolo, leblawood. Rosewood. or ofher unusual exotic ~
I woods. like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Ouali!y engineered. finely finished. your I

..J new Bullshoo!ers' fingergroilve Gnps will give you positive, beautiful control' g
~ Retail Price z
~ Walnut , $24.95 ;;
8 Standard Grade Exotics $39.95 ~
J Exhibition Grade Exotics $70.00 ~
~ For more information and complete list of exotic woods, send S.A.S.E. ~

~ Dealers write for discount information an all Bullshooters' products. ;;
o 0
o =r1:' BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ~-- -- l ~
~ V/S4 IDept. AH/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box13446.'. g
:: -----' Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924 -- - ~

8 Bullshooters' Supply is adivision of the B.E.W.B. Corp. 8
I Copyright, 1981, BEWB CORP. I

MAKE BIG PROFITS FAST SELUNG, DISTRIBUTING HOTTEST NEW SURVIVAL-HUNTING WEAPON!

~ Qi,v ~.,. No UCENSE Reo :~~~,~"AV"'I1J,8LEE~S£'ftHE'~eapon % M,0" Powerful!, '
~ e' i USA SURVIVAL ~.P~-W_6QN~'::/!\~proVed.5D ~ Si~
]1 f- &':"t' _. ,._ ~:::~_}~UNTING"'llllDW -,;._~~~~U9~h' ...
~JO - (/"-2 GE.'t600 . ~~.-.,.., 991~.'= 51EEI:-.38 calibe, BONUS . AI; . .. -<:1 ."

¢: Em/DARTS ,",~~~~~~ darts ' ' , I ' • $. ~~ , .! !
SILENT. POWERFUL. ACCURATE. HITS' :I EBULL . provea verslOO offamousAm blowgun. ~i;:~ ,
Thrillingsport! KHls varmi nts. pests. Defense. Ideal gift. Compressed breath gives amazing power. 200 ft. range.:';::;
Astound friends! Rugged .38 cal. precisimaluminum.rubbergrips. Pien::es 1/2" plywood. Speed 300 ftlsec. Nota Z~~:·
toy! Has 100 steel darts (kit) carry case. i nstructioos. Compact 41/z ft. model $9.97! Popular 51/J ft $10.97Magnum 6' ~ ~ ~:: ....
$11.97! Extradarts53.S0. forl00! $5.9SI200! $14IS00! $261M! SuperBONUS BUY2gunsget6111 darts,sling,quiver, ;~; ~'.
patches, camouflage, targets, carry box ($22 Free)! BUY 3 SAME+cl...ning iod +000 ($32 Free)! BUY 4 :!~,

SAME+ 1100+ Guerrila Gun ($SOFree) BUY 5 SAME:- 1300+ ~E7IhGUN!.($65)8UY 6 SAME+l600! 1'$65) ~i ;;©:... ~~~':;
Add$1.95 postagcEAOigun.Send cash.check,m.o. Willreplac:EiIkokeoWltbin15YF..ARSI UseJOdays. Monev : '9;; Buy direc'';oM 1'MnUfaetu.._
hack uno' delixh.ed. HOUSE OF WEAPONS, INC Box 794· B -Provo. Utah 84601.Buy 17-4'h's $133 Ppd!'-" MU'TSEE'wafLIEVE 
VISAIMast... diarge CARD orders ONLY: (;AU TOLL FREE NOW 24 hrs: 8111·624·7888:AKIHawaii 811I-624-7919. Ask 1'0. 0"""'01' 720.

CPM INDUSTRIES PO Box 468
36 Woodlawn Ave. Norwalk. Ohio 44857

(4191668·8449

• S.f~lIl,l.lr,1 ~ ""·14 ,ill''''
I\CH~, [\l1ull.l'a, 1111

not all, are offered with matching
pouches or carriers by their respective
man\lfacturers.

T\yo half moon clips spot welded to
gether on one side, with the other side
loose, make a surprisingly efficient load
ing ring for any revolver chambered for
the .45 ACP or Auto-Rim cartridges.
With several of these in pouches on the
belt an el'tremely quick reload can pe
made, since after insertion the cylinder is
c10sedwith the ring in place. There is no
lost motion as in stripping away a con
ventional speed loader. Dropping indi
vidual cartridges in a fumbled reload is
also unlikely.

In the area of proper holsters f8r prac
tical revolver shooting we see just as
much variety as in those designed for
auto-pistols. Here again, the forward
rake design tends to dominate, with the
majority of shooters using some type of
rig with this feature. You do see some
use of the older rigs such as the Border
Patrol or Jordan style, and there is lim
ited use of various break front designs.

The Safariland Model # I j is seen fre
quently in competitive circles. and works
very well. It features forward rake and
thumb break retention. Out on the west
coast the Triple K Model #4 forward
rake design is quite popular with wheel
gun shooters. This 'rig was designed by
Combat Master Elden Carl years ago for
competition and duty use. Currently, Bill
French, a Class A shooter and former
Director ofthe Southwest Pistol League,
is a frequent user of the Triple K
Model #4:

A holster gaining in popularity among
freestyle practical revolver men is the
high ride forward rake model offered by
Milt Sparks. It features the Hank Sloan
tension welt for security, and does not
use a thumb break or safety strap. It may
be worn on any stiff waist belt, or heavy
gunbelt, as the shooter prefers. (Ed.
note: GWM Davis is coming out with a
new revolver fast draw rig. More on that
later.)
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NSGI MATCH GRADE BARRELS
5"-'140. 6"-'165. 7"-'195. 8"-'225.

Continuedfrom page 31

ber of guns were made beginning with No.
1, but these were reserved for employees
and friends. Serial numbers in this range
have been observed to around 100,950.

In 1956, the frame alloy was changed to
Type 380, and a new serial number range
was started. This time, serial numbers ap
pear to have started around 23,000.
Shortly after the serial number change, at
around 24,000, the Lyman Oun Sight
Company complained to Whitney that
Lyman held rights to the Wolverine trade
mark because Lyman had used it pre
viously in a line of telescope sights. The'
Wolverine name was removed from the
gun and prbductioncontinued.

It soon became apparent to Hillberg
that Galefs sales projections had been too
high and, although the company was gear
ing up to manufacture fairly high volume,
the distribution system was not keeping up
with production. In an effort to improve
marketing, Hillberg made tentative agree
ments with Montgomery Ward and Sears
to market a cosmetically changed version.
Galef held that his exclusive contract pro
hibited such an agreement, and his view
was subsequently upheld by the courts.
Whitney was forced to cease production
until the legal matters could be resolved.
The only option left to Whitney was to sell
the company outright, and negotiations
were begun with a major arms company.
According to Hillberg, the negotiations
dragged on for months, and the company's
position was becoming unbearable.
Rather than declare bankruptcy Whitney
was sold to Charles E. Lowe of Hartford
who had cash in hand. Hillberg is ob
viously proud of the fact that bankruptcy
was avoided and that no Whitney creditor
lost any money.

It is not known at what serial number
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WOLVE~INE

The current crop of front-break hol
sters now on the market do not work out
weII in competition. It is 'a popular idea,
but the newer designs don't measure up
to the old original Berns-Martin model.
As a general rule, it is difficult to make a
smooth, controlIed draw from these split
front designs. They require a heavy and
quick effort of the gun arm to break the
weapon free, and once out, this exces
sive push is hard to control for a quick
precise shot.

There are many other points that could
be covered concerning weapons, hol
sters, and modifications. A good major
ity of them are minor in the over all pic
ture, relating mostly to personal taste
and whim. The subjects covered herein,
while alI of them are not absolutely nec
essary, are favored by many top shoot
ers. A careful study of the foregoing will
help the beginning IPSC oriented re
volver fancier to get into the game with a
minimum number ....
ofmistakes.'

HIGH PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS FOR
THE 45 AUTO - 45 SHOOTERS
GET THE MOST IN ACCURACY

SEND s5.00 FOR THE COMPLETE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG, or a

SASE for Service and Product List

• equipment for all calibers

• special presses & dies
• lead wire, jackets

• books, accessories

send $3 for Handbook/Catalog

The Sho Gun Shop
266465 MILE ROAD

REDFORD, MICHIGAN 48239
HOURS: 10·5 (MONDAY thru FRIDAY)

(313) 535·0819
Check. C.O.D and Credit Cards Accepted

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited

We offer a full line of Parts. AcceSSOries and
Services at Wholesale Prices

TYLER'S "T" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTING
with this improved
cast Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt.
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE. PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED 0' BLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25
-- TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE---
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Cott, S & W
(Inc! mony alh"", modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED 0' BLACK $3.75; GOLD FINISH $4.00
ORDER DIRECT O~ AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER. Send
moke & mouel of gun. No e.O. D. 's please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Cho(ges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee looders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand
made Holsters & Belts. Leather & Clarine.
- Dealer Inquiries Welcome - Add $1.00 poatage.·

MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.
1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Oklo. 131U

Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma

THE ORIGINAL RIG®
Rust inhibiting grease is back at your
local gun dealer or sports shop nowl

or write to:
RIG PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 1488

CANOGA PARK, CA 91304

AH3 :;1981 Mitann Inc.

11. For Completion by Publishers Mailing at the Regular Rates
(Section 132.121. Postal Service Manual): 39 U.S.C. 3626 provides
In pertment part: "No person who would have been entitled to mail
matter under former section 4359 of this title shall mail such matter
at the rates provided under this subsection unless he files annually
with the Postal Servtce a written request for permission to mail matter
at such rates:' In accordance wi h the proviSions of this statute. I
hereby request permiSSion to mall the publication named in Item 1 at
the phased postage rates presently authorized by 39 U.S.C. 3626
(Signature and title of editor. publisher, business manager. or owner):

lsI THOMAS A. VON ROSEN.
Business Manager

lsI THOMAS A. VON ROSEN.
BUSiness Manager

10. I certify that the statements made by me above are correct and
complete (Signature and title of editor, publisher. business manager,
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2. Return from news agents: Average No. copies each issue dur
ing preceding 12 months:-51,453. Actual No. copies of single Issue
published nearest to filing date:-51.482. .

G. Total (Sum of E, F1 and 2-should equal net press run as shown
in A): Average No. copies each issue during preceding 12 months:
169,297. Actual No. copies of single issue published nearest to filing
dale:-169.739.

1 Office use. left over, unaccounted, spoiled after printing: Aver
age No. copies each issue during preceding 12 months:-2.151.
Actual No. copies of single issue published nearest to filing date:
3.597

2. Mail subscriptions' Average No. copies each issue during pre
cedmg 12 months:-57.436. Actual No. copies of single Issue
published nearest to filing date:-56.462.

C. Total paid circulation (Sum of lOB1 and 10B2): Average No.
copies each Issue during preceding 12 months:-114,609. Actual
No. copies of single issue published nearest to filing date:-113,676.

D. Free distribution by mail. carrier or other means. samples. com·
pllmentary. and other free copies: Average No. copies each issue dur
ing preceding 12 months: -1 ,084. Actual No. copies of single issue
published nearest to filing date:-984.

E. Total distribution (Sum of C and D): Average No. copies each
issue during preceding 12 months:-115,693. Actual No. copies of
single issue published nearest to filing date:-114,660.

F. Copies not distributed:

1. Sales through dealers and carriers. street vendors and counter
sales: Average No. copies each issue during preceding 12 months:
57.173. Actual No. copies of single issue published nearest to filing
date:-57.214.

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and Other Security Holders
Owning or Holding 1 Percent or More of Total Amount of Bonds,
Mortgages or Other Securities (If there are none. so state): None.

7. Owner (If owned by a corporation, its name and address must
be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount
of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If owned by a partnership or
other unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that of
each individual must be given. If the publication is published by a
nonprofit organization, its name and address must be stated):
Publishers' Development Corporation, 591 Camino de la Reina. Suite
200. San Diego, CA 92108. George E. von Rosen, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

6. Full Names and Complete Mailing Address of Publisher. Editor.
and Managing Editor:

Publisher: George E. von Rosen. 591 Camino de la Reina. Suite
200. San D;ego. CA 92108.

Editor: Jerome Rakusan. 591 Camino de la Reina. Suite 200. San
Diego. CA 92108.

Managing Editor: Dave Epperson, 591 Camino de la Reina. Suite
200. San Oiego. CA 92108.

5. Complete Mailing Address of the Headquarters or General Busi
ness Offices of the Publishers (Not printers): 591 Camino de la Reina.
Suite 200. San Diego. San Diego County, CA 92108.
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CHOOSE A WINNER

Qgnum
Viora-Tel~

Brass poljsher and cleaner. 2!;2
times capacity of the regular
Vibra-Tek. Ten times faster than
the tumbler method. cleaning
inner and outer case surfaces.
even primer pockets. Leaves no

iC-l~~ residue. No moving parts to
repair or replace. LIFETIME WARRANTY. Capacity
750 45's, 275 30-06. Complete ready '0 clean with 5 Ibs.
shell media and extra tub for cleaning with solvents for
carburetors. machine parts. etc. Regular Vibra-Tek
559.95 complete prepaid. The Magnum Vibra-Tek
5138.00 prepaid.

HA YDEN·HOLMES COMPANY, INC.
1844 Arroya Rd .. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906

\ Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tie downs, 24 loops,
Prompt Shipment,

Specify waist $59,95 p,p. Cashibr's
size Gun make, ,check or money or-
bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7%" bbl.

Send $1,00 for complete catalog,
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

To summarize, for the collector, here are
all the presently known major variations:
1. Blue finish, type 218 alloy frame, serial

number range 100,000 to approx. 100,
frame, Whitney on left. Both markings
white filled. New Haven address.

2. Blue finish, type 380 alloy frame, serial
number range approx. 23,000 to 24,000.
Markings same as # 1.

3. Blue finish, type 380 alloy frame, serial
number range approx. 24,000 to 31,000
(it is not known if there are any major
gaps in this sequence). NO Wolverine
marking, other markings same as # 1,
but some may not be white filled.

4. Nickel finish, serial number range
32,000 to 32,900 approx. Hartford ad
dress.

5. Blue finish, serial number range 34,000
to 37,000 approx. Hartford address,
markings not white filled.

the public was not ready for such a radical
departure from conventional lines. In
short, it was an idea whose time had not
yet come. Today, however, there is an al
most cultish admiration of the gun among
both collectors and shooters. It is fun to
shoot, but the unavailability of parts might
make it unwise to do so extensively. The
novelty and scarcity make it appealing to
collectors. The net result is that you don't
see too many Whitneys for sale, and when
they are it is at a considerable ~
multiple of the original cost. .~

Whitney changed hands, for Hillberg re
calls that some quantity of previously
marked frames were completed by Lowe.
The Hartford address first appears around
serial number 32,000. One of the first
changes made by Lowe was to offer the
Whitney in nickel finish. All guns had pre
viously been a two-tone anodized blue, ex
cept for a small number which had been
highly polished and left in the natural alu
minum color. A small number of nickel
plated guns bearing the Hartford address
are found in the serial number range ofap
proximately 32,200 to 32,900. Production
of blued guns continued up to around se
rial number 37,000. What happened next
is unclear, but apparently Galef institutc!d
further legal action and Lowe ceased pro
duction of the Whitney for good in 1963.

Mechanically the Whitney was unique.
It was designed to be produced with a min
imum of hand labor, and to be competitive
in price with other guns on the market at
the time. There are many novel features in
the design, foremost of which is the one
piece cast frame. It was intended to be
used "as cast" with only minor polishing
and fitting. The internal workings were as
sembled as a unit and held in the frame by ,
a locking ring at the IIluzzle. The magazine
has a pronounced taper to facilitate inser
tion, and can be disassembled for cleaning.
For all its novelty and sound design the
Whitney was not entirely successful. The'
reasons for this are not only the exclusive
sales arrangement, but also the fact that

Aimpoint USA, Inc.
201 Elden St., Ste. 103
Herndon, VA 22070
Tel. (703) 471-6828

AimJ29int

The Aimpoint Electronic precision sight gives you a full,
unrestricted field of view. What you see is a bright, sharp point
of light that is aligned continuously between your eye and the target.
You can get your shot off faster without the slightest loss of accuracy.

The luminous intensity of the point is infinitely adjustable for shooting in
any light. If you can see your target, you can use the Aimpoint Electronic.

Free of parallax and magnification, you can shoot with both eyes open giving you a
better view of the terrain. And it doesn't rpake any difference if you wear glasses.

An available 3X scope attachment, threaded for quick,
easy assembly, allows you to quickly adjust from short
and medium-range to long-range precision shooting.

For more details on where you can get yours, see your
dealer or write:

Aimpoint
of Sweden
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JUNKYARD DOGS
Continlledfrom poge47

FLECHETTE "JUNKYARD DOG"
LOADS: If you're squeamish you
shouldn't read any further. The next three
loads are positively diabolical, not to men
tion nastier 'n hell. Even the editor of this
magazine accused me of having a mean
streak when I told him of these flechette
rounds. It's true, however, that I'd like
nothing better than to give a creep who's
trying to rob me at gunpoint a whole face
full of these. It would be his last robbery.

Each of these is made of lengths of metal
rod or wire, which you must cut to length
yourself. The two loads made from brass
brazing rod are easy to cut since the rods
are straight to begin with. The small
flechette round, made from 0.047 inch di
ameter steeL safety wire (available at ma
chine shops, some auto supply ami hard
ware stores, or at places which do work on
airplanes), is another matter: stretch out a
length of wire from the spool, maybe 50
feet, then tie the end off securely, pull
steadily on it until you can feel it stretch
about 10 percent of its length, then cut it off
and snip into maybe three-foot lengths
which will be easier to work with.

Stretching the steel wire will straighten
it, make it thinner and also make it
harder.

My opmIOn'! Super shot load for home
defense. Any of the No.2 pellets will cause
a hefty woupd, and they will penetrate
clothing well. The No.6 shot adds to the
attention-getting qualities of this load, and
any of these pellets in a person's face will
get a lot of immediate notice. At a range of
10 feet or less, a face full of these little
whizzers should be fatal.

(6) Home-grown BB/shot load. If you
don't have access to a bag of heavy lead
shot, or cannot afford it, try good 01' cop
per-clad steel BBs like the kid uses in his
air rifle. They're .177 inch in diameter,
which means you can't get as many into a
capsule, but they'll work wonders on
armed intruders.

I tested two dozen variations of these
loads, and the one which works best is
composed like this: 14 steel BB shot and 41
No.8 lead shot. Load it this way: five
small, four large; seven small and three
large; six small and four large; seven small
and three large; cap it off with 16 small pei
lets (or as many as you can fit in and still
get the cap on).

This load put 47 hits into the cardboard
at 21 feet, with six to seven BB shot in the
man-sized zone and at least 25 No.8 shot
in the same area. The steel shot punches
holes in sheet metal like it wasn't there,
and the dense cloud of No.8 shot will defi
nitely get someone's attention.

My opinion? Nice little acne-maker.
Will stop most hostilities in a second. BB
shot is readily available and it's cheap.

Continued on pOKe 78
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PATENTED

Price list available

upan request.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.

LEAD BUILD-UP

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RiflES & SHOTGUNS

·WIPE AWAyTM
. .

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG·LASTING .

Loo.k for il at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 & 1.00 P & H 10:

Belllown, lld.-33 Belllown Road, Stamford, CT. 06905 (203)348-0911

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

E"DURfi
THE BEST PROTECTION YOU CAN APPLY TO YOUR GUN

----"""!!!!!!MIIl •..;a:=' -~ ~

.. I can vouch for it really working Just one or
two sWIpes 01 the cloth and leadIng around barrel
disappears. . ~

-Jerome Aakusan (Editor)
American Handguhner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the beslIhalI have worked
with 10 dale.·

full contour belt and holster of
double thick 7/8 oz. full grail1,
cowhide. Holster includes 18
gage steel liner, metal lined hip
plate. sight rails, adjustable
tension, muzzle rake for strong
side or cross draw. Double
stitchjng adds that distinctiv
touQh,pf top quality. Fast enough
for a Leather Slap, secure
enough for an Assault course.
Revolutionary TEF-LOK mag
pouch. angled for maximum
speed, magazines face same
direction at same angle with all
new teflon coated spring retainer.

This rig was designed and made for the old "JAYHAWKER" himself, Bob Arganbright, nationally
known Firearms writer; Leather authority ~nd many times Fast Draw Cha"lpion as well as a
respected Combat competi!or. Thll complete rig as shown sells for $1 04.95 plus 5%shipplng and
handling. Calif. residence add 6% sales tax. Available in Basket Weave and full hand carved for
additional charge. The standard model can be delivered in less than 30 days. Available for Colt
Commander, Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, am. Hi Power and safari ~rms. Dealer inquiry
invited. We accept master charge andvisa. Please Includeyour card numberand expiration date.
Catalog available for $1.00.

Authorized gealer: if8~ You may order direct:
"JAYHAWKER" . ill i!mM'R"TecI Blocker's Custom Holsters
4704 Upshaw .• P.O. Box 821

Northwoods, MO 63121 . Rosemead, California 91770----_....._-----

"ENDUU" provid.s th. following:
A) Corrosion Proof-Losring Protecrlon.
B) Non-glare sarin finish will never

chip. peel. or crack due to its
molecular bond.

C) Uniform processing of intemal and
extemal parts"of your handgun.
rifle. shotgun or muzzleloader. H.I.S. INDUSTRIES

D) Increased durability due to super 803 B FOSler Field
lubricity ani;! hardness (Rockwell Vicloria. Te«as 77901
"70" C_).__ (512) 578-6606 or (512) 578-9735

1. RemOVing lead from the lorcing cone, barrel and cy
linders IS no longer- a task Simply cut a 1f2-.1 f2
patch and wrap It around an old brush 01 the same cal
Iber. A little scrubbmg and the lead is gone. Follow thiS
With a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the lace 01 the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.

3. lightly wipe the e.terior with the WIPE AWAY·
lollowed by a clean cloth and the Job is finished'.

With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consummg Job to clean a handgun

"JAYHAWKER" Custom combat rig by Ted Blocker's
Custom Hoister~ features:
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 35¢ per word per insertion, including name and address. Minimum charge
$4.90 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in advance. No cash or frequency
discount allowed. All ads must be received with advance payment by not later than the 14th of
the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for July/August issue (on sale
May 1) is March 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the following issue. Please
type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post office, zip pode, city
and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, Calif. 92108.

Bulletproof Vests. Concealable, Lightweight, Ine~pensive.

SlOPS .44 ma~. Ballistic sample: $3.00. Info: $1.00. CWS, 898·
A Lanakila. Pearl City. HI 96782.

Com hat accessories-extended magazines .45 Colt, Llama.
AMT CTC STD $12.95.15rd $17.95. 25rd $29.99, 90101 Hi·Pwr,
!VI59 CTC STD $19.95. 25rd $29.99, 30rd $38.95. Gun Screw
driver Set $19.99. All Colt .45 & AH·15 parts STD & Stainless,
Colt extended slide stop $18.95. Extended safety 520 ambi
~40. N..}. n:sidents add 5CJ Complete catalog $1.50. Magnum,
PO. Box 81-AH, Parlin, J 08859

SELF·LUMINOUS T·SIGHTS· precision, custom-fitted to
vour handgun. rifle or shotgun. Line up sights in dark or semi
dark a:-: accuratel.\" as in da~·light. Visible to firer OI~ly. T
Sights glow reliably, continuou~I.\· for man?" y~ars, wIthout
batteries or bulbs. Frt't' technical and pnce mfo: SELF
POWERED LIGHTING, INC" 8C Westchester Plaza,
Elmsford. NY 10523.

ACCESSORIES
- -------_.- --------

ACTION TITLES FHOM PALADIN PHESS: Send for
catalog on self-defense, weaponry, sniping and marksman
ship, creative revenge, survival plus much more. 51.00. Pal
adin Press, Box 130,-AHC, Boulder, CO 80306.

GL:EHHILLA WAHFAHE/UHBAN & HL:HAL
SUHVIVALi ALTEHNATE IDENTITIES. Book List $2
(refundable). DEALERS WANTED' Discounts to 60',,:!
TECHNOLOGY GHOUp, Box 3125, Pasadena, CA 91103.

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpkking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more~ 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
52.00. Loompanics. Box 264-B, Mason, WI 48854.

_--.!S~SI~!~~ ~~PORTUNI~IE~ _
FOHMEH SHAKLEE PRESIDENT STAHTS NEW
COMPANY~ Need founding sponsors. \'"rite: Enchance
~1arketing,Box 6372 (AH), SLC, UTAH 84106, 801-466-2474.

------_._-- ---
DAHK HAIDEH Commando Knife. 12 in. overall. Tough
black steel blade. Super buy at 14.95 plus 1.00 postage, or
wrile fol' free info. MAHJON, Dept. C, PO. Box 730, Van
Nu.V's, CA 91408.

------ - ====:.=
MILITARIA

W.w. I. W.W. II, Military Souvenirs, all countries, including
collectors one of a kind. Complete catalog 83.00, \"orld
Militaria Store Dept. G, Box 2941:2, Honolulu, H~waii 9682~.

MILITARY SURPLUS
J-E-E-P-S. C-A-H-S FHOM $35.00!-700,000 ITEMS! 
GOVEHNMENT SURPLUS MOST
COMPHEHENSIVE DIHECTOHY AVAILABLE TELLS
HOW, WHEHE TO BUY - YOUH AHEA - $3 
MONEYBACK GUAHANTEE - "SUHPLUS
INFOHMATION SEHVICES," BOX 3070-UF2, SANTA
BAHBAHA, CALIFOHNIA 93105.

MAXIM SILENCEH rebuilt kil .22 cal., contains I, baffles,
~nd t.:ap and rear bushing, all parts except casing (t~be), 550.
Muzzle t.:oupling fadapto·r) Colt or Huger .22 Auto Pistol, 530,
for most .:!2 RF rifles, 510 (specify gun). D.A.Q. Box 50269,
Cicero. IL 60650.

SMITH &·\\'ESSON. and HUGEH L:SEHS-Have your
revolvers equipped so ONLY YOL: CAN FIHE THEM (w.ith
tlur thin magnetic tinger worn ring)~ Poltce have been usmg
our pat.ented safet~· concealed in their revolvers for yeal:s
SO CAN YOLO! Send 55.00 for pictures and ordenng
instnll:tions. Mention "Handgunner" for 510.00 purchase
nedit. Dealers welcome. MAGNA-THIGGEH SAFETY,
10090 ~orth Blant'y, =6, Cupertino. California 95014.

DISCOL:NT. RCBS HELOADING EQL:IPMENT,
KNIVES. BOOKS AND ACCESSOHIES. $1.00 FOH DIS
COL:NT PHICE LIST. BLADE and BAHHEL, P.O. BOX
2121 DEPT. H., OHOVILLE, CA 95965.

-- .:.-=-===:= ;._--

BOOKS
COLTS SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified hv COLT! History. s<,'$lrce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs. commemora
ti"e, + MOHE' $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGCNNEH
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Heina, San Diego, CA
9:!108* * *

GUNS!VIITHING by Hov F Dunlap. A volume that will bea
consti:U1t source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike~!
$24.95 + $1.:;0 post. HANDGUNNEH BOOKS/Dept-CA,
591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

SUHVI\'AL GUNS b,' Tappan. A .'tIide to the se.leclion,
modification and use of firearms and related deVIces for
defense. food gathering, etc, 89.95 (soft-bound) + 75¢ post.
HANDGCNNEH BOOKS/Dept-CA. 591 Camino Heina.
San Diego, CA 92108* *

MAUSEH BOLT HIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings. exploded views and c~ltawa~'~.Charts, spec tabl,es, data
tables and symbols. 824.90 + $1.00 post. HANDGL:NNEH
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Heina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

U.S. CAinS & THEIH HA:-.iDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Onlv~ Most info ever printed on t.he subject~ $9.95 Softbound
& 815.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA. 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

PISTOLS OF THE WOHLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique. exotic. rare or otherwise handgun. 824.95 + 81.50
post. HANDGCNNEH BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego. CA 92108* * *

PEHSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & !VIcLoughlin. A guide
to personal safet~· with common sense do's & don'ts, .d~fense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after It s over
and more. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNEH BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pist.ol carrying, purchasing,
etc. regulalions for all states and FEDEHAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4.00. POLlCE EQUIP!VIENT CATALOG
82.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

FIREWORKS
BEEH CAN MOHTAH. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range ot 1000 ~·ards.

Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries. Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

FIHEWOHKS, BL:Y DIHECT, Price list, Send $1.00. to ACE
FIHEWOHKS, P.O. Box 221, Dept. H, Conneaul, OhIO 44030.

Fireworks~ Discover wholesale suppliers, professionals,
associations, histor~.. etC. Fireworks Book-84.oo. Pyrosonic
Sales. Dept. 5AH, 207 Bogue. East Lansing, Michigan 48823.

.==.c.~_.__.. .

FOR SALE
GHEAT SPOHTING POSTEHS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, CMC. Lefever. Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc, Printed on heavy duty
stock. $12.95 + $2.35 post. HANDGUNNEH BOOKS/Dept-
:A_,_5_91_ C_a_m_in_o_H_e_it_la_,~a_n__D_i_ego, CA 92108**. _

COLT .45 ACTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. De~ails on
disassembly, repair. construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalog $1.00. !VIONEY OHDEH or CHEDIT CAHD ONLY.
SUHVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hal·
Iywood, CA 91801. (213) 763-0804.

._---------
CROSSBOWS-For hunting. target competition or just plain
fun. Cat. send $2.00, HW Dis\., P.O. Box 1817, Des Plaines, IL
60018.

LEAD BUSTEH CLOTH HE~lOVES BUHN MAHKS,
LEADING CAHBON FHOM NICKEL, STAINLESS
FlHEAHMS. $3.95 COMPULANZ, BOX 277, DEPT. H,
KINGS PAHK, N.Y. 11754.

GUNS FOR SALE
Hunt Spnng Bear-Fall Chase Big BOle Handguns Full
Time Outfittel Ken Allaman, \Vest Fork, Darby, Mont.
59829.

INSTRUCTION
HEMEMBEH THE OLD ASH CAN, M80, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and man ..... others. Send 53.00
to: Pioneer Ind.. Box 36, 14A Hughe,' St., Nashua, NH 03061.

THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now ,'OU can convert
your 27A-l or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. ~o parts to buy,
flO machining onl~' minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send 524.95 for instructions to H. & H., P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

KNIVES & SWORDS
SL:HVIVAL KNIVES!! Swordcanes, daggers, hideouts,
commandos, hollow-handles, throwers, balisongs, razors, ice
picks, and more. 100%-Satisfaction-Guaranteed, DIS
COUNTS to 3%, Airmailed/Invoiced shipments, plus FREE
Surprise GIFTS~ ~ Photograhic (40+ page) Discount
Cat.alogue/ Reference.Specifications Guide, 52.00/Airmailed.
SELECTLI",E, (established 1977), Box 39ITTK, Pearl City,
Hawaii 96782.

MISCELLANEOUS
SHORT-HL:N CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUH
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BHONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

HANDCUFFS-Smilh & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00.. Leg
Irons 8:29.;J0 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
Minn. 55175

CHEMICALS, FUSE, CASINGS, etc. Send $2 for catalog,
refundable wilh first order. WESTECH COHP., Box 593,
Logan. L:tah 84321. .

CHE:vlICALS OF ALL TYPES AVAILABLE WITH
PLANS AND SUPPLIES CHEATING YOUH OWN 4TH
OF JULY DISPLAYS. SEND $1.00 FOH CATALOG TO
PIONEEH IND., BOX 36, DEPT. AH, 14A HUGHEY ST.,
NASHUA, NH 03061.

MINNETONKA MOCCASINS-8O Styles. Free catalog. No
wholesale. Dept. 6AH, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

IDENTIFICATION CAHDS. Agent, Officer, Employee.
Clip-on, Card Case Types. Official appearance. Seals, em
blems available. FREE Samples. CARDCO, Box .4582G,
Stockt.on, CA 95204.
-------------'---
EXPLOSIVE FOHMULAS, FHICTIONAL IMPACT. Com
plete instructions-security bombs, smoke screen, impact
grenade, detonator. Supply sources. $5.00 postpaid.
CAHDCO, Box 4582G, Stockton, CA 95204.

BADGES. Custom made-your specificat.ions. Huge
selection. Send $3.00 (refundable) for GIANT 60 page cala
log. CAHDCO, Box 4582G, Stockton, CA 95204.

Your name & address sent to over 100 firms needing
homeworkers. Only 25¢ plus self-addressed stamped
envelope. Send to PO. Box 1765, San Diego, Calif. 92112.

Save 52.00, protect yourself and loved ones. Regular 55.95
"Paralyzer" tear gas, only 83.95 and 75c postage. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free illustrated police equipment brochures,
with order, 50c without. Ace Police Equipment, Department
81, 320 North Washington, Lansing, Michigan 48933.

"Phone Tapped? Pri\'acy Threatened? Personal Securit~· in
Doubl? Three Burglar Alarm Stickers and Do-It-Yourself
information. Send $1.00 to The Questor Group, Box 55582,
Seattle, WA 98155:'

REAL ESTATE
40 ACHES-NOTHING DOWN Free Option-No Hisk SE of
Denver, Colo $167 Monthly Call Kay Collect 602·947-8011.

SURVIVAL
SURVIVOH'S CHECKLIST. Be prepared for ANY Emer
gency or Crisis! Have your supplies ready for the bad times.
$4.25. BLL:EJAY Box 6179-AHG5, Long Beach, CA 90806.

EMEHGENCY FOODS: Immediate distributors needed.
Fantastic opportunity for those who get in on ground floor.
Low-moisture, nut.ritional foods, long shelf life, no refrig,
needed. No inventory required. Details. Enhance, AHG-2,
PO. Box 661. Davtona Beach, FL 32015.
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Bea MITH'
LOCKS ,

i
lARN WHILE
YOU LEARN

I Send 10'
fRII 1I00K

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
A. JACK ROSENBERG

&SOIlS
12229 COX LANE

DALLAS, TEXAS
75234
214·241·6302

j~A'!! "DODGE CITY':rr GUARANTEED I

Don't be fooled by the low prlcel
Genuine heovy c_hlcle. Complete
with Iell & ho_ tie. and bullet

loop.. State:MoIoo, Model, Caliber &
balfel length. M.a._ where warr..

EI DORADO LEATHER
••10 PANO"A"'A, p.a.SOl< SalC, l.aMno C..,9204l

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half jacket and zinc base bullets in caliber 30, 9mm,
357, 44 and 45. Zinc base bullets may be fired at jacketed
bullet velocities and at a fraction of the cost.
for information and prices contact SPORT fLiTE MfG., INC.

2520 INOUSTRIAL ROW, TROY, MI 48084
313 280·0648.

Big opportunities. Big
profits. Earn quickly.
Full or part time. Learn
at home. irs easy. Do
real jobs: All Tools
-Malerials Supplied.
Lie. State of NJ 
Appd. for Veterans. Send
Name and address for
FREE book.'

Loc smil illi Institute, Dept 091-032
nov. Techn",,' Home Study Schools. Little Falls, N. J. 07424

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

...uDREADNAliGiiY· .... ~

357/44 B & D :
Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :

T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
BAIN & DAVIS :

559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :......................................

HlL~ a~28~fS~~!~
For Coft 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
AUows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For aFREE sample, send
a self·addressed. Stilmped envelope. \'file now
make Ruger 9mm clips.)

CHp Prices: 25 for 53.95: 50 for 56.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS, PO. Box 1~5, Malinta, OHIO ~3535

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
Full qange 0 Combat ModifIcations

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

SQ·l1ound Test F're & Ransom Target on Accuracy Work
Imoroved Reliability

BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
88'0 'loc"y Rodge Road Long SASE
l"d'a"'la:JOhs IN 46217 For Brochure & Drlces

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$9.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading (rom
Forcing Cone. Cylinder, and Barrel. Av~ilable in
either 38·41·44·45 cal. Bra.. cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.90. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order. or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Pork, Georgia P.O. Box 31

Gontinuedfrom page 76

I cut all the thousands of wires I tested
with a pair of heavy duty diagonal cutters.
Here's how: measure out a piece which
will fit into the capsule and yet allow the
cap to go on, cut it at an angle so it will
penetrate better, and then use this as a
master model. If you hold the master be
tween your thumb and forefinger, you'll be
able to lay a length of wire or brazing rod
alongside it and cut it to the same length.
Remember to cut at an angle, which means
you'll have to make allowances for extra
length. Experiment a bit and you'll master
it with no difficulty.

(I) "Fair weather flechettes": These are
made from steel safety wire, 0.047-inch di
ameter, with 44 wires in each shot capsule.
Each flechette weighs about 2.6 grains and
delivers about 7 ft.-lb. of energy at the
muzzle. Total weight of the load is about
117 grains, and total ME is about 316 ft.-lb.

I call these "fair weather flechettes" be
cause they will not do much damage
against a fully-clothed target. They tumble
as they travel, and most seem to hit side
.ways at any distance short of belly range.
On a T-shirted target, however, they will
be absolutely devastating, as they will be
against any face that gets in the way.

Pattern is superb, with 40 out of 44
flechettes printing on the cardboard at 21
feet, 30-32 in the man-sized zone. They go
mostly where you aim them, and a shot at
someone's face at anything up to 25 feet
will be a plastic surgeon's dream.

Penetration is very good, with various
flechettes (depending on what their angle
of tumble was at the moment of impact)
going nearly through the 3/.!-inch pine
board, while others sank in only about Ys
inch sideways! They make dents in
galvanized metal, but wouldn't penetrate a
piece of wallboard on a bet.

My opinion? Absolutely the best load to
use if you have very thin walls in your
apartment. They will create havoc, and
since a number of them hit end-on you can
get good penetration in flesh at some
points while creating large but shallow
wounds in other areas.

A face full of these Nill stop anyone, no
matter how doped-Up he is, but will proba
bly not prove fatal. Nice load if you want
witnesses at your assault trial.

(2) "Bad news flechettes": These are
made from brass brazing rod, 0.062-inch
(VI6-inch) diameter, with 26 flechettes in
each capsule. They are bad news to a flesh
and-bone target.

Pattern is just right, placing 23 hits on
the cardboard and 17 of them in the man
sized zone. They go just about where you
aim them; if you cut loose with a load at
someone's throat, you will probably inflict
a fatal wound.

Each flethette weighs about 5.5 grains
and packs ME ofnearly 15 ft.-lb. Total load
weighs approximately 141 grains and packs
a punch of 380 ft.-lb., plus. At very close
range, say 5 feet, this round will behave
like a bullet and make a big hole in the tar-

get. At 30 feet it will still make a number of
man-stopping hits on a target.

Penetration is superior, without becom
ing wall-piercing. The brass rods make
deep dents in galvanized steel plate, and
will penetrate 3/.!-inch pine boards if they
hit end-on. Otherwise, they tumble into
pine to a depth of about '.!.I-inch.

My opinion? Overall, the best, yet safest,
round for apartment house self-defense.
You won't poke holes in walls, but you'll
surely turn a human target into a screen
door with one of these. They will positively
anchor an intruder if, you put a bunch
of 'em into his face .

Purely for research, I shot a dressed (3
pound Arkansas fryer) with several of
these flechette loads, to ascertain how
they'd do on flesh. I had hoped to take the
chicken home later and have it for dinner.
Wrong! The damned thing was literally
blown into bits at 15 feet; the flechettes cut
through leg bones, cut off one wing, and
made enormous wound channels in the
breast. All in all, this is a very nasty bit of
pistol ammo!

(3) "Winter-type flechettes": Made
from large brass brazing rod, 0.093-inch
(lf32-inch) diameter, each of these capsules
holds II flechettes weighing 12.2 grains
each, and three of the smaller (0.062-inch)
weighing 5.5 grains each. They're called
"winter-type" because it doesn't matter if
the intruder is wearing a parka and long
handles-you'll nail him to the wall.

The large rods carry about 33 ft.-lb. of
energy each, and the smaller offer about 15
ft.-lb. ME. Total load carries about 394 ft.
lb. of energy at the muzzle, and will gut a
moose at five feet.

These things go where they're aimed,
and while the pattern doesn't spread as
much as with the smaller flechettes, it
would only take one hit in the forehead by
a large brass rod to prove fatal. The large
ones blew out caverns on the reverse side
of the 3/.!-inch pine boards, and penetrated
V64-inch cold rolled steel plate like it was
cardboard. These are obviously not the
sort of loads to light off in a mobile home
or apartment with paper walls.

The cardboard target was hit with 13
flechettes at 21 feet, and II of them were in
the wounding zone. Shot into another
fresh chicken, these rounds produced the
world's quickest pile ofchicken salad. Very
ugly and very deep wound channels, with
bones cut off wherever a hit was recorded.

My opinion? Go for this one if it's
winter, or you suspect the well-dressed
bandit is about to visit. He'd have to wear
armor to survive these flechettes. On non
armored targets you will cause a fatality
and your wife will spend days cleaning up
your home. You also will survive nicely.

These are alternative rounds, offered as
bandit-stoppers which won't kill the fam
ily in the next room should you miss. No
advice given here should be construed as
advice to shoot someone with one of these
loads. If and when that happens, ....
you're on your own. ~
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The Empty Chamber

~ rom the earliest frontier days of the old west,
, the mechanical characteristics and limitations
of the single-action revolver have been well under
stood, as the writings of the day amply demonstrate.
The safety precaution of loading the "six-shooter"
with only five cartridges and resting the hammer on
the empty chamber was universally practiced.
According to folklore, some cowboys habitually
carried "burying money" or their last bank note
rolled up in the empty chamber. These old-timers
understood that the notches in the hammer pro
vided only limited protection, and that an accidental
discharge could result ifa fully loaded revolverwere
to be dropped, or if the hammer were to receive a
sharp blow.

Despite the lessons of history, there are still

people who get themselves in trouble by ignoring
the following common sense rules ofgun handling:

1. The shooter should thoroughly understand the
mechanical characteristics and rules for handling
the particular type of firearm he is using.

2. The safest way to carry any old style' single
action revolver is with fiv~ chambers loaded and the
hammer resting on the empty chamber.

"1be Ruger "New Model" single-action revolvers
are not subject to this limitation andcan becarried
safely with all six chambers loaded. Some other
manufacturers have added various manual safety
devices to old style single-action revolvers, but no
manual safety can ensure against accidents if the
shooterfails to use itproperly. Remember: 1bere is
no such thing as a foolproof gun!

© 1980 by Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.

FREE CATALOGS AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS WHICH CONTAIN APPROPRIATE WARNINGS AND ADVICE

'9 STURM;S°auGEilvA&FC::O;;:;~ Ine~
2 Lacey Plaf~e

Southport. Connedit'lIt 08490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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